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1
History and the Uses of Space
Paul Stock

Introduction

The Uses of Space in Early Modern History argues for the fundamental 
importance of space in historical study. Space—by which I mean the 
emplacement, distribution, and connection of entities, actions, and 
ideas—has become an increasingly important topic in the humani-
ties and social sciences. This volume shows how spatial approaches 
can be used to understand the societies, cultures, and mentalities of 
the past. The essays gathered here explore the uses of space in two 
respects: how spatial concepts can be employed by or applied to the 
study of history; and how particular spaces or spatial ideas were used 
for practical and ideological purposes during specific periods. All are 
grounded in specific case studies, but their procedures and focuses 
also suggest broader methodological and intellectual implications 
which resonate beyond those particular contexts. Some, for exam-
ple, explore how domestic or religious ideologies structured, or were 
structured by, early modern social spaces and interactions. Others 
interrogate the political objectives and symbolic meanings integral 
to city design, or analyze the spatial strategies that define imperial 
space and practice.

Individually then, the contributions show how space can be inte-
gral to a number of disciplinary subfields: the histories of gender, 
everyday life, cities, borderlands, empires, political economy, science, 
and emotion. Collectively, however, they explore the imbrication 
of materiality and representation in the understanding and experi-
ence of space. They show how material spaces and other contextual 
circumstances give shape to ideas about, say, territory and religion, 
or gender roles and imperial power. However, they also show how 
those ideas help to structure the construction and experience of 
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actual sites. In this respect, the volume allows us to see how spaces 
are built using physical materials, as well as in rhetorical and cultural 
terms. It explores the mentalities that inspire and structure concep-
tions of space; but it also investigates the consequences of those con-
structions, that is, their concrete effects and the realities that they 
influence.1 The Uses of Space in Early Modern History therefore directly 
engages with one of the central questions of historical research: the 
relationship between ideas and activity. It contends that a serious 
investigation of historical spaces can cast new light on the relation-
ship between thought and practice in past societies.

This introductory essay serves several purposes. Firstly, it shows 
how space has long been an important part of disciplined historical 
study. Although there are important connections between the “spa-
tial turn” and the “cultural turn,” the two are not identical, and this 
must be emphasized if the importance of space in history is to be fully 
exploited. Indeed, the study of space can help historians develop new 
perspectives on certain critical issues, most notably questions about 
agency and causation, and the relationship between material and 
intellectual life. Lastly, the essay introduces the articles that comprise 
this volume, showing how—together and individually—they repre-
sent an approach to space that encompasses both the material and 
the representational.

The history of space

How important is space in history? The “spatial turn” is often pre-
sented and understood as a phenomenon from the late twentieth 
century and the twenty-first century.2 In fact, however, the study of 
the past has long been saturated with spatialized concepts, both as 
evidential historical categories and as historiographical frameworks: 
nation, empire, border, public, domestic, network, and so on. As 
Joanna Guldi’s pioneering work on the “spatial turn” has shown, space 
has long played an important, even foundational, role in disciplined 
historical theory and practice.3 Leopold von Ranke, for instance, took 
the “space of nations” as both the subject and the organizing prin-
ciple of his enquiries. When he argues that “nations have evolved in 
unity and kindred movement” and laments the “division” afforded by 
the Reformation and political strife, Ranke proposes a historical tra-
jectory driven by certain spatialized activities—migration, conquest, 
centralization—as well as a historiographical vocabulary for assessing 
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that progress in terms of successful “union.”4 In other words, Ranke is 
writing a kind of “spatial history”; a particular way of thinking about 
space—the idea of national consolidation—underpins his interpreta-
tion of historical events and change. Moreover—and this is an impor-
tant point—Ranke’s archival method is precisely located. His research 
involved travelling to specific archives and enduring various practical 
challenges: arduous journeys, poor accommodation, decaying docu-
ments, or closed collections. In this respect, he writes spatial history 
in another sense; his work is the product of interaction with specific 
material spaces. As Guldi notes, “to write history, as the historical dis-
cipline was invented, was very much a matter of interacting with the 
material landscape . . . The historian’s route, traveling across diverse 
landscapes, was the single continuous thread that made possible the 
forging of an integrated story about the modern nation.”5

Another prominent example of the importance of space in history 
comes from the Annales movement. The Annales, of course, employed 
different scalar perspectives in order to consider historical events 
within spatial frameworks larger or smaller than the nation state. 
Bloch’s La Société Féodale (1939) and Braudel’s La Méditerranée (1949), 
for instance, combine interest in trans-state regions with attention 
to localized specifics. Braudel speaks of the “need to see on a grand 
scale,” but also notes that the Mediterranean is not a spatial totality: 
it is a “complex of seas . . . broken up by islands, interrupted by pen-
insulas, ringed by intricate coastlines,” each with their own intercon-
nected contexts.6 By using different spatial frameworks to choose, 
focus, and circumscribe certain topics, the Annales were able to offer 
new perspectives through which to interpret the events of the past. 
More fundamentally, however, the Annales also saw space as an active 
force in shaping history. They talk about geographical and environ-
mental factors—mountains, plains, coastlines, climate—as having 
direct bearing on historical occurrences. As Braudel argues, “human 
life responds to the commands of the environment, but also seeks to 
evade and overcome them, only to be caught in other toils.”7 This was 
not, of course, a unique idea. Some scholars have detected the influ-
ence of early twentieth-century geographer Paul Vidal de la Blache 
who identified the supposed “personalities” of different geographi-
cal regions by arguing that people and landscape mutually imprint 
one another.8 And of course, climactic theories—in which environ-
mental circumstances are said to influence societal and individual 
development—have a very long provenance, reaching back through 
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Jean Bodin and Montesquieu to Hippocrates and Strabo.9 The impor-
tant point to emphasize here is the centrality of space for the Annales 
movement in both historiographical and historical terms: not only 
do they present a set of spatial perspectives through which to recon-
sider the past, but material space is also seen to actively influence 
historical events.

I am arguing, then, that particular ideas about space are integral 
to several historiographical traditions. There are other examples. 
Guldi devotes especial attention to the radical landscape historians 
of the mid-twentieth century. Works such as Henry Randall’s History 
in the Open Air (1936) and W. G. Hoskins’s The Making of the English 
Landscape (1955) show how the study of natural and built environ-
ments can offer evidential insights not accessible to solely documen-
tary methodologies. By foregrounding questions about landholding, 
land use, everyday experiences, and so on—in other words, by taking 
spatial contexts seriously—these works pioneered important develop-
ments in social history, material culture, and the history of everyday 
life.10 One might also mention how urban and architectural history 
explores the relationship between buildings and socio-cultural prac-
tice: for example, the development of different architectural styles, 
urbanization, city planning, and so on.11

It is important to acknowledge this depth of historiographical 
interest in space. The “spatial turn” is often most associated with 
certain late twentieth-century thinkers: a range of founding the-
oretical texts such as Michel Foucault’s “Of Other Spaces” (1967, 
published 1984) or Henri Lefebvre’s The Production of Space (1974), 
and several highly influential cultural geographers, including David 
Harvey, Edward Soja, and Doreen Massey.12 However, by acknowl-
edging the significance of space in other, earlier, traditions we can 
see these figures as part of developing historical and historiographi-
cal interests in space, rather than as the creators of a “spatial turn” 
ex nihilo. Instead, Lefebvre, Harvey, and their followers brought to 
the study of space a set of theoretical assumptions useful for histo-
rians. Firstly, that space is socially and culturally contingent: nei-
ther material spaces nor societal ideas about them are unchanging 
universal categories; rather, they are historically specific cultural 
products—in Lefebvre’s famous dictum, “(social) space is a (social) 
product.”13 Secondly, Lefebvre and the rest propose that spaces are 
both instruments and evidence of uneven power dynamics and ide-
ological agendas.14
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One might say, then, that these scholars have applied to the 
understanding of space some of the key insights of the 1970s “cul-
tural turn” and the “new cultural history”: a suspicion of universal 
categories or positivist empiricism, and a focus on cultural processes, 
rhetorical language, sign systems, and ideological meanings.15 
Certainly, there are many subsequent works exploring the interac-
tion of space, power, and cultural meaning: from classic Foucauldian 
themes such as madness and sexuality, through to the strategies of 
power implicit in architecture and landscape.16 The effect of this cul-
tural approach to space is perhaps most evident in the history of 
cartography. Formerly preoccupied with somewhat Whiggish narra-
tives about the progress of scientific objectivity and ever-improving 
technology, J. B. Harley reframed the field around the idea that maps 
are reflections and agents of social ideologies: they “redescribe the 
world . . . in terms of relations of power and of cultural practices, pref-
erences and priorities.”17

Clearly, it is important to acknowledge the influence of the cul-
tural turn on ideas about space. However, we must also recognize the 
breadth and significance of earlier historiographical interest in spatial 
topics. Otherwise, the danger is that we straightforwardly equate the 
emergence and possibilities of the “spatial turn” with the scholars, 
methods, and achievements of cultural history after the “cultural 
turn.” Indeed, the term “spatial turn” may be problematic, not least 
because it unhelpfully suggests a parade of transient moments in 
scholarly fashion.18 Instead, I want to suggest, thinking about space 
is fundamental to the study of the past; it encompasses crucial ques-
tions about materiality, perception, and agency. Cultural approaches 
have been, and remain, invaluable: for example, by promoting the 
notion that space is historically constructed and understood. But 
“spatial history” also has additional strengths and prospects: it can 
combine interest in representation with greater attention to material-
ity and agency.

Representation, materiality, agency

A cultural approach to space offers one especially important insight: 
that space itself is a historical concept. In other words, space is not 
something outside history; it is not a contextless, pre-existent “given,” 
or an “inert, frozen set of relations devoid of social origins and 
social implications.”19 Instead, space is historically contingent and 
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constructed by specific circumstances and perspectives. Historians 
can therefore analyze the intellectual, cultural, and social contexts 
that give rise to particular understandings of space, and explore how 
those understandings are reproduced, transformed, and used.20 Some 
scholars have argued that the idea of “space as a naturally given, grid-
like platform for human conduct” only became “an everyday prem-
ise” in seventeenth-century Europe. In other words, it is a particular 
perspective on the world, especially associated with ideas about the 
bureaucratic state and commodity exchange. Adopted by scientists, 
army officers, administrators, and estate surveyors in the early mod-
ern period, this view of space has now become so commonplace that 
it is often taken for a neutral description of the world, when it is in 
fact a contextualized and historically located interpretation of it.21

If understandings of space are historically specific, they can there-
fore be disputed—something can be glimpsed when one examines 
the history of spatial thought. Isaac Newton understood space (and 
time) as “abstract, absolute entities that existed independently of 
their measurement.” However, his contemporary, Gottfried von 
Leibniz, held that time and space are relational, that is, comprehen-
sible only through “frames of interpretation.” Space and time have 
no “independent existence . . . but [are] derivative of how we measure 
them.”22 These different interpretations encompass a significant phil-
osophical problem: principally, whether space is an intrinsic property 
of the universe, or whether it is an ordering mechanism devised by 
human observation. But these two views also remind us that under-
standings of space are not given or fixed. Instead, they are contested 
and historically constructed—that is, space has been understood in 
various ways at particular moments and is thus a contingent con-
cept. This is even more evident when one examines non-European 
traditions. Barbara Mundy’s study of cartography in the New World 
shows how European and Aztec mapmakers comprehended and rep-
resented space in profoundly different ways. Spanish cartographers 
espoused “scientific rationalism”: they employed geometric tech-
niques to describe “architecture and other man-made constructions” 
as “the defining and constituting features of space.” Conversely, the 
Aztecs offered “humanistic or social projections”: “their spatial real-
ity was one defined and structured by social relationships,” rather 
than Euclidean geometries.23 Others scholars have identified critical 
cultural moments in which a society radically reassesses the way in 
which it understands space: such moments in Europe might include, 
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for example, the discovery of the New World, the “dismantling of 
purgatory,” or the shift to heliocentrism.24

The idea that space is contingent has thus been widely adopted; 
indeed, many contemporary theoretical paradigms in the humani-
ties are underpinned by ideas about the cultural construction of 
space. To take two very well-known examples, Benedict Anderson’s 
notion of “imagined communities” and Edward Said’s analysis of 
the “Orient” are both premised upon the idea that “human beings 
plot their actions with reference to an imagined spatial projection 
of the world around them.”25 Some historians have concentrated on 
how individual actors constructed their own “mental maps” based 
on their “education, experience and personal values.”26 Others, how-
ever, have focused on the social, economic, intellectual, and political 
contexts through which different types of spatial imaginations are 
produced.27 Charles Withers, for example, argues that the European 
Enlightenment was constituted, not only by particular geographical 
circumstances, but also by developing eighteenth-century ideas about 
space: the possibility of exact measurement, the utility of the natural 
world, and the borderless movement of knowledge.28 For some his-
torians, the landscape itself is a cultural construction. Influenced by 
John Berger’s art criticism, Denis Cosgrove argues that “the landscape 
idea represents a way of seeing—a way in which some Europeans have 
represented to themselves and to others the world about them and 
their relationships with it, and through which they have commented 
on social relations.”29 In other words, landscape is, in part, an inter-
pretative procedure—a kind of text which carries certain meanings 
and can be read by those who understand its metaphors.30

This method, then, tends to see space predominantly as a set of 
metaphorical conceits, symbols pregnant with cultural meaning 
and situated within conceptual discourses.31 But it also risks under-
emphasizing the physicality of space; if spaces are merely texts to be 
read, one can lose sight of their materiality and the concrete experi-
ences which take place in them. An approach to space largely con-
cerned with representation risks presenting “spatial history” merely 
as a late-flowering branch of the cultural turn.32 Instead, therefore, 
historians also need to consider the physical elements and con-
sequences of spaces. How do tangible spatial factors—proximity, 
resources, communication networks—affect the material and rhetori-
cal construction of space, both at individual sites and in spatialized 
ideas such as nation and empire? Can we identify the effects of spaces 
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“without reducing them to clumsy, brute determinants”?33 To what 
extent is all knowledge “situated”; that is, produced and organized by 
specific spatial contexts such as the laboratory, the museum, or the 
coffeehouse? 34 How are ideological or societal concepts physically 
emplaced and enacted at specific locations, and how might they be 
changed by the material properties of those locations?

These are difficult questions, but they also suggest great opportu-
nities for historical scholarship. The study of space can explore how 
materiality, social relations, epistemology, and aesthetics interrelate. 
Talking about the spaces of empire, for example, Daniel Brewer argues 
that “the imaginary space of colonization intersects with aesthetic 
space; it is also an epistemological space, where forms of knowledge 
are set up, as well as a space of affect, where forms of desire are played 
out.”35 By investigating space, historians can explore how the material 
and the representational are interrelated and mutually constitutive, 
not only in particular locations—churches, cities, and other sites—
but also in the wider contexts of spatial thought and practice; for 
instance, in the notions of “the border,” “territory,” or “the home.” 
Space concerns both “matter and meaning”: it is simultaneously “a 
set of social circumstances and physical landscapes, and as a constel-
lation of discourses that reflect, constitute, and at times undermine, 
the . . . social order.”36 The essays in this volume therefore discuss the 
practical uses of physical spaces, how past societies conceptualized 
space, and, importantly, explore the connections between activity 
and ideology. This last point is the crucial one. By considering both 
the physicality of material practices, as well as ideas about the world, 
the contributions can offer new perspectives on one of the most chal-
lenging issues in cultural and intellectual history: the relationship 
between ideas, matter, and activity.

This, however, leads us to another important set of issues, rel-
evant to not only space and history but also to historical study 
more broadly: questions about agency and causation. How do spa-
tial  factors—boundaries, proximity, distribution, connection, and so 
on—affect past events? How, and from where, do particular concepts 
of space emerge and with what concrete consequences? How do peo-
ple, cultures, and societies shape spaces; and how do spaces affect 
those cultures and societies? On one level, we might consider how 
social or intellectual elites construct physical and representational 
spaces that reflect their priorities. Many scholars have shown how the 
elite manipulated urban and rural landscapes in order to articulate 
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tangible and symbolic authority.37 However, this implies that space is 
simply acted upon by human actors—an assertion that, while persua-
sive in many respects, also contains some potential drawbacks. One 
problem is that it grants space anthropomorphic attributes: gendered 
space, sacred space, elite space, and so on. In these cases, an interpre-
tation may be “read into or onto a space from a knowledge generated 
elsewhere, and then read back off the space as if it were the source 
of the knowledge, and then feted as a new evidential category.”38 
Another consequence is that it treats material space as a passive blank 
canvas; it turns physical sites into reified expressions of social or cul-
tural ideas.39

The bigger question, then, is how space might itself influence actions 
and shape events. Some historians have spoken of space’s “generative 
aspects”: it offers a way to think about agency and activity in material 
terms, outside the “shadowy world where such abstractions as ‘the 
market,’ ‘political self-determination,’ or ‘the state’ reside.”40 In this 
sense, space is not solely a contingent product of abstract historical 
forces; instead, it can also play a role in shaping historical practices, 
because it enables and constrains action.41 Lief Jerram phrases this 
starkly: if materiality “acts in its own right,” then the “material dis-
positions” of spaces may be able to “force, enable, delimit and pre-
vent.”42 The point here is that space is not simply another expression 
of historical experience; rather, it replicates, enforces, or generates 
new categories of, for instance, gender or polity.43

Clearly, this leads to difficult and controversial territory. To speak 
of space “acting in its own right” implies volition, or, at the very 
least, a set of essential qualities which can prescribe activity. Martina 
Löw, for example, talks about the “potentiality of spaces”: the way 
in which spatial and atmospheric qualities can influence societal 
responses. By way of illustration, she suggests that one might “enter 
a small shop in feverish haste,” but “restful music and pleasant aro-
mas” might “retune” one’s responses and foster a sense of calm.44 The 
problem with this example is that these atmospheric effects are not 
intrinsic qualities of the space; they are the products of human inter-
vention. Any agency may therefore ultimately belong to those who 
acted on the space, rather than to the space itself. Furthermore, as 
Löw acknowledges, if spaces can “retune” or affect behavior, this may 
well be due to culturally contingent responses to perceived condi-
tions, rather than the intrinsic qualities of spaces themselves.45 There 
are some longstanding philosophical problems here concerning 
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perception, specifically, a debate about whether it is possible to per-
ceive the world directly or whether perception is always filtered 
through human sense experience—an issue which Kant discusses 
explicitly with regard to space in the Critique of Pure Reason (1781).46

As if this were not enough, any mention of space and agency also 
raises the specter of determinism: the idea that space is an “autono-
mous determinant” and that supposed spatial characteristics inevita-
bly direct certain outcomes.47 Clearly any causal explanation founded 
on a presumption of necessity is highly problematic, though this is 
a potential difficulty for a range of historiographical traditions and 
fields—ranging from “Whiggish” political history to the history of 
technology—and as such, is hardly unique to the study of space.48 For 
this reason, the significance and possibilities of spatial history should 
not be disabled by a wider dilemma at the heart of historical study. 
Space may well have “generative aspects,” but this does not mean 
that spaces act in themselves, or that essential spatial qualities nec-
essarily structure activity—only that the material characteristics of 
spaces can influence beliefs and practices, just as beliefs and practices 
can shape concrete spaces. Taking examples from this book, to what 
extent did the spatial conditions of the St Petersburg site shape its 
physical construction and ideological messages? How did the arrange-
ment of early modern sites of worship help organize the enactment 
of societal roles?49 Spatial history requires historians to confront and 
re-examine important questions about agency and contingency. It 
provides a way to explore how matter, lived experience, and intellec-
tual life interact in specific historical fields and contexts such as the 
history of religious practice, city design, nationalism, science, or the 
emotions—topics all covered by the essays in this volume.

Spatial questions; spatial answers

How, then, can historians analyze space? Firstly, we need to recognize 
that all historical events and practices are emplaced; that is, they are 
located in a physical and conceptual spatial context. We might then 
ask how these spatial circumstances may have shaped those events 
and practices. And we can also explore how physical spaces and spa-
tial ideas are produced and constructed by changing and compet-
ing activities and ideologies.50 These lines of enquiry lead to further 
questions encompassing both the material and representational ele-
ments of space. What are the dominant paradigms for thinking about 
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space in a given period? How, where, and when do these emerge? 
How are spaces classified or divided—both literally and conceptu-
ally—and with what consequences? Who controls space, and how 
is this maintained or challenged? What is the relationship between 
space and socio-cultural identities? How are specific sites constructed 
in physical and ideological terms? How might material or concep-
tual spaces influence ideas and activities, and how might historians 
identify this influence? How do spaces help us understand the rela-
tionship between the material and the representational in particular 
contexts?51

The essays in this volume represent a set of contextually specific 
answers to some of these questions. The book begins with Matthew 
Johnson’s essay about early modern “living space.” He argues that 
vernacular houses do not simply express existing symbolic concepts 
or mentalities, but instead “materialize a set of cultural practices and 
meanings at . . . [a] quotidian level.” In other words, “meanings and 
values do not have ontological existence prior to spaces and objects, 
but rather they emerge through . . . practice that takes place within 
and through spaces and objects.” Johnson discusses the layouts and 
activities of particular sites alongside early modern conduct manuals, 
exposing how homes were fashioned in physical and representational 
terms. His discussion shows how “living space” was, in some respects, 
constructed at an idealized discursive level and disseminated to an 
“imagined community” of readers, but also, crucially, how home 
spaces were produced by the material practices and locally-interpreted 
activities of everyday life. Amanda Flather’s contribution on gender 
and sacred space moves away from “the abstract historiographi-
cal metaphor” of separate spheres for men and women in order to 
“explore what people did in spaces and how gender influenced spatial 
meaning and patterns of use and control.” She concentrates on par-
ish churches, noting how “questions of identity and social cohesion 
were bound up with issues of position and performance in particular 
places.” Her essay shows not only how church spaces and activities 
gave material expression to gendered ideas, but also how the local 
uses of space affected and modified understandings of social rela-
tions. That these mutual interactions occurred in churches—spaces 
which localize “the holy”—also suggests the imbrication of the spiri-
tual, social, and material in particular early modern locations.

Claire Norton focuses on the liminal spaces between the Ottoman 
and Habsburg empires. She warns historians against anachronistically 
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imposing “nation-state spatial imaginaries with their concomitant 
emphasis on ethno-cultural, linguistic and religious homogeneity 
onto early modern conceptions of geographical space.” Early mod-
ern imperial authorities may well have employed propaganda to 
conceptualize space in terms of “loci of power.” However, literature, 
muster records, tax records, and correspondence suggest instead 
an imperial space that “permitted and encouraged both political 
cooperation and ethno-cultural and religious interaction.” In other 
words, we need to reassess how early modern communities concep-
tualized and experienced space in terms of connections, allegiances 
and synthesis, rather than centralized state power or bordered divi-
sion. Crucially, Norton also argues for a corresponding fluidity in 
ethnic and religious identity in the borderlands, suggesting that 
intersecting economic and political alliances and networks helped 
constitute plural overlapping conceptions of space, society, and 
identity alike.

Turning to early modern city spaces, Paul Keenan interrogates the 
material contexts and symbolic resonances central to the design 
and construction of St Petersburg. He explains how the city’s loca-
tion served, and was intrinsic to, certain military, commercial, and 
political objectives. However, he goes on to analyze the symbol-
isms literally built into the site; through its structure and details, the 
city displayed itself as an Orthodox Christian space, a sophisticated 
“European” space, and as a “well-ordered,” rational space. In this 
way, St Petersburg employed a rhetorical language of the built envi-
ronment in order to materialize particular interpretations of Russia 
and its rulers. Importantly, it also shaped that language, lending sub-
stance and physicality to representational rhetoric.

Michael Heffernan’s contribution discusses a significant develop-
ment in early modern conceptions of space: the idea that space is “a 
fundamental physical parameter, measurable by techniques of survey 
and calculation that linked a knowable earth to the wider universe.” 
This was a critical moment in the “emergence of modernity,” partly 
because it challenged traditional Aristotelian and Judeo-Christian 
understandings of the earth and the cosmos. Heffernan concentrates 
on the eighteenth-century Paris Academy of Sciences, suggesting that 
its debates about the relative merits and utility of terrestrial measure-
ment and celestial calculation held substantive epistemological, disci-
plinary, and institutional implications. He also locates these disputes 
within their specific sites and networks, showing that  large-scale 
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re-conceptualizations of space are themselves the products of partic-
ular spatial contexts.

The volume continues with two essays on imperial spaces. Lauren 
Benton and Jeppe Mulich use the concept of “microregions” to com-
plicate historiographical understandings of early nineteenth-century 
empires. They show how the imperial and the local become entan-
gled in small regions, and how “cross-polity movements and alli-
ances” knit these zones together. These microregions—for example, 
the Leeward Islands, the Gold Coast, Mauritius—are defined equally 
by “thickening networks of local exchange” and by the global impe-
rial competitions and hegemonies which intersect there. Moreover, 
these regions are at the forefront of political experimentation: free 
ports, confederations, and other inter-polity jurisdictions. The key 
point is to understand these polities and spaces outside “narratives 
of a global politics dominated by either the continuities of empires 
or the proliferation of nation-states.” Microregions provide a spatial 
framework to explore the configurations of regionalism and global 
integration in empires. Andrew Rudd’s article explores the relation-
ship between physical distance and imaginative sympathy in the 
spatial conception of empires. He discusses the practical problems 
occasioned “at the level of material space,” notably the “worryingly 
fragile networks of communication.” However, he also demonstrates 
how eighteenth-century notions of sympathy were used to conceive 
of “empire as a community bound together by common laws, ideas 
and values, despite the remoteness between its constituent parts.” 
Focusing on Edmund Burke’s prosecution (1788–1795) of Warren 
Hastings, Governor-General of India, Rudd suggests that ideas about 
universalism, cultural difference, morality, and law are defined and 
given application by different perceptions and conceptions of space. 
He therefore explores the unexpected connections between imagina-
tive and emotional spaces, and the theory and activity of imperial 
governance.

In the final essay, Robert Mayhew considers the significance of 
space and scale as historiographical tools. “Concepts of space,” he 
says, “can act upon the world, peoples’ spatial understandings driv-
ing their actions (which then affect the material world), just as 
assuredly as the socially-produced material world can affect mental 
space.” But space does not possess independent volition; it “cannot 
‘do’ anything” in itself. Instead, space and scale are “logical devices 
for ordering our inquiries”; they structure our understandings of 
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objects, events and experiences, and in that sense, are instruments 
of “worldmaking.” Mayhew demonstrates his approach by showing 
how different scalar perspectives—global, national, and local—can 
facilitate diverse readings of Thomas Malthus’s Essay on the Principle 
of Population. Spatial categories, he concludes, are “one way of weav-
ing the web of a historical narrative, of making a coherent histori-
cal worldview to contextualize an object, moment, or person.” Beat 
Kümin closes the volume with a discussion of the essays’ wider impli-
cations. He argues that together they explore three themes of especial 
consequence: the negotiation of gendered spaces, the spatial limits 
of political control, and the formation of contextualized discourses 
about space and place. Moreover, he shows how the essays suggest 
important questions for future work on space and place, particularly 
concerning the relationship between materiality and immateriality 
and the definition of “early modernity” itself. Finally, Kümin uses 
the essays’ insights to propose a fresh terminological framework for 
analyzing historical spaces, a vocabulary which “helps us integrate 
the material, social and mental components of space constitution.” 
By “testing concepts, providing new insights and provoking further 
questions,” he says, “The Uses of Space in Early Modern History advances 
the field in significant ways.”
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2
Living Space: The Interpretation 
of English Vernacular Houses
Matthew Johnson

Introduction

Ordinary houses are a familiar, even iconic, element of the English 
countryside. Houses that are modest in size and built of local materi-
als using traditional methods can be found in almost every English 
rural community. Thousands of these houses were either built or 
modified in the early modern period and are still in use as family 
homes today. A casual walk down the high street of a Midland village, 
a hike along the shoulders of northern valleys, or a stroll around the 
Sussex or Kent countryside is not just physical exercise; if accompa-
nied by an attentiveness to the buildings around the observer, it can 
be an observation and appreciation of the physical presence of the 
past landscapes of England1 (see figure 2.1).

These houses are commonly described as “vernacular.” The term 
“vernacular” has a complex set of meanings, some of which are 
quite at odds with its use in early modern intellectual history. Eric 
Mercer sees the term “vernacular,” when applied to houses, as hav-
ing “three distinct but related meanings: first, vernacular houses 
are of traditional form, are built in traditional ways with tradi-
tional materials, and use traditional ornament; secondly, they are 
common within, and peculiar to, one or more limited parts of the 
country; thirdly they are small and mean in comparison with some 
of their neighbors.” For Mercer, vernacular buildings are “those 
which belong to a type which is common in a given area at a given 
time.”2

The interpretation of surviving vernacular houses is complex, 
but they were lived in by inhabitants below the level of the elite; 
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conversely, few that survive today were inhabited by the laboring 
poor, at least until the eighteenth century. There is an ongoing debate 
about the difference between “vernacular” and “polite,” the social 
connotations of this changing divide in building styles and tradi-
tions, and the degree to which our sample of surviving buildings fail 
to reflect the dwellings of the poorest elements of society; and I will 
touch further on this divide below.3 However, the broader outlines 
are clear. Thousands of these houses were built and dwelt in by the 
lesser gentry, by yeomen and husbandmen, and their families and 
households.

The issue then for the historian and archaeologist, as opposed to 
the casual visitor to an English village, is how to understand these 
buildings. English vernacular houses were and are, among other 
things, deliberate arrangements and configurations of space. How do 
we make mute stones speak—what can the materiality and the spa-
tiality of these buildings tell us about the early modern period? How 
can the study of vernacular buildings be more than an appendix or 
set of illustrative footnotes to parochial history?

Figure 2.1 Monks Eleigh, Suffolk: A “typical English village,” with houses 
first constructed at varying dates between the fourteenth and the eighteenth 
centuries around a green and church. Photograph by Matthew Johnson.
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This chapter starts, then, from a rather different interpretive posi-
tion than most of the contributions to this volume. Following the 
standard convention for this genre, most contributors start with a 
problem in “early modern history” as defined through primary textual 
sources and through a pre-existing tradition of historical scholarship; 
they then proceed to work through the ways in which a consider-
ation of issues of space and place can contribute to the understanding 
of that problem. The problem for the student of vernacular architec-
ture is rather different, and arguably more direct and physical. We 
have these thousands of houses; with apologies to Dr. Johnson, kick 
one of them and it hurts. How do we offer a scholarly account or 
explanation for them? How do we address and explain not an imme-
diately historical problem, but rather this physical matter arranged 
in the present? (This intellectual issue is also expressed in the differ-
ent professional make-up and disciplinary composition of academic 
history versus the study of vernacular buildings; where history is a 
largely academic discipline, much scholarship on vernacular build-
ings is driven by the concerns and priorities of conservation and her-
itage management4).

Until the last couple of decades, the approach taken by students of 
vernacular architecture to understanding English vernacular houses 
was largely commonsensical. In other words, there were few explora-
tions of space as meaningfully constituted, and few attempts to see 
the past as different. Classic studies concentrated on building mate-
rials and techniques; where they discussed the interior layout and 
pattern of the vernacular house, they tended to take a utilitarian and 
functional view, often explicitly so.5 Where discussion moved beyond 
what was conceived of as the practicalities of the subject, many schol-
ars chose to discuss the economic patterns behind building rather 
than the cultural patterns inscribed in dwelling.6

This chapter, then, when compared to others in this volume, makes 
a rather different interpretive move, arguably in a reverse intellectual 
direction from that proposed by historians who wish to take space 
seriously. Many historians, including many of the contributors to this 
volume, have set themselves the task of engaging with the social and 
cultural meanings of the past, and have become aware of the need to 
confront space if they are to do so effectively. In contrast, students 
of vernacular architecture have space, but have become aware of the 
need to confront its social/cultural meanings if they are to success-
fully understand that space.
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Space and place in archaeology

The study of vernacular architecture has been a site of enquiry from 
a wide range of disciplinary backgrounds. The pages of Vernacular 
Architecture are filled with contributions from social, cultural, and 
economic historians, architectural historians, archaeologists, both 
academics and professionals engaged in heritage studies, folk-
life specialists, ethnographers, and many others. Though featur-
ing often-sharp scholarly disagreements, the tone of discussion is 
largely—though not exclusively—positivist, and largely though not 
exclusively free of explicit discussion of theory.

Such an approach is in contrast to a more diverse set of perspectives 
in other countries. Most pertinent for the discussion in this volume 
is the work on seventeenth- and eighteenth-century “common” or 
vernacular landscapes in North America. This work draws on diverse 
perspectives from folklife and material culture studies, as well as cul-
tural, social, and economic history. Its theoretical inspirations are 
diverse, but a central theme is that vernacular building is “the study 
of people acting. It shows us people . . . engaged with their surround-
ings in a critical way, people making their own histories in the face 
of authorities trying to make it for them.”7 Much of this work, then, 
is rooted in a populist celebration of the “vernacular” as a distinct 
tradition in its own right that is not simply secondary to elite histo-
ries, and which shares a deep commitment to the material and every-
day world. Ordinary people are engaged with their surroundings in a 
material way, and that engagement is an active and critical one.

The discipline of archaeology starts from a distinctive intellectual 
position in these debates, in part due to its disciplinary context. To 
state the obvious, the vast bulk of the hundreds of thousands of 
years of the human past for which archaeologists seek explanations 
occurred well before the existence of written records. Archaeology 
has the primary intellectual task, then, of taking observed arrange-
ments of matter and space in time, and interpreting them in terms 
that have no reference to any accompanying textual record. Great 
monuments and landscapes like Stonehenge and Avebury, the prac-
tices and meanings of Paleolithic cave art, as well as the everyday 
and small-scale details of life at Starr Carr and the prehistoric lake 
village of Glastonbury, must be explained by archaeologists not in 
terms of some wider frame of documentary reference or in terms of 
historical debates or issues, but in terms of their own physical and 
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contextual properties, often in conjunction with the use of ethno-
graphic parallels.8

Archaeology has at the same time become an exceptionally ambi-
tious discipline. It has long moved beyond the position that archae-
ologists can only talk about dates and chronologies; as a discipline, it 
sets itself the task of understanding the totality of social and cultural 
life from the material fragments with which it is faced. The attempt 
to do so raises a host of theoretical and methodological issues, and 
requires, among other things, a well-developed, sophisticated, and 
coherent set of theoretical concepts in order to move from those 
fragments to an imaginative but nevertheless rigorous and evidence-
based understanding of human life.

In the last couple of decades, archaeological interpretation, faced 
with the problem of how to understand prehistoric space, has fore-
grounded issues of materiality and lived experience.9 The term 
“materiality” has become central in a variety of different disciplin-
ary fields, and subject to lengthy theoretical exegesis; here, I use it 
in a very modest way, to make two simple propositions. First, mate-
rial things, for example houses, but also urban and rural landscapes, 
churches, barns, farm buildings, ceramics, pins, items of clothing, are 
important.

Material things not only express symbolic values in highly charged 
locales like a church or a piazza, but they also materialize a set of 
cultural practices and meanings at an everyday or quotidian level, 
for example, in routeways in and around the village, the layout of 
the farmyard, and the textures and forms of the house. The close 
relationship between materiality and everyday practices is expressed 
through the concept of “lived experience”—it is not, simply or only 
at least, some abstracted set of symbolic concepts or deep mentali-
ties that drives our understanding of the world, it is our everyday 
living in and moving through the world that frame our understand-
ing of it.

Second, things, including spaces, are not passive or secondary. They 
materialize practices and meanings in a way that is not reducible sim-
ply or only to the written or spoken word, or to a pre-existing set of 
values. In other words, meanings and values do not have an onto-
logical existence prior to spaces and objects, but rather they emerge 
through practice; practice that takes place within and through spaces 
and objects. This is a point also made by Amanda Flather in this vol-
ume. As I understand her argument, spatial order and social order in 
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church seating reconstituted and reinforced each other; one did not 
have an ontological existence prior to the other.

This second point as stated above seems commonplace enough, but 
it has quite radical and counter-intuitive implications for the study of 
houses in the past or, for that matter, any study of space in the land-
scape or built environment. Scholars, including the author, habitu-
ally write about architecture “expressing” some prior cultural belief, 
set of values, mentality, or zeitgeist; for example, “status,” “civility,” 
“privacy,” “the spirit of the Middle Ages,” and so on. Such statements 
may well have some purchase when discussing elite Renaissance 
buildings where the presence of a named architect, and/or where a 
Classical or Palladian system of meaning can be readily invoked. In 
such contexts, the assumption of a prior agency or intention in the 
mind of the builder/owner or architect can be safely assumed or at 
least argued for in powerful terms. Such statements, however, are 
not at all clear or unproblematic for the building process before the 
Renaissance, or for vernacular as opposed to polite building.10 They 
can certainly not be stated as universals; true at all times and in all 
places.

Space exists and is constituted at a series of scales; in the remainder 
of this chapter, I take as my theme the issue of scale, and specifically, 
the question of what scale is appropriate for understanding vernacu-
lar architecture in early modern England (though I will touch on the 
status of “England” itself as a constructed rather than self-evident 
concept). I start by outlining what a broader pattern and scale tells 
us, drawing on my own previous work on vernacular houses from the 
later Middle Ages onward. I then turn to a suite of recent studies—
often primarily focused on objects rather than houses—that compli-
cate this broad picture in interesting ways. I conclude by asking how 
scale was itself constituted and redefined through the material prac-
tices of buildings and class, by exploring issues of ideal and “reality” 
in early modern husbandry manuals that deal with the English house 
and household.

Explaining larger developments

In my previous work,11 I outlined a large-scale model for the devel-
opment of English vernacular houses between the late medieval and 
early modern periods. I started by observing the arrangement of space 
in late medieval houses, space that was centered around a hall open 
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to the roof (see figure 2.2). I explored the cultural practices and mean-
ings embedded in the form of the hall, in particular, the way the hall 
materialized status differences through its division, even in relatively 
humble dwellings, between upper and lower ends. Large halls charac-
teristically had a raised dais and fixed bench at the upper end, upon 
which the table for the master and wife was set; this “dais end” was 
often lit by an oriel window. At the lower end of the hall, a screens or 
cross-passage framed the entrance of guests and household members, 
and the ninety-degree turn from the door into the hall oriented them 
toward the upper end.

These practices and meanings were materialized not just in 
the arrangement of space within late medieval houses, but in and 
through their construction, the process, technical systems, and man-
ner of building. As Richard Harris has pointed out, the bay system 
of framing echoed the cultural layout of the house, with bay divi-
sions and spatial divisions being congruent. The joints of the frame 
were “pegged-in” in such a way that the “fair faces” or ends of the 
pegs always faced the upper end of the hall. Where the hall was of 
two bays, the upper bay was slightly wider than the lower, by one 
rafter.12

The story of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was of the 
transformation of the open hall, starting with the disappearance of 
the open hearth and its replacement with various forms of chimney 
or fire hood. The fireplace and chimneystack had been known at elite 
levels since at least the twelfth century. It was introduced at socially 
middling levels in the sixteenth century, with earliest examples vary-
ing in date from region to region (c. 1500 in parts of East Anglia; 
later in the north and west).13 A variety of forms of smoke bay, fire 

Figure 2.2 Plan and section of a late medieval vernacular house. Illustration 
by Matthew Johnson, after Matthew Johnson, English Houses 1300–1800: 
Vernacular Architecture, Social Life (London: Pearson, 2010), figure 4.1.
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hoods, and timber and brick chimneystacks were either built anew 
or skilfully inserted into earlier medieval houses. These insertions 
reduced the floor area of the hall and disrupted the arrangement of 
its internal features. The chimneystack also facilitated the insertion 
of ceilings into the hall. A lower ceiling made the space warmer and 
more comfortable, and made the hall a more intimate and less open 
space. It also removed the visual focus of the timber frame and raf-
ters of the roof, and it also meant that the circulation pattern of the 
house became less centralized and more segregated—movement at 
the level of the upper floor from one end of the house to the other 
was facilitated.

The early seventeenth-century house still characteristically had a 
hall as the central room, but its importance had been diminished; 
in many areas, entrance to the house was now via a lobby that gave 
access both to hall and parlor, or hall and kitchen, rather than cross 
passage or screen entry. Evidence from the goods and furnishings 
listed in probate inventories shows that in the course of the next 
century, the upper story of the house became more important: the 
bed moved from the ground floor parlor to an upper story chamber, 
for example.

The picture that emerged of a socially middling house and house-
hold around say the year 1600 was quite unitary. Such a house 
retained a central hall, now with ceiling and chimneystack, but still 
the center of the home. Cooking, mealtimes, work, and other activi-
ties still retained the hall as their focus. A parlor contained the bed 
of the master and wife at the upper end of the hall, with service and 
ancillary rooms at the lower end, often leading out in turn to the 
farmyard, with its barn, byre, and other buildings.

The whole arrangement, then, represented an ordering of space 
that reflected social forms and values that are well known, specifi-
cally of the patriarchal household.14 It was a small interpretive step 
from the spatial ordering and landscape setting of the farmhouse and 
household of c.1600 to, for example, the forthright advice of Dod 
and Cleaver’s Puritan tract, A Godlie Forme of Household Government:

The dutie of the Husband is to get goods: and of the Wife to gather 
them together, and save them. The dutie of the Husband is to travel 
abroad, to seeke living, and the Wives dutie is to keep the house. 
The dutie of the Husband is to get money and provision; and of 
the Wives, not vainely to spend it. The dutie of the Husband is to 
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deal with many men; and of the Wives to talk with few. The dutie 
of the Husband is to be entermedling and of the wife, to be solitary 
and withdrawn. The dutie of the man is to bee lorde of all; and 
of the wife, to give account of all. The dutie of the husband is, to 
dispatch all things without dore; and of the wife, to oversee and 
give order for all things within the house.15

At the same time as ordinary houses changed in form, they also 
become more different in layout from elite buildings. To simplify, 
houses of c. 1500 were larger and smaller versions of a similar basic 
plan, with the open hall at its center, whether the hall was the every-
day living space of a peasant or the more formal but still multi-func-
tional space of lordly ceremonial. Where the open-hall house of c. 
1500 shared spatial characteristics across different status groups, the 
house of c. 1700 was markedly different. The use of Classical style 
and features at upper social levels, and the use of new building mate-
rials, such as brick, served to differentiate the houses of different 
classes not just in their arrangement of space, but also in their visual 
language and appearance; in the way their form could be “read” and 
understood from outside.

In this quite sweeping and large-scale view of developments in ver-
nacular architecture across the centuries, then, the early seventeenth-
century house and household idealized by Dod and Cleaver was a 
mid-point of a process that looked forward to the development of 
eighteenth-century houses that have variously been labelled as sym-
metrical or Georgian. Symmetrical or Georgian houses, in this view, 
were not simply or only the result of a top-down process of stylistic 
change in which Palladian ideas filtered down to vernacular levels. 
Instead, they could also be seen, in a bottom-up way, as materializ-
ing internal changes in the socially middling household. By the early 
eighteenth century, ordinary houses were often two rooms rather 
than one room deep. The two-room-deep plan again disrupted the 
traditional ordering of the house as a line of rooms from kitchen to 
hall to parlor, and made its internal arrangement much harder to 
“read” from the outside; it also relegated women’s activities to the 
rear of the house, at a time when traditional conceptions of the active 
role of the housewife were also being eroded.

This model shared elements of earlier work. It drew from and 
reflected upon W. G. Hoskins’s thesis of the Great Rebuilding; though 
the narrow dates of 1560–1640 proposed by Hoskins were in this view 
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a small segment of a much longer change. It also echoed Eric Mercer’s 
Marxist interpretation of ordinary houses in England, published in 
his monumental English Vernacular Houses16—for many one of the 
most significant books on traditional buildings in England ever pub-
lished. Until the publication of English Vernacular Houses, much of 
the discussion on vernacular traditions had stressed regional tradi-
tion and peculiarity; differences between one area and another were 
understood in terms of local tradition or simply not thought through 
or explained at all. Mercer’s thesis in English Vernacular Houses was 
that all areas of England went through the same fundamental transi-
tion between the fourteenth and the eighteenth centuries, and had 
the same start points and end points. However, they went through 
this transition at different paces and in different ways. As a result, 
what might appear to the casual observer as idiosyncratic regional 
differences were actually manifestations of a deeper, quite simple pat-
tern: a fundamental, single social change affecting the whole of the 
country. The power of this idea lay in its ability to unify the story 
of English vernacular architecture into a single narrative, and to say 
interesting things about regional differences beyond seeing them as 
local particularities or idiosyncrasies. It was derived from quite a lit-
eral reading of classical Marxism—specifically, the Marxist account 
of the feudal/capitalist transition in which all societies undergo the 
same basic set of changes but at different times.

Both Mercer and I, then, put forward a unified, large-scale story 
about the pattern of English building. I suggest that such a large-scale 
story is necessary and valid. However, it is only part of the story.

Critiquing larger models

There are several issues with the larger story I have outlined that need 
to be explored. First, it was highly normative, taking the rural house 
built and dwelt in by socially middling farming households as its 
ideal. In taking the rural house as the norm, it tended to downplay or 
view as secondary the important developments that were going on in 
urban housing and topography. These other developments indicate, 
first, much greater diversity in different house forms, and diversity 
also in the form of the open hall itself.17

In a sense, the difficulties encountered by contemporary commen-
tators, most famously Gregory King, in fitting urban householders 
into a social scheme that was based on a rural hierarchy, are echoed 
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by the modern scholar’s difficulty in encompassing rural and urban 
housing within a single narrative of development.18 To clarify: King 
and others had little trouble articulating schemes of vertical social 
hierarchy running from the monarch and aristocracy, through gen-
try and yeomen, to husbandmen and the laboring classes; but such 
schema took rural society as their norm, and always had difficult fit-
ting urban social classes into this single hierarchy. In parallel, the 
single narrative of development in houses outlined above always 
has difficulty encompassing urban forms and change in these forms 
within its parameters.

A related issue with such a larger model is the way it posits devel-
opments in lowland England as the norm. It runs the risk of relegat-
ing the stories of regions outside lowland England to ones of late or 
secondary development, in which the south and east of the country 
showed the north and west the way forward. The unifying story of 
the “English house” also runs the risk of marginalizing areas outside 
the boundaries of the English nation. Intellectual and cultural histo-
rians are now very familiar with the idea that “England” was a created 
and contested construct, constantly being re-made in an unstable 
and dialectical relationship with other areas of the British Isles.19 It 
is worth pondering upon what the intellectual implications of this 
insight are for the study of vernacular buildings in England and the 
British Isles. It may be the case that “the English house” is just as 
much a construct as early modern understandings of the English 
nation. I shall touch on this point again briefly in the conclusion, in 
comparing Gervase Markham’s idealized vision of the English house 
with the reality.

Second, the larger picture tended to minimize the active nature of 
space—in other words, the way space structures social relationships as 
much as it is structured by them. When phrased incautiously, it could 
be read as stressing how the material form of the house was a reflec-
tion of (presumed) underlying social values with a (presumed) prior 
existence: medieval social relations produce the medieval house; sev-
enteenth century social relations produce the seventeenth-century 
house. Specific studies within this larger model should then engage 
in detail with how the material form of the house and the social form 
of the household mutually created each other.

It is a truism to state that this mutual creation was played out 
through the patterns and rhythms of day-to-day practices, specifi-
cally, activities in and around the household: the everyday realities 
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of cooking, sewing, washing, feeding and caring for livestock and 
other animals, sleeping, looking after children, sexual relations, eat-
ing, and working in gardens and fields. These practices were practical 
activities, in the sense that they were tied in to and constitutive of the 
economic survival and well-being of the household; but they must 
also be seen as constant and small-scale acts of cultural definition 
and redefinition, working in subtle and not-so-subtle ways to define 
cultural identities.

We know a great deal about these everyday activities. In the last 
decades, there has been a plethora of studies on material culture and 
the way it was used, produced, and consumed in and around the 
household—ceramics, glass, objects adorning the body, garments 
concealed in the walls of houses, etc. These studies have not had 
the impact they deserve on the study of built space, in part because 
they tend to be classified as studies of “material culture” and as such 
are not perceived as directly relevant to “architecture.”20 As a result, 
the larger narrative presented above has sometimes been presented as 
being in opposition to competing explanations that stress practical 
or everyday factors in house and household forms—when in fact, the 
two should be presented as being in tandem.

Another consequence of the lack of stress on the active nature of 
space was that the house was viewed in a univocal way as a symbol 
of patriarchy. It was counter-intuitive to move beyond the observa-
tion that the house was built by men and reflected dominant patriar-
chal values that could be all too easily and readily matched up with 
texts like Dod and Cleaver’s. Again, such a view is not necessarily 
wrong, but is far from being the whole story. Matching the material 
record with the textual record is an exercise that gives archaeologists 
and historians great satisfaction; scholars are always happy when all 
the evidence points the same way to a smooth, single interpretation. 
But perhaps they should also be suspicious. Perhaps, instead of con-
stantly trying to match up pieces of evidence into a single pattern, 
we might deliberately look for elements that fail to fit and ask why 
they fail to do so.

We might, for example, start from a different point: that of not-
ing a critical disjuncture in this kind of didactic advice. Such advice 
was elite rather than vernacular, being written by men of the gen-
try classes for the consumption of those below them on the social 
scale. As I will explore below, embedded within such advice was 
a series of tensions and anxieties over the nature of the gendered 
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social order, as much as they were a normative proclamation of 
social values.21

These tensions and anxieties can be illustrated by thinking about 
some of the activities that took place in an around the household. 
Thinking about such activities has tended to be obscured by a pre-
sumed opposition between “structure” and “meaning” on the one 
hand, and a common-sense view of “practicality” on the other. 
Theories of practice and everyday life have long moved beyond 
this disabling opposition but it still recurs in the more traditional 
literature.22

As an example, consider the everyday activity of sweeping. There 
is copious evidence that houses were carefully swept by housewives 
and female domestic servants on a regular basis. The earthen floors 
of excavated houses have a slightly dished profile, while surviving 
ceramic and stone floors have a patina indicating regular sweeping. 
One of the most arresting—and transient—examples of “folk art” 
comes from northern England, where it was customary to use fine 
sand as a scouring agent for the flagstones of the floor. Sieves were 
used to create complex patterns on the floor; it was a matter of pride 
for the housewife that the patterns were created in the morning and 
lay undisturbed on the threshold of the house until they were swept 
out at the end of the day’s housework.23 However, sweeping is more 
than simply being a locus of household order. Household order and 
disorder was literally dramatized, placed on stage, by Shakespeare and 
other Elizabethan writers.

Wendy Wall has explored the very complex set of meanings behind 
the episode, in Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream, when Puck, 
also known as Robin Goodfellow, is sent by his master Oberon to 
sweep out the house of the newlyweds. She points out this episode 
has complex class and gender dimensions. By 1600, elite writers saw 
belief in fairies as something characteristic of children and backward 
folk, for example, female domestic labor. Fairies were “child-sized 
country pranksters who wore coarse clothing and busied themselves 
with . . . tinkering with household order . . . they sometimes punished 
bad housewifery, sometimes worked laboriously, and sometimes sim-
ply danced among the trenchers of the kitchen.”24 In Elizabethan 
drama, the broom is both a symbol of menial status, and also has pria-
pic resonances, as in traditional representations of Robin Goodfellow 
in action, wielding his broom, sporting what may be an interesting 
codpiece if not a real erection, and surrounded by pots, jugs and other 
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symbols of the domestic household. Sweeping, then, was so much 
more than sweeping. When a housewife or domestic servant picked 
up a broom and swept out the corners of the hall, they were actively 
involved in engaging—and warding off—a threatening, disorderly, 
and sexualized spirit world.

The broom, of course, was the mode of transport by choice of the 
witch, who held it between her legs to fly through the air. In paral-
lel with much of the discourse around vernacular architecture, the 
beliefs and fears surrounding witchcraft have been seen as a univocal 
assertion of patriarchal values.25 However, a fuller and deeper under-
standing of both the archaeological and cultural/literary evidence 
for witchcraft suggests a deeper and more complex picture. Witches, 
of course, took everyday household objects and turned them into 
items of fear and fantasy. They threatened and attempted to pen-
etrate the margins of the house: they worked through everyday sub-
stances and objects—blood, milk, pins, dress. The world of the witch, 

Figure 2.3 The framing of everyday life around the small scale of a domestic 
interior: Hearth, bench, flagstones, and heck-post at Spout House, Bilsdale. 
The heck-post is the vertical timber to the left that defined the intimate 
space around the hearth; traditionally, it was one focus for the placement of 
precautions against witchcraft. The cast iron oven is a later insertion, itself 
an artefact of the later “closure” and diminution in size of the fireplace in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Courtesy: Crown Copyright EH.
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then, was the world of the everyday, and that of household economy. 
Witches struck at processes and activities that were at the center of 
the household’s economic wellbeing, and specifically the wellbeing 
of the women of the household. Witches stopped milk curdling, thus 
depriving women of the economic benefit of butter and cheese; they 
interfered with the fermentation of beer and other alcoholic brews. 
Witches threatened fertility, childbirth, and children. The many pre-
cautions against witchcraft found around vernacular houses, then, 
speak of a fear of the penetration of its margins, and such precautions 
center on those parts of the house that were the center of everyday 
activities. Anyone cooking over the fire in the hall leant over and 
under apotropaic marks inscribed on the wooden lintel above the 
hearth; the husband enjoyed a pipe of tobacco leaning back against 
the “heck-post” adjacent to the hearth; mummified cats, worn shoes, 
and other items of clothing were stuffed into the crevices in walls26 
(see figure 2.3).

Ideal and reality

I have argued, then, that a serious engagement with space must engage 
with, on the one hand, the large-scale architectural developments 
over several centuries, and on the other hand, with the minutiae of 
everyday activities such as tending animals, processing foodstuffs, 
cooking and cleaning. It must also engage with scale in a different 
sense, with the interaction of national ideals and regional realities.

It is well known that elites in early modern England loved giving 
their inferiors advice. From 1550 onwards, elite writers, mostly of the 
gentry, produced a plethora of printed books aimed at giving advice 
and instruction to the middle sort of people. These books pronounced 
on the management of the household, on gender roles, and on tech-
niques of husbandry and of housewifery. The Puritan moralists were 
but an extreme wing of this general trend. These advice books were 
written by elite men, generally members of the gentry classes; some 
were written by women towards the end of the seventeenth century. 
A few early books were addressed to fellow gentlemen; however later 
books were addressed first to the “plowman” and then to the “hus-
bandman” (Fitzherbert’s classic text The Boke of Husbandry was post-
humously edited to make just this change27). They were obviously 
dependent on the technology of printing, and have to be understood 
as circulating alongside other new or evolving forms of knowledge, 
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including printed maps, surveyors’ manuals, and indeed, printed 
Bibles.

Advice books, then, have as their explicit purpose the prescription 
of appropriate behavior for women and men of the middling sort—for 
the constructed ideal of the rural household. They were nevertheless 
a metropolitan production: husbandry manuals were addressed to 
the country farm, following Classical models, but were published in 
London. They were thus implicated in the production a distinctively 
national space, being part of the growing cultural dominance of the 
metropole and part of an active production of national identity.28

On the surface, these books reflect a highly normative picture of a 
self-sufficient working farm or manorial center, a solid building block 
of the commonwealth. However, this normative picture concealed 
two anxieties. First, the manor and the system of values that the 

Figure 2.4 The early seventeenth-century ideal: Plan of a house, from 
Gervase Markham, The English Husbandman (London: Browne, 1619), 
call number RB 99553, pages 1A4v-B1r. Huntington Library, San Marino, 
California. This was intended as an ideal scheme for a husbandman’s house, 
with the letters indicating the names of the different rooms (A is the hall, K 
the kitchen, and so on).
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manor materialized was under threat, as seen in the genre of country 
house literature and the attacks on “Mockbeggars Hall,” the house 
built by a new man, which failed to conform to ideals of hospital-
ity and good lordship. Later books have a subtle shift, beginning to 
emphasize thrift and profit rather than subsistence. In addition, they 
reflect gendered anxieties: woman were enjoined to stay indoors, 
most classically in Dod and Cleaver, at the same time as they are 
enjoined to go to market, or enjoined to produce fanciful and exotic 
pastries at the same time as practicing plainness and thrift.29

The most famous and popular author of such literature was 
Gervase Markham (c. 1568–1637). I want to focus on the ordering of 
space to be found in his classic The English Husbandman. Markham 
provides a plan of what he recommends as a husbandman’s house. 
(See  figure 2.4.)He writes:

Here you behould the modell of a plaine country mans house, 
without plaster or imbosture, because it is to be intended that it 
is as well to be built of studde and plaster, as of lime and stone, or 
if timber be not plentifull it may be built of courser woode, and 
couered with lime and haire, yet if a man would bestow cost in 
this modell, the foure inward corners of the hall would be conu-
enient for foure turrets, and the foure gauell ends, being thrust out 
with bay windowes might be formed in any curious manner: and 
where I place a gate and a plaine pale, might be either a tarrisse, 
or a gatehouse: of any fashion whatsoeuer, besides all those win-
dowes which I make plaine might be made bay windowes, either 
with battlements, or without, but the scope of my booke tendeth 
onely to the vse of the honest Husbandman, and not to instruct 
men of dignitie.30

Markham’s model reflects an idealized conception of household 
space. It is, by definition, a national model. It is also explicitly con-
cerned with “a plaine country man” or “the honest Husbandman” 
rather than a member of the upper classes.

Markham’s and others’ advice was eagerly consumed; these texts 
ran into multiple editions and were often plagiarized. However, the 
middling sort proceeded to read the advice carefully—many surviv-
ing texts are covered in marginal annotations—and then, in critical 
respects, ignore it. Having carefully read Markham’s prescription, the 
socially middling famer then proceeded to build a house in one of the 
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forms laid out in figure 2.5. These houses were neat compact boxes; 
wings of the sort Markham specifies for his H-plan were rare after 
the start of the seventeenth century at social middling levels (though 
they were present in later medieval and sixteenth-century houses).

Figure 2.5 The early seventeenth-century reality. A selection of different 
possible early modern plan forms. Illustration by Penny Copeland, after 
Ronald Brunskill, Vernacular Architecture: An Illustrated Handbook, 4th rev. 
edn. (London: Faber and Faber, 2000), 107–109. These forms could be 
produced either by building a new house from scratch, or by insertion of a 
chimneystack and ceiling into an earlier medieval house, often with similar 
end results. The different plan forms illustrated have different and complex 
distributions across different parts of England, though it is important to 
stress that exceptions can always be found.
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The gap between ideal and reality in Markham’s advice must also 
be seen in terms of the creation and maintenance of a particular 
conception of nation-state. It is of note that such husbandry manu-
als were eagerly consumed in the seventeenth century-New World, 
where their advice on the seasons, on crops to be sown, and other 
matters was patently inapplicable; rather, such books were in part 
potent symbols and icons of Englishness.31 Markham’s house not 
only failed to correspond to what socially-middling farmers were 
actually building in the early seventeenth century; it also failed to 
correspond to what was actually being built across much of the coun-
try. In much of northern England, and in areas of Wales, rather dif-
ferent forms of house could still be found (e.g., the longhouse, where 
humans and animals lived under a single roof, often separated by a 
cross-passage). The ideal Markham represented, then, was not simply 
or only inflected in terms of class; it was also part of a representation 
of “England” that foregrounded the southern and eastern parts of the 
realm as the norm.

On a broader level, the consumer behavior of the early modern mid-
dling sort was often in direct contradiction to the thrift advocated by 
advice books. At the same time as the counsel of thrift was taking hold 
in the texts, the archaeological record is one of new kinds and forms 
of goods. These goods were bright, varied, and colorful—slipwares, 
other brightly colored ceramics for the kitchen and table, brass and 
pewter trinkets, clothing in new fabrics, clay pipes, and tobacco.32 
And while the rural was held up as the ideal, it was the urban bour-
geois household that was consuming much of this advice.

The critical disjuncture in the description, then, is that such an 
H-plan house was prescribed, but not followed. A newly conscious 
and literate middling sort read these books, and then acted differ-
ently and variously. What was at stake here was the way space was 
framed on the one hand in terms of a national ideal, and on the 
other hand, structured through a reality of localism, contradiction, 
and expedience.

Conclusion

I have argued in this chapter that a serious engagement with space 
must involve a serious engagement with issues of scale. In this chap-
ter, I started with a larger, national story that has been told by others 
and myself about the development of “English” houses in the later 
medieval and early modern period. I then pulled this story apart by 
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moving to a more detailed and intimate scale of quotidian life in the 
early modern household, and also by stressing how different scales, 
for example of the nation-state, were themselves constructed and 
negotiated through the form of the house. I discussed how moving 
between the smaller and the larger scales, and between the genera-
tion of printed texts such as husbandry manuals and forms of built 
space such as the house and farmyard, generates a deeper interpreta-
tion of space in the early modern period.33

I suggest that there are further themes to be explored that might 
lead us to question the very category of space itself. First, where the 
larger story posited the house basically as a spatial envelope, to be 
classified according to how it divided up segments of space and pro-
vided circulation through those segments, a different though com-
plementary view might stress lived experience, texture, the senses. 
Well-known statements like “the rise in material comfort” associated 
with the Great Rebuilding might be unpacked—what, for example, 
were the qualities of light in an early modern house? How did sounds 
reverberate from one end of the house to the other? How did the 
lashing of the rain against wooden shutters of glass windows, the 
creaking of floorboards, the contrast of heat from the fire against 
the cold corners of the room, the swish of curtains and of brooms, 
and the clatter of pots and pans create and condition a certain mode 
of living and how the house was experienced?

Exploration of such issues might be held to interrogate seriously 
the boundaries of what is or is not “reliable” knowledge about the 
past. I make two suggestions in this regard. First, the qualities of 
light, the clatter of pots and pans, and the swish of brooms, are quite 
physical and tangible elements—whereas many of the categories 
early modern historians are quite comfortable with, for example state 
formation, commercialization, rise in material comfort—are quite 
intangible. Second, assumptions about what does or does not count 
as “evidence,” and conversely, what might be considered wild or fan-
ciful interpretations are open to critique, just as feminist historians 
now have a well-developed critique of traditional evidential criteria 
as systematically disqualifying women’s experiences.34

The new technologies have a central role to play in developing 
methods and techniques for the exploration of lived experience; 
some of the most exciting developments in the digital humani-
ties center around the use of digital visualization to explore very 
basic issues of how buildings might have been experienced by 
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contemporaries, the different sensory impressions (sights, sounds, 
even smell and touch) that crowded in upon the human senses. In 
the process, they tackle head-on difficult issues of evidential cri-
teria and what we can and cannot say about the past, but from a 
very different perspective than that of more traditional text-driven 
discussions.35

Taken together, a serious and sustained engagement with themes of 
materiality and lived experience through the lens of the new technol-
ogies might lead archaeologists and historians to write about the past 
in very different ways. They might even contribute to the ongoing 
move by archaeologists and historians beyond text itself, to explore 
other ways of representing the past that are rigorous and evidentially 
based, but which also give a real sense of everyday worlds in the past, 
a sense of past people’s lived experience of space in a world that was 
so very different to our own.
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3
Gender and the Organization of 
Sacred Space in Early Modern 
England c. 1580–1640
Amanda Flather

The relationship between gender and space has been a consistent 
theme in histories of women and of gender over many years, even if 
not always explicitly stated. One of the most influential master nar-
ratives about the status of women is a story of decline from the early 
modern to the Victorian age. Historians who support this theory 
argue that, with the advent of capitalism and the rise of a class society, 
the division between domestic space and work space became more 
distinct, the household became more sharply identified as private, 
domestic, and feminine, in opposition to the public and masculine 
spaces of work and politics, from which women were progressively 
excluded. The outcome of this sharpening of spatial and social dis-
tinctions, it is argued, was to produce a more rigidly hierarchical and 
patriarchal society.1

This “separate spheres” model continues to have a very powerful 
influence on women’s and gender history, although there is now a 
mounting body of literature that challenges many of its assumptions. 
Work on masculinity has drawn attention to the “private” and domes-
tic aspects of the lives of men as well as women.2 The “public” aspects 
of the family have been addressed in terms of its relationship to the 
community, to political institutions, public policy, and in terms of 
its economic role.3 Studies have also begun to stress continuity in 
the spheres and status of women. Historians of women’s work have 
argued that during the pre-industrial era of domestic production, 
women’s economic status was already low and opportunities for work 
were constrained. Amanda Vickery takes arguments for continuity 
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still further by stressing that normative notions of a basic separation 
of spheres in which women were associated with home and children 
while men controlled “public institutions” was not a creation of the 
nineteenth century, but could be “applied to almost any century and 
any culture”; it was an idea “at least as old as Aristotle.” She argues for 
detailed studies to find out “how women accepted, negotiated, con-
tested or simply ignored the much quoted precepts of proper female 
behavior” in different times and in different places.4

Vickery’s work points to the need to extend study of the ways in 
which ideologies about gender and space and practices of gender 
roles intersect back into the seventeenth century, although to date, 
most research has focused on the period after 1750. While it has been 
acknowledged that the gender order of early modern England was 
often defined in spatial terms, for the most part, historians of the 
early modern period have implicitly or explicitly rejected the appli-
cability of the “separate spheres” paradigm for the pre-modern past.5 
Research has concentrated on recovering the “public” aspects of 
women’s lives and the ways in which the worlds of men and women 
were integrated rather than separated, especially in arenas of work 
and worship. Studies of the early modern family have argued that pre-
modern households were not “areas of privacy” but “public political 
institutions”;6 early modern marriage was an economic, if unequal, 
partnership and the tasks and spaces of men and women overlapped 
in a society in which there was not the sharp division between work 
and home that later generations experienced.7

Influenced by the insights and accomplishments of the social 
history of the 1970s, this work has been keen to make distinctions 
between prescription and practice and to recover the material cir-
cumstances of the lives of men and women in early modern society. 
Yet while this research enormously enriches our knowledge of female 
and male experience and emphasizes that prescription and practice 
should not be confused with one another, in other ways, it shrinks 
the scope of analysis of gender and space. Its focus on social mixing 
tends to present a picture of an unproblematized heterosocial world, 
and conceals the extent of segregation that existed in early modern 
society. Universities and arenas of formal political and administrative 
institutions (both local and national) were exclusively male arenas; 
the parish church, as we shall see, was segregated by gender.8

More importantly, perhaps, an implicit reliance on a general-
ized model of “spheres” manages to be too schematic and abstract 
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in terms of both gender and space. Recent developments in gender 
history, influenced in part by the linguistic turn, have complicated 
our understanding of how prescription and practice relate to one 
another. It is now recognized that while prescription tells us how 
people were supposed or told to act, it does not necessarily provide 
evidence of how people actually behaved. That said, “ideal” prescrip-
tion and “real” practice were not wholly distinct. The content of 
conduct literature was a product of the interests and concerns of its 
readership, just as “real” lives were shaped by the texts that formed 
part of the culture. People might revise or reject normative notions, 
but the two are not wholly separable. Laura Gowing, for example, 
in her study of early modern gender relations, has stressed that rela-
tionships within “real” households were shaped by prescriptive and 
popular literature, just as imaginative and informative descriptions 
of marriage drew on stories of “real” lives. The language of insult and 
the examinations and information of witnesses in marital disputes 
were informed by familiar printed fictions and prescriptions. At the 
same time, women manipulated normative notions and texts tell-
ing tales of female weakness and dependence to pursue their own 
interests, in particular, if they wished to extricate themselves from 
an unattractive marriage agreement.9 Experiences and discourses are 
not the same thing, but they intersect and overlap. Gender roles, as 
actually lived, were a product of complex interactions of ideas and 
material circumstances.

These developments suggest that analysis of the social effect of gen-
der on the use of space in the early modern period should examine 
normative notions and practices in relation to one another, rather 
than viewing them as prescription on the one hand and practice on 
the other, as Matthew Johnson has demonstrated in his essay for this 
volume. The analytical framework of study should not be constructed 
around a male/public and female/private or domestic dichotomy, 
which runs the risk of an unhistorical, contextually insensitive appli-
cation of those terms.10 The focus should not be on “spheres” but 
spaces themselves, how historical actors defined and described them 
and how normative ideas and practice intersected to shape gendered 
use and experience of those spaces. Such a shift would allow discus-
sion of gender relations to move away from arid arguments about 
“prescription versus practice” or “representational versus real” to 
attend to the complex ways men and women accepted, negotiated, 
manipulated, or even ignored normative boundaries, just as they do 
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today (though the distribution of power meant that some were more 
able to do so than others).11

Many writers in a variety of fields have shown ways in which spaces 
can be gendered, even when they are shared by men or women, 
through perception, experience, and use. Individual sense of space, 
and behavior within it, is influenced by a host of cultural clues that 
enable people to create “mental maps” to help them to use spaces 
and to let them know when spaces might be difficult or dangerous to 
enter.12 These different perceptions and experiences are determined 
in large measure by the different degrees of power wielded by indi-
viduals or groups over how the space is accessed, used, and given 
social and cultural meanings.

The strength of this strand of scholarship lies in the way that it 
understands space in social and performative terms. The feminist 
geographer Doreen Massey has explained that, “the spatial organiza-
tion of society . . . is integral to the production of the social and not 
merely its result. It is fully implicated in both history and politics.”13 
Massey has criticized scholars for ignoring the links between gender, 
space, and the construction of social relations over time, questioning 
conceptualizations of time and space that have so often been simply 
mapped on to the public, private, masculine, feminine dichotomy. 
Together with Linda McDowell, she has looked at the varying impact 
of industrial restructuring and development in four different parts 
of England, for example, to show how the intersection of patriarchy 
with capitalism created different divisions of labor between women 
and men and different structures of paid employment in different 
parts of the country, complicating our understanding of the dynam-
ics of work, wages, citizenship, and public and private spheres.14

Such conceptual advances suggest that problematizing space and 
gender should be a fruitful area for historical research.15 Important 
developments in early modern studies have offered a corrective to 
the assumption that women were always and simply passive victims 
of absolute male dominance. Scholarly attention is now paid to the 
complex, varied, uneven, and changing articulation of patriarchal 
authority. Contradictions and tensions between the ideal model of 
gender relations disseminated through the pulpit and prescriptive lit-
erature and the practices of everyday life, as well as the intersection 
of gender with other social factors such as age, social, and marital 
status, created arenas for female agency. It has been emphasized that 
this agency can be seen not only in occasional acts of resistance, but 
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also in the continual negotiation of everyday interactions.16 Since 
space is the context in which these power relations were played out, 
and the organization of space influenced how and when interactions 
occurred, the usefulness of spatial analysis becomes apparent. It pro-
vides us with a highly contextualized, dynamic picture of how gen-
der relations were constructed, maintained, manipulated, negotiated, 
contested, or changed by daily human encounters and through the 
medium of space.

These developments in mind, the following analysis moves away 
from a focus on the abstract historiographical metaphor of “spheres” 
to explore what people did in spaces; how gender influenced spatial 
meaning and patterns of use and control. The essay that follows 
offers a case study of the spatial organization of the parish church. 
This arena has been selected because it was the most important social 
space in early modern local society in which hierarchy was spatially, 
visibly, and materially displayed, and so it allows very precise explo-
ration of how social life and gender roles were materialized in objects, 
spaces, and practices. The aim of the analysis is to show how a focus 
on space can offer new insights into issues of agency and the shifting 
dynamics of gendered power. By taking seriously the way individual 
people behaved in certain spaces, and by exploring the weight that 
they attached to them, we can also explore how questions of identity 
and social cohesion were bound up with issues of position and per-
formance in particular places. The work also reminds us that talking 
about space is about engaging with individual and local practices as 
well as large-scale conceptual problems.

Social space was vitally important for the marking out and main-
taining of the series of hierarchies of age, gender, and rank that 
sustained social order in early modern society. It was not simply a 
passive backdrop to a social system that had structural origins else-
where. The way people used space reflected and in turn had effects 
back upon the way social relations were expressed, reaffirmed, chal-
lenged, or changed. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a 
person’s place in a procession was obsessively ordered; codes of dress, 
gesture, posture, and modes of address were all minutely measured 
to make sure individuals were accorded the appropriate respect 
required to sustain a social system based upon principles of hierarchy 
and locality, deference, and difference.17 The parish church was the 
most important arena in which these finely grained social boundaries 
were materially and symbolically mapped out by the precise placing 
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of parishioners in their pews. During the sixteenth century, and in 
many parishes even earlier, church chancels and naves were filled 
with seats for the whole congregation.18 There were practical and reli-
gious reasons for these innovations. After the Reformation, the Word 
of God became the priority. Protestant sermons were lengthy, unlike 
the Catholic mass, and sitting and listening rather than standing and 
seeing became the appropriate attitude for receiving the reformed 
Gospel message.19 Recent research has challenged a historiography 
that associates the Reformation with desacralization.20 The majority 
of Protestants were not fundamentally opposed to the localization 
of the holy. Indeed, the work of Alexandra Walsham has demon-
strated that the Reformation did not destroy sacred space but rather 
re-arranged its topography and its forms.21 Through their ideas on 
consecration and idolatry, English Protestants developed newer and 
narrower definitions of how the holy should be present in spaces and 
objects. The Church of England constructed a theology and architec-
ture based upon compromise, careful to avoid ascribing holy mean-
ing to material objects, yet encouraging reverence and care for the 
building itself, a process intensified by Laudian developments in the 
1630s.22 Moreover, after the Reformation, as before it, social iden-
tity was inscribed on to the design, placing, and ordering of sacred 
space. Just as in the medieval church, religious objects such as altar-
pieces or monumental tombs were paid for by private patrons and 
imbued with temporal significance: social and sacred meanings sat 
comfortably together in the pew. Hierarchical arrangements offered 
opportunities for social display, but privilege was underpinned by 
religious principle. The most prestigious pews were those in or near 
to the pulpit and the chancel, the sanctified stage of the priest under 
Catholicism and the most important focal point for worship after the 
Reformation. Church attendance was not universal in early modern 
society but most parishioners of whatever gender, age, or rank took 
part in the same service, said the same words, and participated in 
the same rituals every week. As Christopher Marsh has argued, the 
vision was one therefore of divinely ordained inequality but also of 
neighborly reciprocity, of enduring hierarchy but also of harmony. 
The spiritual and the social were inextricably intertwined.

The social and symbolic significance of seating for contemporaries 
is demonstrated powerfully by the fact that when, in 1701, Richard 
Gough began to write a history of his parish of Myddle in Shropshire 
titled “Observations concerning the seats in Myddle and the Families 
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to which they belong,” he organized his study around the seating 
arrangements in the parish church. He listed each pew in turn and 
in order of social precedence and wrote a history of the families to 
which they belonged.23

What happened in Myddle in Shropshire was typical of many 
places in the country at this time. The top people, the gentry, began 
by installing three rows of seats in the most prestigious position near-
est the chancel at the east end, followed by the tenement farmers and 
then the cottagers. Seating for the poor was provided at the back on 
simple benches, often marked in red “for the poor.” In addition to 
organization according to rank, seating systems were generally fur-
ther refined to separate the old from the young, the married from the 
single, and men from women.

By this date also, the power to place parishioners in all pews, aside 
from those privately held in the right of a house, was invested in 
the churchwardens, minister, and a select group of the “better sort” 
of male parishioners. In a society still wedded to the ideology of an 
unchanging divinely ordained social order, the aim was always to 
define a stable local social hierarchy, but the reality was that the well-
attested social and economic changes generated by population growth 
in this period, meant that there was considerable social mobility and 
so order was always changing. This left a good deal of room for argu-
ment about how people’s stake in the community should determine 
their correct place in the symbolic order of social precedence set out 
within the local parish church, as the plentiful pew disputes that sur-
vive in the church court records amply demonstrate. What is clear is 
that within this system, a man’s place in church was judged differ-
ently from that of a woman. Land ownership, contribution to parish 
rates, office in the parish were all relevant to where a man would 
be placed in the seats not privately owned. But since outside of the 
household, women had no formal status other than being someone’s 
wife; the position of a married woman was determined by the social 
qualities and characteristics possessed by her husband. Nonetheless, 
there is much evidence that women as well as men were very much 
exercised about where they sat in church.

It is the seating disputes that involve women that form the focus of 
this essay. A number of fascinating questions need to be addressed in 
order to appreciate properly the significance of these spatial conflicts, 
questions which need to be tackled at a local and regional level: for 
example, what kinds of women were involved in these disputes, of 
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which type, and why? The purpose of the case study that follows is to 
address these questions by exploring the structure of seating disputes 
in seventeenth-century Essex parish churches that involved women. 
The essay focuses upon the county of Essex for three main reasons: 
first, archival evidence is rich, since ecclesiastical records survive for 
all jurisdictions for the period. Second, knowledge of pew disputes 
in general, and of disputes in Essex in particular, is still at an early 
stage. Third, the distinctions of the local and regional economy and 
culture, in terms of the dominance of the cloth trade and proximity 
to the economic and cultural influences of London, meant that the 
well-attested social, economic, religious, and cultural changes of the 
period were especially pronounced in Essex. By concentrating upon 
this county, the study is able to offer an analysis of the context and 
gendered meaning of disputes, especially sensitive to the influence 
of these social, economic, and cultural forces. What the essay aims 
to show is that sacred space was not static or simply structured by 
the formal and legal initiatives of male parochial parish elites. The 
construction of sacred space was a highly dynamic process, and was 
a product of the interplay between official authority and the actions 
and attitudes of women themselves.

Turning first to the question of which women were involved in 
these types of disputes, recent attempts by historians to explain 
which women were prominent in controversies over the custom of 
seating the congregation during the late sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries and why have focused on two largely complementary inter-
pretations. David Underdown has argued that explanations lie in the 
social and economic context of the period. He and Susan Amussen 
have used detailed social and economic analysis of disputes to dem-
onstrate that contests over seats in church were predominantly “sym-
bolic struggles for power and status.” They argue that there was an 
increase in this type of litigation, especially amongst the middle and 
better sort of people, during the later sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries, and that this was symptomatic of social strain generated by 
demographic, economic, and social structural change. Parishioners 
struggled to maintain a system of seating in church that mirrored a 
supposedly static social hierarchy, but the reality was that popula-
tion growth and social mobility meant that order was always chang-
ing. Disputes reflect the tensions that this redefinition of the social 
hierarchy could produce. Underdown argues that in the context 
of harshening economic conditions for the lower orders, disputes 
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involving women reflected their economic, social, and political 
marginality, making them vulnerable targets for presentment by 
churchwardens.24

Kevin Dillow to some extent supports Underdown’s suggestions. 
In his fine study of seating disputes over a wide variety of jurisdic-
tions, he argues that gendered patterns of litigation can be explained 
by the way in which most seats were allocated to women. He makes 
the important point that there were many more female defendants 
in disciplinary disputes promoted to punish disobedience or physical 
disruption than there were female litigants in instance causes: dis-
putes between parties where a place in a seat was at stake or a whole 
seat was claimed. This gendered pattern of litigation, he suggests, 
“may well reflect their [women’s] reliance on churchwardens for the 
provision of their seats.”25 Instance causes predominantly focused on 
disputes over the title to an exclusive seat in church. Most of these 
seats were held in the right of a house. Since the title to the seat was 
invested in the head of the household and most heads of households 
were adult males, it was men, mainly of minor gentry status, who 
were involved in this sort of litigation, whether the seat belonged to 
a man or a woman. In seventeenth century Essex, there were several 
cases in the records where men sued other men for the seats of their 
wives.26 The seats of married women were important symbols of the 
status of their husbands and their households. In 1584 in Braintree, 
for example, Richard Gooday of the Temple, gentleman, sued Joseph 
Mann of the same parish, for displacing his wife Anne out of a pew 
she had previously shared with Mann’s wife. The court concluded 
that because Anne Gooday’s “husband is a gentleman student in the 
Inns of court we think it meet that his wife be placed in some conve-
nient higher pew fit for her calling.”27

The detailed dispute that occurred in Chelmsford in 1624 further 
demonstrates the symbolic political and social importance to mar-
ried men of the position of the seats of their wives within the sym-
bolic system of hierarchy. The quarrel involved two of the “chiefe 
parishioners,” Richard Freeman and John Wallinger. They were both 
lawyers, but there had always been tension between the two families. 
Wallinger was the younger man but head of an old established town 
family. The Wallingers had appeared in Chelmsford in the 1390s 
and, during the sixteenth century, played a leading role in the town’s 
affairs. They served regularly as churchwardens, overseers of the poor, 
and also in high office as governors of the town.28 Mr. Freeman was 
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a newcomer. He had only come to Chelmsford in the 1590s, but he 
was clearly doing well, having purchased Guy Harlings, one of the 
largest properties in the town in 1616 for £550.29 He represented a 
considerable challenge to the Wallingers, professionally, socially, and 
politically.

Before 1624, Wallinger’s wife had shared a pew with the wife of 
Matthew Rudd another member of “the better sort.” Rudd was the 
owner of the Saracen’s Head and other property in the town. However 
in January 1624, Mr. Wallinger asserted a bid for social and political 
predominance by applying to the bishop of London for a faculty giv-
ing his wife and children the exclusive right to sit in the “foremost” 
of the women’s’ pews on the south side of the church, built for their 
wives by his father Thomas Wallinger and his uncle John Reynolds 
in 1593. Wallinger claimed in his application that the arrangement 
with Mistress Rudd was “only on sufferance.” Although confirmed 
by the Consistory court, the faculty was revoked in February when 
the churchwardens, Matthew Bridges and Nicholas Sutton, issued 
an order placing Mrs. Knightsbridge next to Mrs. Wallinger in the 
pew. Mrs. Knightsbridge was the wife of John, gentleman, Attorney 
of Common Pleas, and another rising star in the Chelmsford ruling 
elite.

Contention over the Wallingers’ bid for symbolic social prece-
dence culminated in a clash between Mr. Freeman and Mr. Wallinger 
on Sunday March 21, 1624. Both men were in the chancel discuss-
ing parish business with the other “chiefe parishioners” when they 
“fell into some speech” about Wallinger’s faculty. Freeman said that 
Wallinger had used false information in his application, an accusa-
tion that Wallinger fiercely denied. Both men were presented to the 
bishop’s commissary court by the churchwardens for “using brawl-
ing words in the church.” Wallinger confessed that, “in the heat of 
blood rashly and unadvised” he had called Freeman a liar. Freeman 
also confessed that he, “being much moved by the said uncivil and 
disgraceful words . . . did rashly and unadvisedly” tell Wallinger in the 
chancel that “he was a jack and a base fellow in giving him the lie.” 
Both men were barred from church until they had made “humble 
submission” at court. Mr. Wallinger lost his battle to establish supe-
rior symbolic status over his social and political rivals and soon after, 
Mrs. Knightsbridge joined Mrs. Wallinger in her pew.30 But the case 
provides powerful proof of the local political and social significance 
of married women’s seats as symbols of the power and prestige of 
their husbands and their households.
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It is clear from the information presented and summarized in 
figure 3.1 that in Essex, as in other regions, married women rarely 
appeared in court as plaintiffs or defendants in instance suits.31 We 
can see that widows, on the other hand, did on occasion act on their 
own. As female family governors, the position, especially of wealthy 
widows, resembled those of other male household heads. When seats 
were held in the right of a house, for example, it might be a widow, 
as head of a household, in whom a title to a seat was invested. In 
1603, Margaret Eadon of South Hanningfield successfully defended 
her right to a seat in the parish church on the basis of residence “at 
a ferme called Giffords.”32 Joyce Smith, widow and gentlewoman of 
Dagenham, was placed in a pew at the east end of the nave next to the 
chancel because she had recently bought a house called Hydes “and 
there is a pew belongs to the house so bought by her.”33 The widowed 
mother of Stephen Bussard, sometime parishioner of St. Botolph’s 
Colchester, had been granted title to a pew she had built in the par-
ish church to be “used and innioyed by her or her ffarmers of a farme 
wh[i]ch shee then helde.” Mistress Lambert and Mistress Maynard, 
both widows, had also built pews in the church.34 It is also clear, as 
Dillow acknowledges, that a widow, as head of the household, could 
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retain control of prescriptively-held men’s and women’s seats on the 
death of her husband.35 In 1616, Mary Archer, widow of Theydon 
Garnon in Essex, was granted a faculty giving her title to the seat once 
occupied by her husband.36 Inheritance of a prescriptively held seat 
was not always automatic. Some faculty applications were granted as 
a kind of restoration of rights to a seat to the widow of the previous 
occupant.37 But where widows’ claims to privately-held seats were 
contested, judges frequently found in their favor, as, for example, with 
Mary Archer and Margery Lawson of Fobbing.38 Outside the county, 
there are also cases, of widows successfully defending similar claims 
in the higher courts of Star Chamber and High Commission.39

It must be acknowledged that these similarities with men could be 
outweighed by significant differences. Where seats were allocated by 
churchwardens, a widow’s right to retain her place continued to be 
derived from the status of her late husband. In 1699, “Mrs. Northey 
wife of William Northey esq, Mrs. Vernattie, wife of Constantine 
Vernattie esq, Mrs. Eastwick and Mrs. Lane widdows” defended their 
claim to a seat in the middle aisle of St. John’s church Hackney, on the 
basis that they were all “persons of considerable estates” and that their 
husbands had “served all offices in the parish.”40 Dorothy Comyns, 
widow of Richard Comyns, gentleman of Dagenham, defended her 
right to continue to sit in the foremost seat of the middle aisle of the 
church, in part because her husband left “an Estate in the s[ai]d par-
ish of 150 or near two hundred pounds the yeare which the widow 
and children now enjoy” and also because “Richard Comyns was in 
his lifetime a Captaine of the Malitia [sic] in the county of Essex.”41

The unique and often complex position of widows notwithstand-
ing, evidence summarized and presented in figures 3.2 and 3.3, pro-
vides considerable support for Dillow’s argument that women were 
far more likely to appear as defendants in office causes. Detailed 
examination of the records has identified a total of 104 office-pro-
moted seating causes relating to Essex parishioners presented to the 
ecclesiastical courts between 1580 and 1640. Thirty-one of these dis-
ciplinary cases, that is just under a third, involved female defendants. 
In Essex, as in most other regions, these sorts of presentments died 
out after the Restoration.42

Evidence from Essex also tends to confirm Underdown and 
Amussen’s conclusions about the social distribution of these sorts of 
disputes. An impression of the wealth and status of deponents has 
been obtained through a careful examination of a variety of sources 
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including common law records, wills, and ship money assessments 
(see figures 3.2 and 3.3). It shows that the majority of individuals 
involved with this sort of litigation were from the middling sort and 
lesser gentry. There were some differences between men and women. 
The social distribution of female defendants was found to be lower 
than that of men. Only 8 percent (two) women were of gentry status, 
as compared to 27 percent that is (20) of men.43 Of the women pre-
sented to court for disciplinary offences related to seating disputes, 
just over 50 percent (19) can be identified as members of the mid-
dling sort as compared to 35 percent (26) of men. The large propor-
tion of male and female defendants of unknown social status were 
probably more likely to be of lower social status and not so easily 
identifiable

But closer examination of the social identity of defendants makes 
it more difficult to accept Underdown’s suggestion that women’s 
involvement in this form of dispute represented their more marginal 
status. First of all, the majority of defendants were men. Authority 
did not especially target women. Second, 76 percent (25) of female 
defendants were married. Only one defendant can be identified as a 
widow, two as daughters, one as a sister, and one as a servant. This 
may admittedly reflect the limitations of the sources. The poor and 
the vulnerable, as Underdown suggests, may be amongst those whose 
status is unknown and who suffered social humiliation at the hands 
of churchwardens in a dignified but powerless silence.44 But these 
cases do not provide proof of any sort of rigorous repression of mar-
ginal or masterless women.

Some women were from the poorer sort of households. The wife 
of husbandman George Hockley was one of several humble female 
parishioners presented to court, “that she will not take her place 
according to an order out of this court by the churchwardens and the 
Minister.” The Hockleys rented a smallholding of around four acres 
in the village.45 In 1638, Anne Biggs of Goldhangar was presented to 
court “for refusing to be placed in the church by the churchwardens.” 
Her husband Edward was not rated in the ship money assessment of 
1637. According to William Hunt’s scheme of social stratification, 
Biggs was therefore likely to have been an agricultural laborer or a 
poorer artisan, possibly a weaver.46 In 1605, the wife and daughter 
of Bartholomew Bradford, a carpenter of Great Leighs, were pre-
sented for refusing to be placed according to order. The household 
had clearly been suffering for some time from pressures and problems 
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generated by poverty. Several members of the family had been pre-
sented to court over the previous two years for petty theft of wheat 
and barley.47 These women had clearly fallen on very hard times. As 
they suffered the humiliations and depravations of life on the mar-
gins of poverty, a seat in church was vitally important to them. It was 
a sign that they still belonged within the boundaries of “respectable” 
local society.

However, many more women presented to court for disobedience 
or disruption were married to men of some significance in local soci-
ety. Marian Halstead of Lawford, for example, was presented to court 
in 1607, “for sitting in a stool in Lawford church unseemly and unfit-
ting for her degree and years.”48 When the churchwarden Thomas 
Cole, “requested and desyrered [her]to remove herself . . . she proudly 
and stubbornly said to Mr. Cole I will not out of this stole.”49 Some 
measure of the wealth and status of the Halsteads can be gleaned 
from the fact that Robert’s father, Christopher, had served as a juror 
at the court of quarter sessions.50 Robert himself was rated at four 
shillings and seven pence in the ship money assessment in 1637, sug-
gesting that he was probably a small farmer or prosperous artisan.51 
Margaret Potter of Mount Bures was another woman who defied 
the orders issued by parochial authority with regard to her place in 
church. In 1593, she was presented “for that she refuse to sitt in such 
a convenient place (stole) as by consent the cheif of the parishio-
ners ys appointed.”52 Her husband William Potter was rated at three 
shillings in the ship money assessments, suggesting the household 
was of solid middling status.53 Mary Spillman of Great Leighs was 
another female defendant presented in 1605 for disobedience. Her 
husband James described himself as a “husbandman” in his will of 
1607. He held “ffreeland” in the parishes of Great Leighs, Terling, 
and Fairstead.54 Rose Aiger, wife of John Aiger of Feering, provides 
another example. She was presented to the archdeacon’s court at 
Colchester in 1638, for her “disorderly sitting in the church in a seat 
that is not appoynted for her rank or to the forme of the commission 
granted for the placing of the parishioners both men and women.” 
The wife of George Mott, of the same parish, was presented for the 
same offence at the same time.55 John Aiger and George Mott were 
both assessed at 2s. in the ship money assessment.56 Acts of defiance 
could sometimes reach severe proportions. In 1612, the wife of Robert 
Sturgeon, a tanner of Great Sutton, “being quietly admonished by 
the minister to take her place according to an order taken by Mr. 
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Chancellor did notwithstanding the admonishment of the minister, 
on Sunday 20th brake down the order, disturb the congregation by 
her rude and disorderly behavior and force the minister to brake off 
in time of prayers.”57 Official authority would not and could not tol-
erate such disobedience and disruption by women or men. All these 
defendants were admonished by the court to take their place, “in the 
pew arranged by the churchwardens.”

However, these women were not marginal to the “moral commu-
nity.” They were likely to have been significant actors within local 
society, well integrated into local networks of sociability, work, and 
worship. Indeed I would argue that the participation of all these 
women in this type of controversy indicates that the neighborhood, 
socially and materially, was central to their existence. As such, the 
place they occupied in it was vitally important to them. The ferocity 
with which they fought to defend their symbolic status demonstrates 
a profound concern for local public opinion and a strong commit-
ment to the church and to local society.58

Turning now to why disputes occurred, it seems safe to conclude—
as Dillow, Underdown and Amussen argue—that disputes, for both 
women and for men, were primarily about the defense of status and 
honor, which a place within a pew symbolized. But while the central 
role of social competition is acknowledged, the complex and gendered 
dimensions of these causes should not be overlooked. It is important 
to recognize that women had their own objectives in these actions, 
and that these were, on occasion, different from those of men. There 
were, for example, probably personal reasons for married women’s 
involvement in disputes over place. Since women’s seats were signifi-
cant public symbols of status in early modern local society, and men 
were willing to go to the trouble of instigating costly and lengthy 
litigation to defend the symbolic social position of their wives, it is 
no surprise that women themselves were prepared to protect actively 
the only public emblem of status they possessed. These actions also 
had a practical purpose, closely connected to married women’s work 
and household position, and thereby to feminine codes of honor and 
self-worth.

It is well established that married women were seen to have a par-
ticular “public” role in the protection of the reputation and resources 
of their household. In the domestic context, this could involve vio-
lent resistance to attempts by officials to “rescue” members of the 
family or to distrain goods or taxation. At other times, it might mean 
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participation in negotiation and confrontation with male officials 
who controlled the market in food or in opposing the damaging 
actions of market traders and middlemen. In the parish church, the 
arena where the social hierarchy was most clearly defined and dis-
played, it was exemplified by the willingness of married women to 
challenge or to resist decisions made by churchwardens and clergy 
to reduce the symbolic status and reputation of their household. The 
ultimate aim of the women in all these interventions was the same. It 
was to protect the income and social standing of their household.

Early modern England was a society where reputation was of 
economic, social, and personal importance and depended on pub-
lic recognition and symbolic and spatial representation. As I have 
said, details of dress, gesture, and forms of address were obsessively 
ordered. Seemingly small matters such as a person’s place in a public 
procession or, most importantly, his or her seat in church, were pow-
erfully protected. They were part of a “shared system of meanings,” 
which underpinned order and stability in a strictly hierarchical, but 
vastly unequal society.59 The actions and gestures involved in strug-
gles over a seat in church were then a deliberate defense against sym-
bolic humiliation, which might cause an individual or a household 
social or material harm through loss of neighborhood credit.

Such interpretations take us some distance from explanations of 
these causes in terms of local elite campaigns directed against a vul-
nerable or marginal female population. What they suggest is that the 
actions of these women were bound up with their own cultural per-
ceptions of female responsibility, female authority, and female social 
and sacred space. This becomes even more apparent when consid-
eration is given to causes which came to court as disciplinary dis-
putes, but which clearly involved tensions between women. As we 
have seen, women were less likely than men were to fight over rights 
to a place in church through a disputed faculty cause in the offi-
cial sphere. Disputes between women over claims to a place typically 
came to the attention of the ecclesiastical court when one or both 
parties were sued for causing a disturbance in church. These incidents 
took different forms. They could range in severity from spontaneous 
scuffles to more serious assaults. In 1596, goodwife Keeble of Great 
Holland was presented to court, “that when Mistress Woody took her 
seat above goodwife Keeble in the place where she used to sit, she 
punched the intruder with her elbow.”60 More subtly, perhaps, Judith 
Brett of Pleshey was presented in 1637, for disturbing Elizabeth Soame 
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in her seat, “by plucking flowers out of her hatt and throwing them 
on the ground in a scornefull and disgracefull manner.”61

Other incidents were more calculated and more carefully planned. 
They could involve acts of exclusion: a symbolic casting out of the 
victim to try to reduce their reputation by subjecting them to humili-
ation and loss of face. A controversy that came before the courts as 
a disputed faculty cause, involving women of higher status, provides 
an example. In 1616, Anne Archer, widow of Henry Archer, gentle-
man and lord of the manor of Hemnalls in Theydon Garnon, made 
a formal complaint to the Bishop of London’s consistory court. Until 
her husband’s recent demise, she had sat in the uppermost place in 
the foremost pew in the nave of the parish church, together with her 
neighbors Mistress Carleton and Mistress Mitchell. But recently, she 
had arrived at church to find that:

without the consent and against the will of the said Anne Archer 
and without any lawful authorization . . . Mistress Carleton 
had . . . sett a locke on the door wherein the said Mistress Archer 
was to sitt and by that meanes kept her out.62

The Archers, Carletons, and Mitchells were all members of the parish 
elite, although the Carletons were of slightly higher status in terms 
of wealth and landholdings than the Archers and Mitchells.63 The 
Carletons and the Mitchells had interests in lands that formed part of 
the manor of Theydon Garnon, and the Carletons had a turn in pre-
sentations to Theydon Garnon rectory.64 Mistress Carleton was tak-
ing advantage of Anne Archer’s social vulnerability as a new widow 
to assert a perceived precedence of symbolic status. However, the 
bishop’s chancellor defended Mistress Archer’s title to her former seat 
and her status, reputation, and property were protected.

Another, more serious, incident involved the wives of two gentle-
men of Layer Marney. On Sunday July 23, 1598, Frances Cammock 
arrived at church, to find that a lock had been fixed to the door of her 
pew by Elizabeth, wife of Peter Tuke esquire. Mistress Cammock, her 
daughter Martha, and servant, Robert Beridge, were then threatened 
when they tried to enter the pew. Mistress Tuke and her manservant:

Beat and ill-treated the said Frances, Martha and Robert and tore 
a lawn apron which the said Frances wore, and violently witheld 
the said Frances from her pew, so that the said Frances with her 
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children, household and servants were not able to hear divine ser-
vice quietly and peacefully without peril of death.65

The tearing of Frances’s apron was significant here since damaged or 
disheveled clothing was recognized by contemporaries as a symbolic 
sign of disgrace. This incident was the beginning of a long contest 
over space and place within the church between the two leading fam-
ilies in Layer Marney.66 Peter Tuke, esquire and Justice of the Peace, 
was lord of the manor of Layer Marney. The Cammocks were also 
an old established local family. They were tenants of the Tukes, but 
also held lands in Layer Breton, Little Birch, Messing, and Maldon. 
Elizabeth was the daughter of Robert, the third Lord Rich, and had 
heroically eloped with Thomas Cammock while he had been in ser-
vice to her father. This marriage had complicated the local hierarchy 
of status, since the Cammocks were now related to the peerage within 
the county.67

Close examination of the background to these disputes between 
women reveals, that like disputes between men, they had a variety of 
contextual causes.68 Some were merely transient tussles generated by 
petty jealousy, malicious gossip, or more simply the desire to defend 
one’s place in a congested and ill-defined area. Others could be weap-
ons in wider conflicts, endemic in the day-to-day life of early modern 
face-to-face local societies. Several of the quarrels appear to have orig-
inated within a female social domain. A clash between Mrs. Palmer 
and Mrs. Cowper from Grundisburgh, just over the county border in 
Suffolk, provides an example. Officials in court were told that on a 
Sunday during divine service:

Mrs. Cowper went beyond Mrs. Palmer but sat up close to her 
whereupon Mrs. Palmer rose and sat in Mrs. Cowper’s lap then 
Mrs. Cowper did use her best endeavours to remove her off and 
when she did so remove her the said Mrs. Palmer did after that 
set upon Mrs. Banyards arm or some part thereof and very near to 
her all the time of the sermon and during that time and especially 
while Mrs. Cowper reached to lift up her scarfe and which (being 
out of order) Mrs. Palmer did shove and in a manner punch the 
said Mrs. Cooper and said “be quiet.”69

Again, the gestures incorporated into these incidents symbolized 
more than resentment at the discomfort at overcrowded seats. As 
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Laura Gowing has recently shown, married women expected—and 
were generally accorded—respect for their personal space and to jos-
tle or touch their bodies was regarded as a serious social slight.70 The 
depositions also reveal that the incident was symptomatic of long-
term social tensions between Mrs. Palmer and several of her female 
neighbors. Two women witnesses deposed that Mrs. Palmer was, 
“contentious with her neighbors of a very turbulent spirit and given 
to suit contention upon several causes.”71

The details of this case also provide some support for Christopher 
Marsh’s argument that disputes might sometimes have been as much 
about maintenance of communal harmony as inter-personal com-
petition. The orderly arrangement of parishioners at prayer symbol-
ized hierarchy within community, a simultaneous acceptance of both 
values. Disciplinary presentments by churchwardens of people who 
refused to adhere to communal conceptions of order were not neces-
sarily about power and control. It could be a function of a widespread 
adherence in early modern society to ideals of harmony and com-
munal unity of effective if not actual equals before God, encapsulated 
in the concept of “common prayer.”72 Mrs. Palmer was clearly one of 
those individuals who did not always adhere to communal values of 
consensus. Women, as well as male officials, were perhaps prepared 
to identify and isolate other women who offended these neighborly 
norms. In similar vein, although more unusual and serious, is the case 
of Parnella Abbott, a widow of Greenstead. During her prosecution 
for witchcraft in 1599, it became clear that an altercation in church 
involving Parnella and Jane Dyson was the second serious breach of 
neighborly relations between the two women, and was interpreted as 
the occasion for witchcraft. According to John Dyson, a laborer and 
Jane’s husband, he had been present at home when, “the sayd Parnell 
did misuse his wife.” About a fortnighte after, “this examinant’s wyf 
going into Grenstead church with her yonge childe the sayd Parnell 
was sett there in the stole before his wife cam in and the sayd exami-
nant’s wyf thrusting in by her with the said childe the same child was 
presently taken shaking and quaking in fearful manner and languish-
ing long after and leaving ytself afterwards thee said child dyed and 
she believeth was done by the sayd Parnell.”73

Laura Gowing has shown that in a culture where women’s words, 
actions, and access to the law were limited by “a whole host of pre-
scriptions,” slander litigation provided “a way of shifting personal 
semi-public disputes into the official sphere.”74 These cases suggest 
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that women may have used disputes over seats in church in a similar 
way: either to defend personal reputation or to damage the neighbor-
hood credit of a female rival. They might also represent unofficial 
efforts by women to retain some measure of communal harmony, by 
isolating and expelling women who disrupted deeply held ideals of 
Christian unity.

This argument is reinforced by striking examples of women’s involve-
ment in disputes that goes beyond interpretations in terms of tensions 
entirely within “the female domain.” It is now recognized that mar-
ried women claimed an informal power to police and to punish sexual 
misconduct. It seems that struggles over seats could sometimes grow 
out of this sense of communal authority and responsibility. A dispute 
at Colchester between the wife of William Rogers, yeoman and keeper 
of Colchester jail, and the wife of the “chirugion,” Marcellus Godwin, 
provides an example. One Sunday in 1600, after divine service in St. 
Giles’s church, Roger’s wife came to Godwin’s wife and her daughter 
sitting in their pew, “and with vehemency bade them come out, or 
else I will pull you out.” Later in the churchyard Goodwife Rogers 
accused Mistress Godwin of being a “gossip and flirt,” and the wife 
of William Pydd completed the insult by calling her a “butcher’s curr, 
butcher’s dog and crouchback.”75 The Godwins were already involved 
in a very public conflict with the officials of the parish and their wives 
over a disputed paternity suit. Earlier that year, Alice Bradley, servant 
of Widow Swetyng, had given birth to an illegitimate child. During 
the delivery, Goodwife Pydd had pressured Alice to name the father 
and she had accused George, son of Marcel Godwin. However, on 
examination before the borough court, George Godwin denied the 
charges, and his testimony was supported by his father.76 In the con-
text of a parish-based system of poor relief under severe strain due to 
depression in the cloth industry and growing problems of poverty, 
this problem over paternity had implications for the economic as well 
as the moral welfare of the community. The prospect of another new-
born infant being charged to the parish was extremely unwelcome. 
When officials failed to make George Godwin financially and legally 
responsible for his actions, the wives of the parish were prepared to 
intervene informally to symbolically exclude and to shame the house-
hold that threatened the good name, material well–being, and good 
order of their neighborhood. Although the public confrontation was 
fought out within the female sphere, its purpose was larger and more 
pervasive. The wives of the parish intended to put pressure on the 
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men of the Godwin family to conform to community demands, by 
challenging the single-most important symbol of status, credit, and 
political prestige that the household possessed.

Like so many inter-personal conflicts in early modern society, 
other disputes had their roots in religious differences. For example, 
there is an interesting cluster of cases related to use or misuse of 
the seat set aside for the churching of women, the ceremony that 
mothers attended four weeks after the birth of their babies. David 
Cressy has demonstrated that the meaning of Churching had shifted 
by the early modern period from a purification ritual closely linked 
to Old Testament ideas about the female biological functions of 
childbirth as polluting, to a ceremony of thanksgiving for the safe 
delivery of mother and child. Yet its form remained controversial. 
To most female parishioners the ceremony was an acceptable and 
enjoyable part of the liturgy but to zealous Protestants it was “hereti-
cal, blasphemous knavery.”77 Where cases did appear in court, they 
usually signified doctrinal differences and divisions in the commu-
nity between the godly and their more moderate neighbors. It is well 
established that the Elizabethan settlement was not acceptable to 
extreme Protestants in sixteenth and seventeenth-century England, 
and that they consistently called for further reformation, objecting 
to what they regarded as “popish” elements that contaminated the 
services, ceremonies, and sacraments of the Book of Common Prayer. 
Disputes often turned on seemingly small details such as costume, 
gestures, and the materials or architectural settings of services, but 
these were far from trivial matters to the people of the time. Each 
small-scale struggle signified conflicting but deeply held convictions 
about religious belief and practice.78 Because churching was a female 
ceremony, throughout the period, it provided a frequent occasion of 
connection but also collision between godly women and local min-
isters.79 Conservatives believed that the spiritual significance of the 
ceremony was bound up with the physical location of the service 
and the garments to be worn, but puritans regarded these customary 
arrangements as mere superstition. Men did not participate in the 
service and so could only oppose authority over the conduct of the 
ceremony by expressing support for their wives’ non-conformity.80 It 
was women who engaged in direct action. Some radicals refused to 
be churched but more often, female protest took the form of dissent 
from established practice by deliberately coming to be churched at 
the wrong time, in the wrong clothes, and positioning themselves 
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in the wrong seat. For example, Joanna, wife of Nathanial Whitup of 
Corringham, was presented to the archdeacon in April 1614 for com-
ing to be churched “in her hatt . . . ,” for sitting in “her seate where 
she cold not be descried” and for saying that “none but whores did 
weare vayles and that a harlot or a whore was the inventor of it, or 
that first wore a vayle.”81 Earlier in 1593, Dorothy Mastell was pre-
sented by Mr. Cole, the Rector of St. Peter’s Colchester, because “not 
churched . . . she went abroad and thrust herself in the pewe wherein 
Mr. Cole satt after her had churched George Mowles wife.”82 In simi-
lar vein, another godly woman, Ellen, wife of John Brettle, a reli-
gious radical, disturbed her more moderate female neighbors and the 
churchwarden of St. Giles Colchester, Robert Osborn, during divine 
service in 1615, by “thrusting” herself into “the stole where women 
used to be churched”83

Admittedly, for most of this period, such episodes were regarded as 
minor matters by established authority, which tended to turn a blind 
eye to occasional acts of non-conformity.84 However, disagreements 
intensified and erupted more frequently into violent confrontation 
during the decades leading up to the Civil War. Abroad, alliances with 
popish powers and a marriage to a Catholic queen were believed by 
many to threaten the fate of the immortal soul of the elect Protestant 
English nation. At home, the resolve of Charles I and his archbishop 
William Laud to re-assert the independence of the church and the 
clergy over the laity appeared to corrupt and disrupt the proper order-
ing of church and state. Fears were fuelled by a renewed emphasis on 
ceremony and sacrament and the demand for significant alterations 
and improvements to church furnishings, most controversially, mov-
ing the communion table altarwise and railing it in. These changes 
appeared to challenge the customary order of worship to a danger-
ous degree and in some parishes, especially those with a puritan 
influence, they became the cause and the context of violent clashes 
between godly parishioners and established authority.

Non-conformity began to be interpreted as a political critique of 
established authority and presentments of women over issues related 
to churching became more frequent. Laudian ecclesiastical authority 
attempted to enforce the wearing of veils and the churching of women 
at the altar. To ceremonialists these details not only added to the honor 
and ornament of God’s house, they were also vital to salvation through 
sacramental grace. To the godly, the gestures signaled surrender to pop-
ery and needed to be repudiated at all costs. Thus the wife of Edward 
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Firmin was presented for “refusing to come neere the communion 
table according to the Rubricke in the booke of common prayer to give 
thanks for her safe deliverance in childbirthe.”85 We also find that the 
wife of Samuel Taylor of Saffron Walden “refused to give god thanks for 
her safe deliverance in childbirth at the rayles neere the communion 
table.”86 In 1638, Elizabeth Cram was presented “for being churched 
without a vaile” and in 1637, Mary Judd of Haverstock was brought 
before the archdeacon’s court, for coming to be churched, “without 
a vaile or kerchief to the ill example of others.”87 Episodes like these 
point to a willingness by godly women to challenge male ecclesiasti-
cal authority when episcopal policy clashed with their beliefs about 
proper religious practice. In doing so, these women cast themselves as 
custodians of the settings of ceremonies closely associated with female 
knowledge, female fellowship, and female sacred space.

Historians continue to debate the consequences of the Reformation 
for women.88 Nevertheless, this essay has drawn attention to the cen-
tral role of female parishioners in the shaping of the life, liturgy, sym-
bolism, and organization of the reformed English parish church. The 
variety of local social, political, and religious circumstances surround-
ing protests over place connected women to wider contests over the 
maintenance of communal order, the broader politics of local social 
relations, and the local politics of ecclesiastical power. Women were 
not the passive or vulnerable victims of patriarchal parochial author-
ity, but active social actors, who were, within the limits of social 
power available to them, pursuing concerns and goals of their own.

The notable absence from the records of disciplinary disputes 
involving women after 1660 suggests that the social role of the parish 
church, at least for a certain section of female local society, changed 
as systems of segregation gradually died out. Reformation reverence 
for the institution of marriage meant that over time, it became com-
mon practice for husbands and wives to sit together in church, even 
if initially this was only amongst the elite. Eventually, gender-specific 
seating was generally only assigned to the young and the unmarried. 
This age-specific system of segregation reflected and reinforced the 
lower position of servants and children in the social order. It also 
expressed the higher position in the social hierarchy of the wife and 
mistress. At the same time, family pews expressed and enhanced the 
patriarchal power of the husband over his wife as well as his house-
hold. Space in the reformed church reflected and reproduced a system 
that rendered women subordinate. The disappearance of a separate 
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social and spatial terrain meant the loss of probably the best public 
location for developing altercations with female adversaries. A focal 
point of middling-sort married women’s social lives, over which they 
had some informal control, had been lost.

Understanding of the dynamic, complex, uneven, and unstable 
influence of patriarchal ideology upon the organization, imagination, 
and experience of space has important implications for approaches to 
the study of gender relations in early modern England. Most impor-
tantly, it raises additional doubts about the utility of the separate 
spheres analogy and, particularly, the use of binary oppositions of 
male/female and public/private, to describe gender relations and 
their changes in this period. Space was not static but fluid and highly 
dynamic. Its meaning was constantly shifting, and further compli-
cated by the intersection of gender with other aspects of social iden-
tity. The presence of interlocking factors of time, status, and age, that 
enlarged the scope for some women, by the same token meant that 
other women who lacked some, or all, of these advantages were more 
constrained. Recognition of these complexities requires a revision of 
interpretations of the gendered meaning of changes in the organi-
zation of space over time. Research that relies on generalized models 
of public/private and male/female spheres, to argue for a progressive 
sharpening of the division between male and female space and a cor-
responding decline in female status, fails to capture the complexity 
of the influence of gender upon the changes in the organization of 
specific spaces over time. What is required is further research into 
the spaces where we see individual men and women on a daily basis 
negotiating the tensions created by the interplay between gender and 
other social factors such as age, social, and marital status, as well as 
the inconsistencies between competing expectations of female and 
male behavior that existed in tandem with patriarchal codes.
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4
Liminal Space in the Early 
Modern Ottoman-Habsburg 
Borderlands: Historiography, 
Ontology, and Politics
Claire Norton

Introduction

The sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Ottoman-Habsburg marches 
were a fluid geographical space that stretched from the Dalmatian 
coast eastwards through what is today Croatia and Hungary, up to 
the Crimean Black Sea coast. This border zone has frequently been 
characterized as a line dividing two qualitatively different, antagonis-
tic, and competing empires: the Christian Habsburgs and the Muslim 
Ottomans. As such this frontier has been depicted as a space which 
dichotomized and separated; a place of conflict, division, and mutual 
pugnacity; an arena for the retrospective reification of the clash of 
civilizations.1 The predominance of the nation as a means of delin-
eating geo-political space and articulating identity, in conjunction 
with a series of Balkan conflicts, the September 11 attacks, and the 
invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan, has exacerbated cartographies of 
difference, and exaggerated a belief in the enduring and irreconcil-
able hostility and difference between communities in this region and 
elsewhere.

However, recent studies of border zones have suggested that although, 
to some extent, they constituted ruptured spaces “between cultures, 
peoples, and . . . empires,” they were (and are) also places of mediation 
between different communities and peoples.2 As a result of their con-
tested nature, they were places where a diverse range of beliefs, ide-
ologies, institutions, practices, and customs clashed, co-existed, and 
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compromised; liminal geographies where religious, linguistic, cultural 
and political distinctions endured and “remained identifiable,” but 
also “shaded into each other” and were transformed, reflecting new 
shared realities based on local concerns and practices.3 Here different 
peoples worked to create “a common, mutually comprehensive world” 
or a “middle ground,” a place where diverse communities interacted 
and imagined more complex, plural, inclusive identities.4

The Ottoman-Habsburg marches can be seen as both historically 
and historiographically contested spaces. In the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, both empires struggled to extend their dominion 
over this space and exert both a physical presence through fortifica-
tions, settlements, and military garrisons, as well as an ideological 
dominance through maps, narratives, and state documents. More 
recently, the border has been the site for competing historians’ inter-
pretations and narratives. In both cases the construction and imagi-
nation of space has played a crucial role. While a realist explanation 
of geo-political space would stress its ontological reality and deter-
minacy, I find a Rortian anti-representationalist explanation of our 
interactions with the world to be more heuristically beneficial and less 
problematic.5 Such a position argues that our concepts of space—that 
is, the means by which we conceptualize, delineate, and divide up 
geographical, territorial, and political space—are no more fundamen-
tal or “given” than any of our other conceptual categories that we use 
to impose order on, and make sense of, the world.6 Our ways of map-
ping the world are thus not naturally occurring and congruent with 
an objective, mind-independent, geo-political reality; they cannot be 
separated from the interpretative strategies we use to negotiate our 
relationship with the world. They are instead contingent, socially pro-
duced, and contextually situated. They are inextricably intertwined 
with expressions of power, and the production of cultural meaning.

In this volume’s opening essay, Paul Stock argues that all histori-
cal events and practices are emplaced; I would add that so too are 
historical narratives.7 The narratives we construct about the “before 
now” implicitly articulate, reflect and respond to “political para-
digm shifts . . . and the cultural transformation of societies,” and the 
articulation of spatialities implied by those narratives also reflects 
such evolutions.8 In this article, by focusing on the imagination 
or construction of space in historical narratives of the early mod-
ern Ottoman-Habsburg borderlands, I want to explore how (often 
implicit) concepts of spatiality inherent in such narratives have 
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shaped, or have been shaped by, intersecting interpretative frame-
works and imaginations of community within imperial rhetorics, 
nation-state cartographies, orientalist or Eurocentric metanarratives, 
and other ontological and justificatory explanations. A focus on spa-
tialities foregrounds the means by which pasts are narrated in order 
to legitimize preferred, current imaginations of geo-political and 
juridico-legal space. I therefore want to explore the role that spatiali-
ties have in “worldmaking” through their ability to structure or frame 
the possible narratives that can be told.9

People use a variety of “before now” narratives to provide them-
selves with a coherent identity, a sense of place, and belonging. Said 
argues that “[m]emory and its representations touch very significantly 
upon questions of identity, of nationalism, of power and authority. 
Far from being a neutral exercise in facts and basic truths, the study 
of history, which of course is the underpinning of memory, both in 
school and university, is to some extent a nationalist effort premised 
on the need to construct an insider’s knowledge of, and a desirable 
loyalty to, one’s country, tradition, and faith.”10 In arguing for inter-
play between geographical imagination, historical memory, and 
invention, he echoes both Anderson’s comments about the nation 
as an “imagined community” and Gellner’s now famous dictum that 
nationalism “invents nations where they do not exist.”11

One could argue that the nineteenth-century spatial turn in his-
tory, both engendered, and reflected specific imaginations of nation-
alism. When the nation—as a geopolitical, socio-cultural means 
of demarcating space—became the subject of history, it persuaded 
readers in turn that there was a nation, that the nation reflected 
historical change, and that a history of the nation could be writ-
ten.12 The re-imagining of geo-political space engendered by nation 
state cartographies has resulted in the re-membering of the limi-
nal, heterogeneous Habsburg-Ottoman marches in accordance with 
nationalist geographies that emphasize ethno-cultural and religious 
homogeneity.13 Thus many historians writing about the Balkans in 
an  intellectual context in which the discourse of nationalism is espe-
cially prevalent have glossed over the ethno-cultural, linguistic, and 
religious differences of the diverse peoples inhabiting the marches, 
and have “forgotten” the co-operation, synthesis, and integration 
that existed between these communities.14 Instead they have anach-
ronistically placed undue emphasis on ethnicity as a key constitu-
ent of early modern identity and argued that early modern Balkan 
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peoples essentially constituted proto-ethno-national communities 
who, despite a period of Ottoman “occupation” lasting between 150 
and 400 years depending on the region, successfully retained their 
essential integrity because there was very little political, economic, 
cultural, or religious association or interaction between the Ottomans 
and the various indigenous cultures.

Thus, some scholars of Croatian history have interpreted late medi-
eval and early modern references to the term “Croatian” as exclu-
sively providing evidence of an ethnic consciousness, and argue that 
the past thousand years can, therefore, be characterized as a struggle 
for a self-governing Croatian state.15 Similarly, some Hungarian his-
torians have imagined Hungarians as a singular, unchanging, ethno-
linguistic, cultural community existing from before the Ottoman 
invasion up to the present day.16 For example, while Dávid and Fodor 
acknowledge that borders are generally places of mediation, linkage, 
and transfer, they argue that the Ottoman-Habsburg borders were an 
exception and deny that any long lasting interaction between com-
munities in the area occurred.17 However, the evidence of a variety 
of early modern Ottoman and other sources challenges this view 
and provides support for the argument that in such liminal zones, 
although local linguistic and religious identities endured, relation-
ships, connections, and allegiances did not exclusively orient around 
loyalty to a particular religion, language, or state, but were instead 
based on geographical location, occupation, shared practices and cus-
toms, kinship, loyalty to a local lord, or economic interest. Tales, mus-
ter records, and personal and official correspondence all attest to the 
existence of integrated and diverse border communities where inter-
action, synthesis, and co-operation existed not only among Ottoman 
subjects of different religious, linguistic, and cultural groups, but also 
between inhabitants from different states in the Habsburg-Ottoman 
border region.

I do not think it is particularly helpful to anachronistically impose 
nation-state spatial imaginaries with their concomitant emphasis 
on ethno-cultural, linguistic, and religious homogeneity on to early 
modern conceptions of geopolitical space. For reasons that I elucidate 
in the conclusion, I argue that it may be more useful (and congru-
ent with current interpretations of extant sources) to conceive of the 
early modern Ottoman-Habsburg borderlands not as a divisive line, 
or “locus of separation,” but as a “transitional zone of interaction,” 
a space where integration and co-operation was possible.18 It was, in 
the words of Stein, “a socially and economically dynamic zone of 
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transition, where different people and states met and interacted” and 
formed “a joint community of sorts.”19 This frontier was a contested, 
heterogeneous space, a “middle ground”: a space between empires, 
which at times permitted and encouraged political cooperation and 
ethno-cultural and religious interaction.

Ethno-cultural symbiosis

The specific conditions brought about by the existence of the fron-
tier between the Habsburgs and the Ottomans necessitated particu-
lar state responses. This, together with the fact that communities on 
both sides of the border lived similar agrarian or military lives, helped 
to create both a shared environment and a joint set of cultural, eco-
nomic and military practices which, because communities of practice 
tend to engender shared beliefs, norms, ideologies, and identities, led 
to a degree of communal inclusivity and the imagination of com-
mon identities.20 However, identity in the border zone was often 
complex and transient, with individuals sometimes simultaneously 
identifying with a multiplicity of quite diverse communities, and also 
changing allegiances and identities when convenient or pragmatic to 
do so. The Ottoman Empire was a poly-ethnic, multi-faith, Islamic 
empire with substantial Christian and Jewish minority populations. 
Although key personnel in the military-administrative structure were 
generally Muslim and spoke Ottoman Turkish, loyalty and service to 
the state, rather than ethnicity, religion or native language was the 
main criteria for assimilation into official conceptions of Ottoman 
selfhood.21 There were therefore numerous Greeks, Slavs, Italians, 
Hungarians, and Armenians employed in the sultan’s service as diplo-
mats, soldiers and administrators, some of whom did not convert to 
Islam, but retained their Christian or Jewish faith. Ambitious men in 
the early modern Mediterranean often shifted their allegiance to rul-
ers with whom they did not share an ethnic or religious identity, and 
were also prepared to change their religion and create a new ethno-
cultural identity in order to further their own careers.22

There was therefore a considerable amount of fluidity inherent in 
early modern conceptions of identity. This potential mobility between 
identities was, however, particularly prevalent in culturally and geo-
graphically liminal places such as the Habsburg-Ottoman marches 
and the Maghreb.23 The allegiances of Balkan border communities 
did not orient exclusively and deterministically around loyalty to a 
single religion, language, or state. Instead, more fluid communities 
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formed around the plural fulcrums of class, locale, shared practices, 
work, opposition to a particular “other,” or allegiance to a sovereign, 
lord, or commander. Moreover, identities, like the border itself, were 
not fixed and immutable, and individuals would often simultane-
ously identify with a multiplicity of different, and often contradic-
tory, groups or collectivities.

One such example is the French and Walloon mercenaries employed 
by the Habsburgs in the frontier fortress of Papa during the Habsburg-
Ottoman Long War of 1593–1606, who mutinied over the failure of 
the Habsburgs to pay them and offered their service to the Ottomans. 
Ottoman military records show that these soldiers not only fought 
alongside Ottoman soldiers in the subsequent Ottoman capture and 
defense of Nagykanizsa castle, but they also elected to remain in 
Ottoman service for many more years and fought as part of Ottoman 
armies in Moldavia, on the Hotin campaign, and against the Safavids 
and Cossacks. One of the French captains from Papa converted to 
Islam in the winter of 1600–1601 and was rewarded with command 
of the sancak [sub-province] of Semendire. However, despite his con-
version he retained his command over the Papa mercenaries and 
shifted between his now plural identities as an Ottoman Muslim and 
as a French commander in his relations with the Ottoman state and 
the men under his command respectively.24

Moreover, evidence from Ottoman campaign treasury account 
books shows that during this same war, Christian Hungarians, Poles, 
Transylvanians, and some Habsburg Austrians were paid by the 
Ottomans for military service. In particular, the latter were involved 
in the Ottoman attempt to recapture Esztergom from the Habsburgs 
in 1605.25 Such disregard of conventional religious antipathies and 
the political interests of one’s home state are also exemplified in the 
case of the English, Protestant Captain John Smith, who during this 
war fought for the Catholic Habsburgs despite the fact that they were 
essentially the enemy of not only his religion, but also his country.26

Not only Christian European mercenaries fought for the Ottomans 
on this border though; the multi-ethnic, multi-lingual, interdenomi-
national Ottoman border garrisons provide ample evidence of more 
permanent alliances. Despite early modern imperial Ottoman rhetoric 
that Christians were not permitted to fight in the Ottoman army, the 
presence of Christian (Orthodox and Catholic) sekban soldiers in the 
Ottoman military has been noted by a number of authors.27 Pakalın, 
in particular, refers to the large number of Christian sekban soldiers 
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among the Ottoman forces besieging Vienna in 1683.28 Stein, through 
an analysis of military registers and rolls, has also demonstrated that 
Christians were a significant and important presence in the Ottoman 
border fortresses on the Habsburg-Ottoman marches from the fifteenth 
century until the end of the seventeenth century. Christian soldiers in 
these garrisons were predominantly organized into martolosan, sekban, 
and müsellem units. A quarter of non-janissary troops in the Pest and 
Esztergom garrisons in 1550 were from martolosan units, and some-
times the percentage was as much as a third in smaller fortresses. Even 
by the 1650s, martolosan units still comprised 27 percent of the garri-
son at Pest and 8 percent at Esztergom, while in 1683 they represented 
10 percent at Győr. Similarly, the 1621–1622 defter [register MM5820] 
lists two martolosan units of 31 and 34 men in Nagykanizsa Castle.29 
These soldiers not only undertook garrison duties in the fortresses, 
but they also accompanied their Muslim comrades on raids across 
the frontier and shared the proceeds.30 Although these predominately 
Christian units were commanded by Muslims, this situation should not 
be understood as one divided by ethnicity—that is, Muslim Turks com-
manding Christian Hungarians—because, as Stein has shown, many 
of the Muslims were newly converted local people.31 This conversion 
of local soldiers to Islam also explains the increasing Islamification of 
these traditionally Christian units. By the seventeenth century, some 
of the martolosan units were composed of up to 50 percent Muslim sol-
diers. That this Islamification does not reflect the incorporation of the 
border regions into more secure central rule and the subsequent sub-
stitution of Christian Balkan soldiers by more “loyal” Turkish Muslim 
ones is illustrated in the prevalence of “convert” names among the 
Muslims in these units. Six of the seventeen Muslim martolosan in the 
province of Buda had the name “Ibn Abdullah”; a name commonly 
adopted by converts.32 It appears therefore that these units became 
Muslim through conversion and the newly converted soldiers wished 
to continue to fight and work alongside their Christian comrades. The 
conversions among martolosan indicate that religion was not necessar-
ily a strong determiner of community allegiance and identity. Instead, 
shared occupations, languages, cultural traditions and practices, or 
loyalty to a local commander seem to have been more important as 
criteria of identity. This is not to say that Christian soldiers did not 
also identify with the Christian community, but rather that they also 
imagined themselves as participating in other communities to whom 
they may have had stronger ties.
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The Gazavat-i Tiryaki Hasan Paşa [the Campaigns of Tiryaki Hasan 
Pasha] is a corpus of manuscripts that describes the Ottoman capture 
of Nagykanizsa castle from the Habsburgs in 1600, and their subse-
quent successful defense of the castle against a Habsburg retaliatory 
siege in 1601.33 A number of manuscript re-inscriptions in the cor-
pus depict complicated depictions of border identities, which reflect 
those outlined above.34 Despite outwardly affirming imperial Ottoman 
rhetorics, which posit a religiously dominated cartography of differ-
ence and violence, they implicitly imagine conceptions of identity 
where self and other, friend and enemy, do not unproblematically map 
onto Muslim-Ottoman and Christian-Habsburg-Hungarian. Whereas 
Hegy and Dávid have argued that the Ottoman presence in Hungary 
amounted to little more than a military occupation with the castles 
“bristling with Ottoman soldiers” and “almost no civilian Muslim pop-
ulation,” the Nagykanzisa gazavatname [campaign narrative] illustrates 
that many audiences did not conceive of such an actual and ontologi-
cal divide between a Muslim military presence in garrisons, and non-
Muslim, non-Ottoman-Turkish-speaking civilians.35 For example, the 
Ottoman gazavatname manuscripts describe in some detail a counter-
intelligence ploy by the Ottoman commander, Tiryaki Hasan Pasha 
during the Habsburg counter siege of the castle in 1601. He commands 
his deputy Kara Ömer Ağa to pass some enemy prisoners through 
“the middle of the hundred and fifty bandur, and the five hundred 
Hungarian cavalry” present in Nagykanizsa, and ensure that the pris-
oners hear the soldiers speaking Hungarian.36 The “escape” of the pris-
oners is then facilitated and they subsequently erroneously inform the 
Habsburg camp that the Ottomans have effected a secret alliance with 
the Hungarian and Croatian forces employed in the Habsburg army. 
What is relevant here is that the narrative suggests there were soldiers 
in the garrison, fighting for the Ottomans, who spoke Hungarian (and 
also maybe Croatian) and who may have previously been employed by 
the ban [commander] of Croatia and thus formerly associated with the 
Habsburg Empire. In manuscript O.R.12961, the captured Habsburg 
soldiers are made to walk among groups of different Hungarian speak-
ers, but this time the Hungarians are described as soldiers, command-
ers, and notables, suggesting that Hungarian-speakers were integrated 
into the Ottoman military-administrative structure at all levels: “the 
Hungarian soldiers who previously brought the provisions and muni-
tions from the castles of Bubofça, Berzince and Sigetwar were com-
manders and ayan [notables]. The Pasha had not given them permission 
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to go and they were dwelling in the castle.”37 In the same manuscript 
Tiryaki Hasan Pasha commands his men to “put the peasants who 
brought the provisions which came to us from Bubofça in soldiers’ 
uniforms and also put some of the people of Islam in Hungarian cloth-
ing and let them speak Hungarian together,” suggesting that there are 
both Hungarian-speaking converts to Islam, and Christian Hungarians 
involved in some way with the Ottoman garrison of Nagykanizsa.38

The inclusion of indigenous Balkan residents in the Ottoman con-
cept of self is also indirectly implied through the blurred ethnic and 
cultural origins of a number of Tiryaki Hasan Pasha’s important depu-
ties and commanders. Not only is Osman, the spy, fluent in “Frenk, 
and Austrian and Hungarian and Croatian,” but when dressed in 
Frenkish (western European) garments he looks so “real” that he even 
manages to convince Tiryaki Hasan Pasha who exclaims “where did 
you catch this Frenk?”39 Similarly, Kara Ömer Ağa is commanded by 
Tiryaki Hasan Pasha to feed misinformation to the enemy commanders 
by convincing captured enemy prisoners—who will later be allowed 
to escape—that he is a secret Christian ally who was kidnapped by 
the Ottomans as a young boy and enslaved.40 Paradoxically, for both 
Kara Ömer Ağa and Osman to be fluent in the required languages 
and knowledgeable of the relevant cultural mores and customs to the 
extent that they can trick the enemy, they must in effect really be “one 
of them.” In other words, they would have had to have lived in this 
border area for some time, be native speakers of the local languages, 
and knowledgeable of local Christian practices. Tiryaki Hasan Pasha’s 
key deputies are therefore essentially being presented as local, pos-
sibly originally Christian, inhabitants of the border area who might 
have retained their Christian faith, but more probably had converted 
to Islam. While these claims that indigenous Balkan peoples and 
other European Christians were part of the Ottoman military is con-
venient from a narrative point of view because it facilitates the strata-
gems employed by Tiryaki Hasan Pasha, the presence of Christian 
mercenaries and soldiers in Ottoman garrisons during this war is con-
firmed by the example of the Papa mutineers discussed above, as well 
as the non-Muslims listed in the martolosan units in the 1621–1622 
 register.41 Lastly, many of Tiryaki Hasan Pasha’s stratagems for surviv-
ing the Habsburg siege of Nagykanizsa in 1601 rely on there being a 
level of mutual mistrust between the besieging Habsburg forces and 
their Hungarian and Croatian allies, something which the defections 
of the Papa garrison also attests to.42
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For seventeenth- and eighteenth-century audiences of these gaza-
vatnames, especially O.R.12961, the imagination of the Habsburg-
Ottoman border zone as a culturally, religiously, and linguistically 
mixed space where non-Muslims, recent converts, and speakers of 
Hungarian and Slavic languages could identify to some extent with 
the Ottoman state, either via employment in the Ottoman military-
administrative structure or through loyalty to a local border com-
mander such as Tiryaki Hasan Pasha, made sense; it reflected their 
reality. The border zone was perceived by these audiences, and also 
attested to by other early modern sources, as a middle ground where 
people of different religions and ethno-linguistic backgrounds could, 
and did, interact. This perception of the frontier and the people liv-
ing there was however, something that changed in subsequent cen-
turies, as both the circumstances and the dominant discourse for 
apprehending and constructing geo-political space altered.43

Politically liminal spaces

The rhetorical imagination of space in Ottoman imperial pronounce-
ments and commands is one where juridico-military power is coter-
minous with linear, fixed cartographic borders as articulated in 
treaties and on maps. However, the authority of early modern states, 
unlike that of the modern nation-state, did not diffuse in a uniform 
and equal manner from the center to the clearly demarcated and lin-
ear edges of the territory; central imperial Ottoman and Habsburg 
political power was not co-extensive throughout the liminal border 
space. Instead, the “uneven and incomplete control” of empires radi-
ated from imperial politico-military hubs in an asymmetrical manner 
towards porous and amorphous borders.44

Sources suggest that the Habsburg-Ottoman-Hungarian border 
zone existed largely outside the sphere and rhetoric of central impe-
rial authority and that consequently, border communities developed, 
co-existed, and integrated according to local conditions rather than 
the political and religious dictates of the center. Therefore, although 
imperial commands frequently forbade border commanders from 
engaging in cross-border raids and the collection of taxes from com-
munities living on the other side of the border, the authority of these 
imperial rescripts was largely rhetorical: they did not possess the 
power actually to affect in a consistent manner the actions of border 
commanders who continued to engage in such activities.45 Effective 
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power was therefore in the hands of marcher lords on either side of 
the border and there is evidence that there existed between them a 
sense of shared values reflecting both the particularities of the local 
geo-political context and a common social status and occupation, 
which often transcended factional, religious, or imperial divisions and 
animosities. Through the constant exchange of letters, presents, and 
envoys, these local commanders negotiated and implemented proto-
cols of conduct and a code of practices beneficial to themselves and 
their clients, which was often at variance with the dictates of the cen-
tral authority.46 For example, despite Habsburg and Ottoman imperial 
treaties forbidding cross-border raiding in times of peace, such raids 
were essential to the local economy of the border region. Therefore, 
commanders and notables from both sides attempted to regulate 
the practice to ensure its continuation. In 1649, the chief janissary 
ağa of Nagykanizsa complains in a letter to Count Adam Battyány 
at Körmend that eighty Ottoman soldiers have been captured by the 
Habsburgs. He suggests an exchange of prisoners and threatens to 
contact the Count’s superiors in Vienna if he does not agree, but at 
no time does he argue that such raids, which in fact violated the 
peace treaties between the two empires, should stop.47 Another prac-
tice vital to the local economy, involving cross border co-operation 
and often against imperial orders, was the collection of taxes from 
communities across the border. Elites from both sides attempted to 
collect taxes from peasants in lands that they had previously held, but 
had now been captured by the other side. Local Ottoman authorities 
often tolerated the collection of taxes by Habsburg agents from peas-
ants in Ottoman territories because, in return, they received one per-
cent of the total collected sum.48 This practice of double taxation not 
only facilitated “some sort of commonality” between the Habsburg 
and Ottoman commanders and troops involved in the collection, but 
it also bound the peasants on both sides of the border together in a 
“single frontier community.”49

This independence of border commanders from central command 
is also alluded to in some of the Gazavat-i Tiryaki Hasan Paşa manu-
scripts. Manuscript O.R.700 locates the siege of Nagykanizsa not as 
an exemplification of the ideological conflict between Christendom 
and Islam, but in terms of Hungarian local politics. Although Tiryaki 
Hasan Pasha is to some extent presented as distanced from the offi-
cial military-administrative system in all the manuscripts by virtue 
of his apparent voluntary retirement from a position as governor of 
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Buda, in O.R.700, this distance from imperial hierarchies of power 
and networks of traditional authority is reinforced through his reluc-
tance to accept praise, gifts, and robes of honor, and his preference 
for bestowing rewards on his men from his own possessions rather 
than by requesting administrative positions and monetary rewards 
for them from the imperial center.50

Moreover, in O.R.700, Tiryaki Hasan Pasha, rather than being incor-
porated into, and therefore subject to, imperial structures of depen-
dency and power, acts as a regional kingmaker. He crowns Zirinoğlu, 
a local Hungarian lord who is described in the Gazavat-i Tiryaki Hasan 
Paşa manuscripts as allied with the Habsburgs during their retaliatory 
siege of Nagykanizsa in 1601, as king of Hungary: “he [Hasan Pasha] 
caused him to be invested with a robe of honor. Again he said, ‘you 
are the Hungarian King’ and he put a document in his hand.”51 After 
he has crowned Zirinoğlu, the narrator comments, “And he [Hasan 
Pasha] sent him [Zirinoğlu] away with glory because the Hungarian 
people are always very much inclined to and supportive of the side 
of Islam.”52 Although this coronation is a fictitious event, as men-
tioned above there is considerable documentary evidence that bor-
der commanders from both sides operated outside imperial networks 
of power and instead forged bonds of friendship and loyalty with 
one another.53 The crowning of Zirinoğlu as King of Hungary can be 
read as an exaggerated instance of such local networks of power and 
authority. It may also indicate the culturally heterogeneous nature of 
the implied audience: the heroes of this narrative are those of “both 
sides,” not only the Ottoman, Muslim Tiryaki Hasan Pasha, but also 
the local Christian, Hungarian Zirinoğlu, who gains much of his pres-
tige from being literally “the son of Zirin,” who was the acclaimed 
and celebrated Hungarian defender of Szigetwar Castle during the 
ultimately successful Ottoman siege in 1566.54

The environment of the frontier did not only create a middle 
ground between fortress commanders and local lords, it also united 
the garrison soldiers and peasants who inhabited and farmed the 
land. The consistency and longevity of “tours of duty” of the garrison 
soldiers helped to integrate them into local economic and sociocul-
tural networks.55 Such acculturation was facilitated by the participa-
tion of the military in civilian commercial networks. Ottoman forts 
along the border region in particular flourished as market centers for 
a variety of cross-border products and drew customers from across the 
Habsburg border.56 Manuscript O.R.12961 demonstrates the closeness 
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of links between the garrison occupants and the rural population. The 
gönüllü ağası [commander of the locally recruited troops] is depicted 
as a local inhabitant as he acts as a guide in the border area for Tiryaki 
Hasan Pasha, and he also mentions that his brother has a farm in the 
border region.57

The border also offered a variety of economic opportunities to set-
tlers and migrants from both sides: adventurous young men from 
diverse communities were attracted to the Habsburg-Ottoman 
marches because of the availability of arable land, a reduced tax bur-
den, the need for skilled workers, and the chance to volunteer as a 
sekban or gönüllü soldier in a border garrison with the prospect of even-
tually being awarded a more permanent, salaried military position.58 
Habsburg official documents attest to the financial opportunities 
available in the marches and the flexibility of border communities. A 
report to the Aulic War Council in 1718 suggests that the Habsburgs 
were concerned about Christian peasants settling in Ottoman lands 
because the Ottomans were generally offering lower taxes and longer 
periods of tax exemption. However, much more seriously, they were 
concerned that these Christian Habsburg subjects, having moved to 
Ottoman lands might fall upon hard times and resort to cross-border 
raiding against their former compatriots.59 Lastly, local communities 
on both sides smuggled goods across the border area with no regard 
for existing imperial treaties or orders.60

Bracewell describes a similar environment existing on the Croatian 
borderlands surrounding Senj on the Adriatic coast. Here, the 
Christian Uskoks were nominally engaged in a holy war against the 
Muslim Ottomans: raiding their territory, burning settlements, and 
enslaving or ransoming the local population. However, in practice, 
the situation was more complex and the Uskoks’ interactions with 
both border Muslims and Christians were prescribed more by the exi-
gencies of the frontier locality and common interests than imperial or 
state pronouncements, or the rhetorics of holy war. That religious dif-
ference was not the only motivating criteria behind Uskok raids and 
military endeavors is evidenced by their persecution of Christians liv-
ing in Ottoman lands as well as the Muslims.61 As on the Hungarian 
marches, in the border areas around Senj, when the interests of local 
Uskok and Ottoman commanders coincided they often acted inde-
pendently of orders from the imperial center. In 1588, the Ottoman 
government proscribed the practice of ransoming Ottoman captives 
from the Uskoks in an attempt to decrease Uskok raids by removing 
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a key financial incentive. However, as the exchange of captives was a 
critical part of the frontier economy, the local commanders on each 
side were reluctant to implement this decree and instead concluded 
an independent agreement that culminated in an exchange of gifts 
and a ceremony joining the two commanders as blood brothers.62 
Furthermore, there was often collaboration between local Ottoman 
commanders and Uskoks on the matter of border raids. Ottoman offi-
cials in Karin agreed to permit the Uskoks to cross their territory with-
out hindrance in order to raid other Ottoman settlements and even 
agreed to mislead any Ottoman troops sent to pursue the raiders in 
exchange for a guarantee that the Uskoks would not raid Karin.63 The 
Uskoks and Ottoman ağas [commanders] inhabited a shared world; 
they possessed a common language and participated in a culture with 
shared concepts of honor, heroism, vengeance, and ties of kinship. 
There is therefore considerable evidence that depicts the Ottoman-
Habsburg marches as a multi-lingual, religiously diverse, culturally 
complex space with a degree of local political autonomy. A place 
where Christians and Muslims, Austrians, Greeks, Hungarians, Serbs, 
and Turks did not live isolated in separate proto nation-states, but 
were involved in intersecting, complicated economic and political 
alliances, and networks, more often centered on regional, rather than 
imperial, loci of power.

However, I do not wish to simply replace one imagination of geo-
political and cultural space with another. I do not occupy a privileged 
position outside of discourse from which I can construct a description 
of the border that corresponds to an objective, mind-independent 
reality. I cannot argue that my reading of the sources has allowed me 
(un)mediated access to such a reality. Instead, I am telling a story that 
both coheres with the sources and practices of twenty-first century 
academic history writing, and explicitly and reflexively references 
the interpretative frameworks I bring to my reading. Although the 
case study in this article is focused on a specific space—the Ottoman-
Habsburg borderlands—the main argument I want to make is his-
toriographical, not historical. Said has argued for “the constitutive 
role of space in human affairs.”64 That is, the stories we tell imply 
conceptions of space that in turn both affect and reflect the explica-
tory metanarratives within which we situate ontologies of difference. 
I do not believe that historical narratives and our interest in them are 
fundamentally concerned with the establishment of what really hap-
pened in the past. Instead, their impetus is presentist, ontological, 
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and justificatory; they help us to imagine identities, and work to legit-
imize our current beliefs, actions, institutions, and socio- economic 
and political relationships. This being the case, deconstructing the 
implied spatialities present in historical narratives can be very infor-
mative about the preferred explanatory frameworks and ideological 
and political perspectives within which a work was produced and 
consumed. The way we think about space is not only central to how 
we narrate the past; it is also fundamental to our conceptions of the 
present. Of course, I research and write my historical narratives in 
accordance with the disciplinary rules of the profession and genre 
protocols of history, but I also write with a conscious aim of telling 
stories that will contribute to the building of better societies.65 In very 
basic terms, the fact that I inhabit, and write within, a heterogeneous, 
multi-cultural, pluralistic context, and that I believe reciprocal tol-
erance, increased communication, and understanding for difference 
and diversity will ultimately make our world a better place means I 
have a propensity to employ non-Eurocentric, postcolonial, or shared 
world interpretative paradigms when constructing my narratives.66 If 
one reads the Ottoman-Habsburg borderlands through a nation state, 
orientalist or Eurocentric teleological lens as a place of contestation 
and conflict, the conceptualization of imperial and religious inter-
actions in the early modern period is more likely to be envisaged 
within a clash of civilizations interpretative framework that necessar-
ily foregrounds the inevitability of cultural and civilizational conflict 
and irreconcilable difference. Although Huntington offered his clash 
of civilizations thesis as “a more meaningful and useful lens through 
which to interpret international developments than any alternative 
paradigm,” his thesis has been criticized both on empirical grounds, 
and with regard to his conception and use of the term civilization.67 
I would argue that not only in the context of current international 
relations, but also with regard to the narration of our pasts, it is more 
useful, while still being congruent with academic praxis and the 
extant sources, to imagine this border zone as a space where plural, 
heterogeneous, ethno-cultural communities imagined multiple over-
lapping identities for themselves, and were invested in intersecting, 
complicated economic, and political alliances and networks, rather 
than as a divisive space between fundamentally different and hostile 
civilizations. A shared world explanatory metanarrative, which prob-
lematizes over-simplistic ontological notions of civilization and cul-
ture, and places explanatory emphasis on contextual factors rather 
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than superficial generalizations about cultural difference, not only 
coheres with the extant sources, but is also potentially more heuris-
tically beneficial if one seeks a world in which there is greater under-
standing and tolerance.
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5
A Space between Two Worlds:  
St. Petersburg in the Early 
Eighteenth Century
Paul Keenan

Introduction

In May 1703, Tsar Peter I of Russia is alleged to have led a small mili-
tary foray to the Baltic coastline, near the mouth of the river Neva. 
Accounts of this occasion, both contemporary and retrospective, vary 
considerably on the precise chronology of the decision-making pro-
cess and the question of whether the tsar himself was actually pres-
ent.1 Regardless of the precise details, the area was claimed (or, some 
argue, reclaimed) in the name of Russia and plans were made to build 
a fortress in order to consolidate the Russian presence.2 This founda-
tion and the associated myths, which have been explored by many 
writers and historians over the intervening centuries, feature in most 
discussions of St. Petersburg’s history.3 One such myth, which pres-
ents Peter creating his new city out of nothing, in a wilderness, was 
essentially poetic license on the part of later writers such as Vasilii 
Trediakovskii and Aleksandr Pushkin.4 In fact, the area was the site of 
a Swedish fortress known as “Nienschants,” the town of Nien, with a 
population of around four thousand, and a number of smaller settle-
ments nearby that existed before the city was founded.5 Indeed, given 
the paucity of usable stone in the region, the ruins of the old fortress 
likely provided material used in the initial stage of St. Petersburg’s 
construction, particularly in the foundations of buildings.6

Regardless of the veracity of such images, the mythology suggests 
that the question of space has been central to the presentation of 
St. Petersburg throughout its history. The importance of the “spatial 
turn” for studies concerning the Russian empire has been a relatively 
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recent phenomenon, even if space was a frequent subject of  interest 
and comment for scholars throughout its history.7 Much of the 
recent scholarship on space in Russia, which has often exemplified 
the interdisciplinary nature of such endeavors by blending histori-
cal, geographical, and literary methodologies, has tended instead to 
focus on the modern period.8 Yet there is much to be gained from 
a spatial approach to earlier periods, especially since it provides 
another avenue by which to approach a context like Russia, where 
the archival and documentary base is relatively limited, compared to 
its Western European contemporaries. For example, Kivelson’s inno-
vative work on seventeenth-century maps and their presentation of 
the Muscovite polity has highlighted the importance of spatial con-
siderations for ruler, elite and subjects in Russia.9 Similarly, the sheer 
extent of the Russian empire, not to mention its diversity, presented 
successive rulers with considerable challenges that they sought to 
tackle throughout the imperial period.10

The specific case of St. Petersburg, a city of considerable interest for 
Russians and foreigners alike because of the aforementioned mythol-
ogy and what it represents, is frequently considered in such scholar-
ship, drawing on the well-established work by Lotman on the semiotics 
of the city.11 Such approaches have prompted excellent recent work 
on the literary presentation of the city and its various spaces, albeit 
largely focused on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.12 The 
eighteenth century, particularly pre-Catherine II, has remained rather 
more difficult to analyze in this respect, although a notable exception 
is Ageeva’s monograph on the city during Peter I’s reign, in which 
she devotes a chapter to St. Petersburg’s space(s).13 This chapter will 
approach this understudied period by means of an exploration of St. 
Petersburg’s creation and subsequent early development as a series of 
overlapping spaces. These spaces were both physical and symbolic 
in nature since, in the early modern period, it is generally unwise to 
attempt to separate the two. The city cannot be understood as purely 
a physical project—it had, and I argue that it had to have, significance 
beyond that in order to justify the very real costs involved.

Peter I’s decision to found anything at all in swampy terrain on the 
Baltic coast, with its long winters and frequent floods, seems strange. 
Indeed, even leaving aside the issue of the suitability of the terrain, 
there was also the question of its position—on the edge of Russian ter-
ritory bordering the Swedish empire, Russia’s opponent in the Great 
Northern War (1700–1721). The vulnerability of the new settlement 
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to being (re)captured by Swedish forces—it was attacked twice in its 
first year—meant that the construction of fortifications was priori-
tized from the outset of the project.14 Yet, in spite of its tenuous and 
uncertain situation, within fifteen years, St. Petersburg became the 
center of both the state administration and the Russian court—over 
the course of the next century, it became a major European city. The 
question of what Peter I was attempting to create in 1703—whether a 
fortress, port, or city—is discussed in Section 1, but there can be little 
doubt that St. Petersburg subsequently became the most visible and 
enduring of all of his endeavors. While the tsar expressed a desire 
to found a new city already in the 1690s and he introduced some 
“new” practices in his other “capital” Moscow during this period, St. 
Petersburg was nevertheless a Petrine innovation; its existence owed 
everything to its founder’s efforts. As a result, the city has often been 
portrayed as a physical manifestation of the wide-ranging goals of the 
reforming tsar.15

The remote geographical location of the new city had an impact 
on its populace and therefore on the development of its attendant 
spaces. Its relative isolation from Russia’s heartland, centered on 
Moscow, can be interpreted as having motives beyond Peter I’s evi-
dent naval and commercial interests. For example, Shaw has drawn 
attention to Dodgshon’s work on the impact of geographical space 
on social change in examining Petrine Russia, particularly, the ten-
dency of early modern societies toward inertia, whether in terms 
of their cultural attitudes or their social and political institutions. 
Dodgshon argues that social change was more likely to occur suc-
cessfully in areas where it is likely to encounter the least resistance.16 
Shaw links this approach to Peter’s decision to situate a new city on 
the very edge of Russian territory, and thereafter to ensure that both 
key institutions and social groups moved to the new city in consider-
able numbers. This endeavor was the tsar’s attempt to separate the 
two most conservative groups in Muscovite society—the nobility 
and the clergy—from their traditional center, Moscow, and thereby 
undermine any possible efforts on their part to resist his wider reform 
agenda.17 The challenge for Peter I and his immediate successors was 
to ensure that this “new” space of St. Petersburg was accepted, both 
by its intended inhabitants and by the wider populace. A key element 
in this process, and the focus of Section 2, was the decision to invest 
St. Petersburg with its own religious and ceremonial significance in 
order to minimize open opposition.
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St Petersburg’s location and intended function explicitly reflected a 
desire for Russia to engage more extensively with northern Europe—
militarily, commercially, and culturally—than had been the case in 
previous centuries. This role for the city led to one of its abiding char-
acterizations—as Russia’s “window on Europe.” Section 3 examines 
St. Petersburg as a space in which the relationship between Russia 
and (the rest of) Europe can be explored, particularly in its chosen 
models and physical appearance. These elements are also discussed 
in Section 4, which views St, Petersburg’s foundation through the 
prism of Peter I’s stated intent to create a planned, “well-ordered” 
city with input from foreign architects. As such, St. Petersburg repre-
sented a “new” space within Russia, albeit on its north-eastern fron-
tier.18 While the implementation of the various attendant measures 
was necessarily both complex and only partially realized by Peter I’s 
death in 1725, it once again highlights the need to consider the plan 
(or ideal) alongside the reality of the city.

Section 1: St. Petersburg’s intended function

Beginning with its location, one of the tsar’s desired outcomes from 
the foundation of a new settlement on the Baltic coastline was to 
establish a new port. This had two principal advantages. Firstly, such 
a port could act as a base for the development of a naval component 
to Russian military operations in the region. Secondly, the Baltic Sea 
was a thriving commercial network that had the potential to develop 
Russia’s mercantile revenues. The only major port under Russian 
control when Peter came to power in the 1680s was Arkhangel’sk 
in the far north. Although it was an important conduit for Russia’s 
engagement with the wider world—including the valuable English 
and Dutch trade in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries—its 
development potential was limited by its location. Foreign ships could 
only access it through the White Sea, which was a hazardous route 
for much of the year and was frozen during the winter months.19 
St. Petersburg’s establishment and subsequent legislation to channel 
foreign trade through the new port, at the expense of Archangel’sk, 
signaled a confirmed Russian interest in the Baltic, with its established 
connections to Dutch, north German, and British trade routes.

It was, however, not the only initial option. To the south, the for-
mer Ottoman fortress of Azov, captured by Peter in the campaign of 
1696, presented other possibilities. It had the advantage of an ice-free 
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port—the Neva delta was still frozen for several months a year—and it 
could be reached by the river Don. However, its potential utility, par-
ticularly in terms of trade, was limited by the fact that the Ottoman 
Empire controlled the straits both of Kerch and of Constantinople, 
limiting access to the Black Sea and the Mediterranean respectively.20 
An immediate challenge to this Ottoman dominance seemed unlikely 
as there was little interest in Peter’s proposal for a renewal or exten-
sion of the Holy Alliance against the Ottomans, which was one of the 
reasons for his “Grand Embassy” in the late 1690s.21 The Austrians, 
in particular, had largely achieved their aims, which would be con-
firmed in the Peace of Karlowicz (1699), and the leading European 
powers instead turned their attention to the issue of the succession to 
the Spanish throne, which carried the threat of an increased Bourbon 
domination of Western Europe.22 This point, when considered along-
side plans of several northern European neighbors to attack Swedish 
holdings on the Baltic, realigned Russian strategy from its southern 
frontier to the north–west for the next two decades.

The military situation in which St. Petersburg was founded natu-
rally led to an interest in the defensibility of the site and the cen-
tral positioning of both the Sts. Peter and Paul fortress, and the 
Admiralty boatyard (later fortress). It also had an influence on the 
tsar’s stated interest in regulation and “good order.” This reflected a 
wider European emphasis on these themes in urban planning, which 
Peter had observed on the Grand Embassy, particularly during his 
visit to Amsterdam.23 There were a number of common traits between 
the features stressed in military design and those considered impor-
tant in a “regular” early modern city. The question of what the “ideal 
city” should look like became the focus of architectural treatises from 
the early sixteenth century onwards. The two major archetypes for 
contemporary writers—the classically inspired rectangular plan with 
its streets organized in a grid pattern and the radial plan with its 
streets emanating from a central point—reflected the military and 
political concerns of their intended patrons.24 It found expression in 
both treatises and a considerable body of legislation throughout this 
period, such as the Spanish Laws of the Indies (issued in 1573 and 
later collected in a revised edition of 1681).25 This existing discourse 
on the subject, reflected in both written and graphic materials in 
Peter’s library, and his personal experience of several European cities 
in the late 1690s, can explain his list of points drawn up for inclusion 
in any prospective plan for the construction of St. Petersburg. The list 
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included the need for broad, straight streets in a regular pattern and 
an integrated canal system to aid transport and communications.26

Finally, there is the question of St. Petersburg’s role as a seat of 
government and, owing to the nature of Petrine rule, a residence for 
the tsar and his close advisers (it is difficult to describe the groups 
around Peter as a traditional court structure in the contemporary 
European sense). This question relates to a potentially thorny issue, 
raised by scholars subsequently, of whether Peter initially intended to 
make St. Petersburg the capital of Russia at the expense of Moscow. 
There is no easy answer. Peter himself referred to his new city in cor-
respondence as the “capital” (stolitsa) as early as September 1704.27 
However, Hughes has persuasively argued that there was no single 
piece of legislation that can be said to mark such a transfer.28 On the 
other hand, the tsar’s devotion to and presence in his new city, as 
often as other commitments would allow, is clear from its foundation 
onwards. Peter’s efforts to move all the major organs of government 
to St. Petersburg, such as the relocation of the Senate to the city in 
late 1713, also played an important role in the shaping of the city’s 
space and its cultural life. Both factors affected the status of the city 
and its inhabitants. Its role as the tsar’s principal residence ensured 
that the city was the venue for many important celebrations, bar-
ring coronations (which remained in Moscow until the fall of the 
Romanov dynasty), and other cultural innovations.29 This role had, 
in turn, had a physical effect on the appearance of the city, both in 
terms of its architecture and its space.30

This decision can also be viewed as an attempt to create a Russian 
version of the German residenzstadt, that is to say, a town which owes 
its existence to the presence of the ruler and their court. The role 
of such residenzstädte is to reflect the wealth, status and, ultimately, 
power of their ruler in both material and symbolic terms.31 Louis 
XIV’s palace and garden complex at Versailles presents a high pro-
file, influential example of a residenz created anew, on the site of an 
old hunting lodge, and one that was deliberately located beyond the 
stadt of Paris.32 While it was undoubtedly one of the most impres-
sive examples of its type, Versailles was not as dominant an influence 
as traditionally suggested. The Bourbon’s main dynastic rivals, the 
Austrian Habsburgs, provided an alternative with their more austere 
but equally significant residenz, based around the Hofburg palace in 
Vienna.33 Given Russia’s position among the second-rank powers in 
this period, a better source of comparison can be found amongst the 
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myriad German courts of this period that sought to adapt such sym-
bolic capital to their own circumstances.34 In particular, Prussia, with 
its claim of a royal title in 1701 and attendant investment in Berlin 
to reinforce this claim, proves an interesting comparison with Russia 
in this period.35

Russia’s new prominence on the (northern) European stage in the 
aftermath of its victory over Sweden in the Great Northern War cen-
tered attention on St. Petersburg, where the tsar was granted the title 
imperator by the Senate as part of an extended period of celebrations.36 
As a result, the active promotion of St. Petersburg’s status did not end 
with Peter I’s death in 1725. Rather, the cultivation of the image of 
St. Petersburg as the seat of power and authority within the Russian 
empire gathered pace in the decades that followed, while continuing 
to draw on the rhetorical tradition established by the chief Petrine 
publicists, led by Archbishop Feofan Prokopovich. It was arguably as 
important to support Russia’s imperial claims with reference to the 
Classical past—in other words, a rhetorical and symbolic language 
in common with the rest of Europe—as it was to establish its reli-
gious standing in the eyes of the traditional Orthodox population of 
Russia.

Section 2: St. Petersburg between heaven and  
earth (and hell)

Given the decision to found a new city and the nature of the hard-
ships endured by its early population, the image of St. Petersburg was 
of paramount concern to Peter. Contemporary documents attest to 
the tsar’s considerable enthusiasm, not to say fervor, to push ahead 
with the construction of his new city.37 In Peter’s letters to contem-
poraries, in particular, to Aleksandr Menshikov (governor of Ingria, 
and later, St. Petersburg itself), the city was often described as a “para-
dise.”38 At the same time, however, the city’s image had to be care-
fully considered, since it had wider implications for Peter’s credibility 
as tsar. The obvious comparison for most contemporaries to make 
was with Moscow, which put St. Petersburg at a serious disadvantage 
in terms of spiritual and historical legitimacy. If the populace came to 
view the tsar’s new city as illegitimate or indeed unholy in some way, 
it might have serious repercussions on the perception of Peter himself 
and his suitability as ruler.39 To combat this image problem, there 
was a strong drive to endow the new city with spiritual symbolism 
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and to justify its status by establishing precedent. Prokopovich and 
other Petrine publicists sought to exploit the legendary link between 
the region and the apostle St. Andrew, who had, according to legend, 
blessed the “northern lands” during his travels across Europe.40

Moreover, St. Andrew was the brother of St. Peter, and this not only 
provided a credible link with the tsar and the name of his new city, 
but also established an important connection with the other city of 
St. Peter—Rome. Given Peter’s imperial ambitions and the prevalence 
of Classical imagery in official celebrations, it is not difficult to see 
why Rome was an important choice to establish the legitimacy of 
St. Petersburg. The naming of the city and the central position occu-
pied by the Sts. Peter and Paul fortress, including its titular church 
(later cathedral), within the city—in both physical and ceremonial 
terms—was a crucial part of this process. In symbolic terms, this was 
also reflected in the new city’s coat of arms (devised by Franz Santi 
in the early 1720s), with its explicit reference to the crossed keys of 
St. Peter.41 The link between the two cities can be associated with the 
conscious effort made by leading Petrine clerical writers to present St. 
Petersburg, rather than Moscow, as the site of the “third Rome”; an 
important strand of Orthodox religious ideology and worldview.42

Another of Rome’s successors, Constantinople, provided further 
precedent for St. Petersburg, since it had been founded by Constantine 
the Great as the new capital city of the recently Christianized Roman 
Empire of the East.43 It is also significant that St. Andrew played an 
important part in Constantinople’s claim to legitimacy, since it was 
alleged (almost certainly for political motives) that he had anointed 
the first bishop of the region during his extensive travels. As a result, 
in 357AD, St. Andrew’s remains were removed from their original rest-
ing place in Patras and reburied in the Church of the Holy Apostles 
in Constantinople upon the orders of Constantine’s son, the emperor 
Constantius II.44 St. Andrew was adopted as the patron saint of the 
Russian navy and his feast day then incorporated into the state calen-
dar, neatly fusing a religious and military celebration.

St Aleksandr Nevskii provided another important source of legiti-
mization for the new city, and was also a useful political choice for 
Peter, especially because of the saint’s famous victory against the 
Swedes on the Neva in 1240. The connection between Aleksandr 
Nevskii and the new city was strengthened when Peter moved the 
saint’s feast day from November 23 to August 30, to coincide with 
the anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of Nystadt in 1721. 
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His remains were then moved from Vladimir to the newly built 
St. Aleksandr Nevskii monastery in 1723.45 The ceremonial interment 
of the remains in the monastery’s church took place the following 
year on 30 August, and the celebrations reflected the importance of 
the event for the new city. The Imperial party and other dignitaries 
sailed up the Neva river to the monastery and the ships provided a 
cannon salute following the ceremony, while the guests dined with 
the tsar. There were illuminations to commemorate the event, both 
for the court and throughout the city, and other celebrations con-
tinued on August 31.46 The St. Aleksandr Nevskii monastery subse-
quently became one of the major focal points of the city’s religious 
ceremonies. The importance of both saints to the city was reflected 
in the fact that both feast days—August 30 for St. Aleksandr Nevskii 
and November 30 for St. Andrew—became established and important 
occasions in the court calendar, with major public celebrations in St. 
Petersburg under Peter I and his successors.47

The manner in which the city was depicted, both in print and in 
other media, can provide some interesting material to explore the 
symbolic presentation of St. Petersburg, both to a domestic and an 
international audience. The desire of Peter and his publicists to high-
light the city’s symbolic significance can be seen in the work of a con-
temporary engraver, Aleksei Zubov. His “Panorama of St. Petersburg” 
(1716) shows the city as a continuous coastline, between an open sky-
line and a busy river foreground.48 In addition to the city’s main archi-
tectural features, it depicts Peter I and Catherine in one of the boats 
on the Neva. According to Kaganov, this depiction of the city should 
be considered alongside the imagery used by Feofan Prokopovich, 
likening the city to the ship of St. Peter, as part of the wider efforts 
to present the city as both a sacred space and a source of calmness 
in an otherwise wild (in the sense of uncontrolled) environment.49 
The same series—that was printed and sent to foreign courts—incor-
porated miniatures of other Zubov engravings to date, including the 
Summer Gardens. This project, planned from very early in the city’s 
existence, can be seen as a physical and symbolic reference to the 
Garden of Eden, with its cultivation in a hostile climate and exotic 
plants imported from all parts of the empire and abroad.50

In 1717, upon his return from the (largely unsuccessful) diplomatic 
mission to the court of Versailles, Peter I was presented with a bronze 
engraving of Zubov’s façade of St. Petersburg and a plan of the city. The 
occasion was marked by an oration by Gavriil F. Buzhinskii, a cleric 
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serving with the Russian Navy, entitled “In Praise of St. Petersburg 
and its founder, the emperor Peter the Great.”51 This work was not 
widely disseminated until the second half of the eighteenth century, 
but nevertheless highlights several themes echoed by other writ-
ers on St. Petersburg later in the eighteenth century. These themes 
included the strategic deployment of Classical allusions, the scale of 
Peter’s achievement in creating this new city, and the comparison 
between Russia and other neighboring countries.52 While reflecting 
an idealized version of the nascent city, such literary versions of St. 
Petersburg presented a clear argument about the city’s significance, 
and proved influential in shaping the discourse on the city in the 
following two centuries.53

Not all contemporary opinions of St. Petersburg were quite so 
positive in their assessment of the new city. The marshy terrain in 
which it was constructed and the initial plans to locate the central 
parts of the city on one of the three large islands that dominated 
the area made St. Petersburg’s construction a very tricky proposition. 
Flooding was a very real problem for much of the city’s first century 
of existence, and critics of Peter’s ambitious project highlighted the 
ominous Biblical connotations of such natural phenomena. With 
uncanny timing, one such critic prophesied in 1721 that the sea 
would swallow St. Petersburg, shortly before a serious flood actually 
hit the city.54 The damp atmosphere caused considerable problems 
for buildings in the city and led to a regular cycle of repairs on most 
of the major buildings, which displayed structural problems almost to 
their foundations. One contemporary commented, “It has been wit-
tily enough said, that ruins make themselves in other places, but that 
they were built in Petersburgh”55 This contributed to the expense of 
living in the city, which was a common complaint of many wealthier 
inhabitants. Similarly, it is possible that Peter’s periodic references to 
the city as a “paradise” (noted above) may, on occasions, have been a 
reflection of his distinctive sense of humor.56

The city acquired a distinctly un-Eden-like infamy among contem-
poraries. It was considered by some as a city built on bones, due to 
the large number of workers who died in the poor working condi-
tions during the construction process.57 This view also featured in 
foreign accounts of life in the early city. For example, the Danish 
envoy Just Juel, who lived in the city in 1709–1710, gives a figure of 
60,000 casualties from work on “Hare” island and a further 40,000 
that died working on Kronstadt. 58 Friedrich Christian Weber, a 
Hanoverian member of the English embassy in the city between 1714 
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and 1719 and again in 1721, uses a figure put forward by another 
German traveler to the city (albeit in 1710–1711) of 100,000 casual-
ties.59 Sir Francis Dashwood, writing about his visit to St. Petersburg 
in 1733, quoted the figure of 300,000 deaths during the building of 
both St. Petersburg and Kronstadt.60 While I am inclined to agree 
with the authoritative historian of early St. Petersburg, Sergei Luppov, 
that the numbers given by foreigners were undoubtedly exaggerated, 
the exact number of deaths caused by disease and squalid working 
conditions has been somewhat difficult to establish, not least due to 
the lack of accurate information.61

Nevertheless, the fact that this impression struck foreign observers 
and also made the transition into peasant songs and stories perhaps 
indicates that the reality of the situation was not as important as the 
image created.62 The link drawn between the city and its “unnatural” 
construction manifested in a series of rumors and myths that arose 
about the city in the aftermath of its creation. From a religious stand-
point, Old Believers, and those who saw a sinister motive behind 
Peter I’s reforms of the Orthodox Church, referred to the new city in 
terms akin to Sodom or Gomorrah, with the heavy implication that 
it would suffer a similar fate.63 The prevalence of floods in the region, 
combined with the Biblical implications of such a natural occurrence, 
led some to conclude that this was the ultimate fate for the city: to be 
consumed by the seas.64

That being said, St. Petersburg was hardly unusual in the problems 
that it faced because of its physical location. Disease was a perennial 
problem for urban centers across the continent during this period—
even without the specter of plague, unsanitary conditions and 
cramped living conditions were breeding grounds for many infectious 
diseases.65 Similarly, towns along the north German coastline faced 
the threat of very destructive flooding from the North Sea, which 
claimed the lives of thousands of inhabitants in a similar period to St. 
Petersburg’s construction.66 There are many factors involved in this 
resentment, not least, the costs of the transfer to the new city, both in 
lives and in monetary terms, but it is important to remember that the 
imbuing of the new city with symbolic capital could cut both ways.

Section 3: St. Petersburg between Russia and Europe

The use of the term “Europeanization,” or the roughly equivalent 
“Westernization,” has prompted considerable debate on the applica-
bility of such concepts to Russia in this period. A number of important 
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contributions have developed the debate by questioning some of its 
basic assumptions. Firstly, when comparing Russia to a broadly defined 
region, be it Europe or “the West,” one must question what that region 
meant to contemporaries, rather than applying it retrospectively.67 Of 
course, this was not just a discussion about Russia in the early mod-
ern period, although its peripheral status certainly led to greater scru-
tiny in the eyes of some contemporaries.68 Secondly, by studying the 
process in more specific detail, scholars have drawn attention to very 
important questions about the dating of its origins, the areas that it 
affected, and the extent of its impact.69 Indeed, Cracraft, one of the 
authors to contribute to this debate and for whom the process is the 
bedrock of his research on Russian culture on the Petrine era, provides 
a brief, working definition of “Europeanization” in his most recent 
monograph “assimilation or, more appropriately, appropriation in 
some degree of European cultural practices and norms.”70

The Russian state’s territorial gains between the fifteenth and late 
seventeenth century had affected its geographical position, stretch-
ing it across the northern part of two continents—Europe and Asia. 
In both cases, these terms were loosely defined at best. For example, 
the generally acknowledged eastern boundary of Europe had been 
gradually shifting in that direction anyway—from the Don river in 
the fifteenth century to the Ural mountains in the eighteenth cen-
tury.71 During the eighteenth century, Russia itself gained a voice in 
this debate and positioned itself clearly within the European world. 
The revised boundary was proposed on the basis of the differences 
between the physical geography on either side of the mountains by 
both Philip Johann von Strahlenberg, a Swedish officer and prisoner-
of-war in Russia, and Vasilii N. Tatishchev, a Russian geographer 
and proponent of the Petrine legacy.72 Similarly, although Russia 
stretched across both continents, its political center and main strate-
gic interests lay on the European side of this divide. While it enjoyed 
extensive contact with Asian powers throughout this period, there 
was a clear sense of separation from them, particularly on religious 
grounds. Similarly, in dealing with Siberia and their maritime explo-
rations from the late eighteenth century, there are many similarities 
between imperial attitudes in Russia and in other European cases.73

The example of Europe is frequently highlighted as an influence 
on Peter I’s thinking about his new city. It has already been noted 
in relation to its intended function, either as a fortified port or as a 
ruling city, but the architectural appearance and various institutions 
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also drew on existing models, in one form or another. The cities that 
Peter himself visited during the Grand Embassy of 1697–1698 pro-
vide a natural starting point for his inspiration, including Königsberg, 
Amsterdam (specifically Zaandam), London, and Dresden. Several 
precedents existed that were subsequently used as a basis for compari-
son for St. Petersburg, despite a lack of discernible influence on Peter 
I or any of his close advisers in the city’s early existence. For example, 
the comparison drawn between St. Petersburg and Venice by some 
commentators, owing to the city’s waterways and canals, was not 
shared by Italian visitors to the city during the eighteenth century.74 
According to some contemporary observers, Peter’s preferred model 
was Amsterdam—a seaport built on international trade.75 Another 
source of inspiration was the various architectural and fortificatory 
treatises in the Kremlin library, which were added to during the tsar’s 
aforementioned travels with extensive purchases.76

The next step was to put these plans into action, which began very 
early in the city’s existence. Almost as soon as the earthworks for 
the fortifications had been dug, Peter was ordering plans from his 
military engineers for the fortress itself. More extensive planning 
was hindered by the exigencies of war, with Russia’s position on 
the Baltic the subject of a series of successful campaigns and sieges 
under Fieldmarshal Boris P. Sheremetev. It was only with the victory 
at Poltava that Peter himself was convinced that the city was properly 
established and could turn his attention to its overall design. From 
this point onward, there was a move to commission unified plans for 
certain sections of the city, such as the Admiralty, or for the city as 
a whole, in line with Peter’s desired features and, crucially, financial 
constraints. The desired features of the “regular” Baroque city, as dis-
cussed above, were reflected in the well-known plan submitted by the 
French architect Jean LeBlond in 1716. It was based largely on devel-
oping Vasil’evskii Island, thus reflecting another of Peter’s initial ideas 
for the center of his new city, with a geometric pattern of streets and 
canals, surrounded by extensive fortifications in the contemporary 
French “Vauban” style.77 As noted above, the geographical situation 
of the city and the enormous expense that such a plan would have 
incurred made it impossible to adopt fully, especially since construc-
tion work in the city was already well underway by the time that Le 
Blond arrived in Russia. Nevertheless, some elements were retained, 
as shown by the canal/street grid that was developed on Vasil’evskii 
Island from the middle of the eighteenth century onward.78
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Finally, one must consider the hiring of foreign personnel to design 
and build new structures. This process had a long and quite distin-
guished history in Muscovy, including the Italian work on the Kremlin 
palaces and churches in the sixteenth century.79 Their input can be 
seen in a number of construction projects, notably in Moscow, during 
the second half of the seventeenth century, which is discussed in the 
next section. The existing foreign specialists in Russia, such as those 
residing in the Foreign Quarter in Moscow, were put to work on the 
new project in its various guises. The Admiralty shipyard, the fortifi-
cations, the nascent Summer Gardens, the housing for the social and 
commercial elite who were required to move to the city by a series of 
laws, all bore the influence of contemporary European styles. Newly 
recruited personnel, hailing largely from central and northern Europe, 
either hired during the Grand Embassy or subsequently, arrived 
steadily, and were joined by the first generation of Russians trained in 
a similar style, like Mikhail Zemtsov.80 The quality and success rate of 
these individuals varied considerably. Some, like Domenico Trezzini 
and his son, were dominant figures for the next half century.81 Others, 
like Georg Johann Mattarnovy and Andreas Schlütter, had established 
reputations at other courts, like that of Prussia.82 What is significant is 
that it established St. Petersburg as a destination for individuals with 
such skill sets, in common with the other court cities of the region.

Section 4: St. Petersburg between “old” and “new”

Moscow has traditionally been contrasted to St. Petersburg, both 
in literature and in historical scholarship.83 It is not difficult to see 
why this should be the case. Moscow was essentially a medieval city, 
with its Kremlin at the center of both the city and ceremonial court 
life. It was also the center of Russian Orthodoxy. The cathedrals of 
the Kremlin and several major monasteries, both in the city and its 
immediate environs, played an important part in the celebration of 
the major religious feasts of the Orthodox year, and therefore, the 
court calendar. It was the seat of the tsar and most of the major 
Russian noble families who owned estates and palaces in or near the 
city. By contrast, St. Petersburg was a “new” city, with no history 
or tradition, and was built on territory that was only really Russian 
on the strength of Peter’s justifications prior to the Great Northern 
War. However, the conclusion that Moscow was a conservative and 
Orthodox “old” capital and St. Petersburg was the progressive and 
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secular “new” capital is overly simplistic. For example, many of the 
important early developments in relation to Russian art and architec-
ture during Peter’s reign occurred in Moscow, and some of these will 
be discussed below. On the other hand, Moscow was still very much 
a seventeenth-century city, and this may have limited the scope of 
Peter’s plans. Granted, it is very difficult to speculate about how Peter 
might have ruled Russia if he had chosen to concentrate his efforts 
on Moscow, but given his European orientation, naval interests, and 
palpable dislike of Muscovite tradition, it is also difficult to see how 
he could have remained there.84

The physical and conceptual spaces of Moscow and St. Petersburg 
were distinct. Originally as its fortress, the Kremlin provided Moscow 
with a strongly defined physical center, while at the same time rep-
resenting the enclosed space and hierarchy at the heart of Muscovite 
society.85 The surrounding city emanated outwards in a series of con-
centric circles, beginning with the Kremlin and Kitai-gorod, followed 
by Belyi-gorod and then the outer Zemlianoi-gorod. Each of these areas 
of the city was distinguished by a set of walls or earthworks, which 
also restricted movement and access.86 By contrast, the center of St. 
Petersburg was shifted several times during the first two decades of 
construction. Although the Sts Peter and Paul fortress along with 
Trinity Square provided important early focal points for the city, the 
structured developments planned by foreign architects for Gorodskoi 
Island and, subsequently, Vasil’evskii Island, were ultimately scrapped 
for reasons of expense.87 Another major influence on the city’s space 
was the physical presence of the Neva River and the city’s other 
waterways, which contributed to the difficulties in planning and 
building the city. However, the geography of the city and the lack of 
a single defined center during the Petrine period also contributed to 
the open nature of its space, again in contrast to Moscow, and this 
has been linked to Peter’s dislike of enclosed areas.88 The layout of St. 
Petersburg presupposed a different organization of space and their 
related activities.

St Petersburg’s status as a “new” city presented Peter with a number 
of possibilities that were limited by the established nature of Moscow. 
These possibilities generally reflected Peter’s own preferences, in 
terms of location, planning, and architectural style. Most of the city’s 
major building projects had foreign architects and the European-style 
planning of the city, together with the geographical features of the 
area it was founded in, gave it a very different feel from other Russian 
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cities. However, the emphasis on St. Petersburg should not be seen 
as evidence that Moscow was relegated to obscurity. Several aspects 
of the new city’s architectural and planning innovation had already 
been implemented in Moscow. For example, Fedor Golovin’s palace 
and its gardens (completed in 1702) were in the European style, and 
Mikhail Gagarin’s mansion on Tverskaia ulitsa (finished in 1707) was 
modelled on an Italian villa.89 Similarly, a number of decrees that 
were intended to introduce order and regularity to Moscow’s appear-
ance preempted similar decrees later issued in St. Petersburg, and 
continued after the latter’s foundation. In 1699, house owners were 
instructed to keep the area in front of their houses clean.90 In 1709, 
owners of properties near the Kremlin and Kitai–gorod were ordered 
to build houses along the main and side streets, rather than in the 
middle of their property, in order to create a continuous façade.91

The intended regular appearance of the new city was also the 
subject of a number of laws. For example, the type of houses that 
should be built by different groups in society and what sort of mate-
rials they should use was legislated for from 1714 onwards. House 
plans were commissioned from the architect Domenico Trezzini for 
groups such as “common” (podlye) and “notable” (imenitye) people.92 
There was also an attempt to legislate as to where in the city they 
should be located, depending on their role in society. For example, 
a 1712 decree ordered noble families to build houses along the Neva 
beside Peter’s Winter Palace, while the merchants and artisans were 
instructed to build on Vasil’evskii Island.93 But, in both cases, such 
laws proved difficult to enforce. Trezzini’s house plans were only for 
those who could afford to build such houses and only really applied 
to the façade of buildings in highly visible parts of the city, such as 
the banks of the main waterways.

The decree on the location of houses was reissued in March 1720 
and it proved very difficult to make people move to certain parts of 
the city, notably Vasil’evskii Island.94 For example, Bergholz visited 
the island in March 1725, having already noted elsewhere in his dia-
ries that the development in the city (he writes admiringly about 
the newly established Nevskii prospekt) when he returned after a 
four-year absence in 1721, and described the considerable number of 
stone houses standing empty, since the nobles who owned them had 
houses elsewhere in the city.95 This remained the case in the 1730s 
when both Lady Rondeau and Sir Francis Dashwood remarked upon 
these fine but empty houses, as well as the fact that, although the 
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island was supposedly the commercial center of the city, many mer-
chants did not live there. Dashwood links this phenomenon to the 
existence of a pontoon bridge to the Admiralty side, which was not 
constructed until after Peter I’s death in 1725.96

The speed with which St. Petersburg was established also caused the 
implementation of Peter’s requirements to be haphazard at best, not 
helped by the inhospitable climate and the forcible manner in which 
the city was populated. For example, many of the city’s poorer inhabit-
ants lived in wooden houses behind the unified, riverside stone façade 
that its founder desired. This began to change in the aftermath of major 
fires around the Admiralty in the summers of 1736 and 1737 that 
destroyed the existing wooden buildings in the area and allowed for a 
major overhaul. The “Commission for Construction” was established 
in St. Petersburg in mid-1737 to regulate construction of streets and 
squares so as to ensure a more unified appearance to the central parts 
of the city.97 One of the leading architects on the Commission was Petr 
M. Eropkin, who had been sent to study architecture in Amsterdam 
and several Italian cities by Peter I between 1716 and 1724. Upon his 
return, Eropkin was a prolific architect and worked on building proj-
ects throughout the city, including several imperial residences.98 He 
drafted a manuscript treatise on architecture, “Duty of the Architectural 
Expedition” (Dolzhnost’ arkhitekturnoi ekspiditsii), several sections of 
which have been linked to the influence of Andrea Palladio’s famous 
“Four Books of Architecture” (I quattro libri dell’architettura, 1570).99

While Eropkin was arrested and executed for political conspiracy in 
1740, the Commission succeeded in establishing five separate admin-
istrative areas for the city and consolidated the three-pronged street 
pattern emanating from the Admiralty fortress as the central axis of 
St. Petersburg.100 Further fires in central St. Petersburg during the late 
1740s cleared yet more of this ramshackle housing and allowed fur-
ther development to take place, in particular, the establishment of 
Nevskii propekt as the city’s main arterial route. By the middle of 
the eighteenth century, St. Petersburg had achieved a degree of orga-
nization and cohesion that was singularly lacking by the end of its 
founder’s life in 1725.101

Conclusion

In drawing some conclusions about the spaces of the early city, it is 
worth examining one of the major monuments to the city’s early 
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decades. Peter I’s daughter, Empress Elizabeth, commissioned Mikhail 
Makhaev in 1746 to make a series of sketches of St. Petersburg in prepa-
ration for a set of engravings to accompany a new map of the city to 
commemorate its founding in 1753. He used a large optical cabinet, 
set up on various high points around the city (the Triumphal Gates 
on Nevskii prospekt, the observatory in the Kunstkammer), to project 
an image onto a sheet of paper which could then be drawn around. 
Interestingly, he was advised by the theatrical set designer, Giuseppe 
Valeriani, who checked each stage of the sketch and advised him on 
the use of architectural plans for accuracy.102 The production of the new 
“general” map of the city was overseen by John Truscott, a Russian-
born Englishman who was an adjunct in the Geographical Department 
of the Academy of Sciences.103 The resulting map consisted of a set of 
nine engraved sheets, which were then bound together with Makhaev’s 
engravings to form an album with the title “A Plan of the Capital City 
St. Petersburg, with Pictures of its Most Important Perspectives.”104

There are a number of significances to be drawn from this particular 
publication, which reflects a number of the points previously discussed. 
Firstly, and most obviously, the development and situation of the city 
can be seen clearly and bears comparison with earlier maps of the city. 
For example, one of the earliest printed maps of the city (Figure 5.1), a 
version of which accompanied Weber’s account of Russia under Peter 
the Great in its various translations across Europe, shows two sides of St. 
Petersburg.105 The (purely projected) development of Vasil’evskii Island 
can be contrasted with the limited, patchy, and shoreline construction 
elsewhere in the city. Truscott’s map has a more cohesive series of focal 
points within the city, between the major fortifications and the major 
residences, on either side of the river. Secondly, there is the question 
of dissemination. The album was distributed amongst Russian and for-
eign dignitaries during the anniversary year.106 However, it has been 
suggested that this helped to fix the image of the city in the minds of 
its viewers and can be linked to the creation, not to say implicit control 
of its spaces. The images in the album were reengraved for a number 
of other formats, allowing its views of the city to be more widely dis-
seminated. For example, small-scale reproductions of cityscapes were 
produced for use with optical equipment, such as a “magic lantern” 
or camera obscura, which was a form of entertainment at fairs and in 
private homes throughout the early modern period.107

Finally, there is considerable symbolic capital invested in the 1753 
album, particularly in the imagery employed in the two engraved 
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cartouches. The top right panel (figure 5.2) displays the two-headed 
imperial eagle atop the city’s coat of arms (discussed above) and sur-
rounded by a series of allegorical items representing Russia’s military 
and the scientific achievements. The bottom left panel (figure 5.3) has 
a monument to the empress being inscribed by muses, with two tell-
ing monuments in the background—the Twelve Colleges building (the 
main administrative organ of the empire) with a statue of Peter I in 
front of it. With the significance of the date and the ruler’s relationship 
with the city’s founder, it very much reflects a continuity of purpose. 
Similarly, by placing an emphasis on the ruling and imperial title of 
the city, the aim of establishing St. Petersburg, and therefore Russia, 
on the larger map of Europe was served. Alongside the plans commis-
sioned for the new city, discussed in sections 3 and 4, the album 
brings to mind Lefebvre’s spatial triad of linked aspects, specifically the 

Figure 5.1 Johann Baptist Homann, Topographische Vorstellung der Neuen 
Russischen Haupt-Residenz und See-Stadt St. Petersburg (1719–1723); one of the 
earliest printed maps of St. Petersburg.
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“representations of space.”108 That the city never quite matched the 
order and extent of development represented on such maps and plans 
mattered less than the affirmation of its official status.

Another of Lefebvre’s triad, ‘spaces of representation,” is equally 
resonant with scholarship on eighteenth-century Russia and high-
lights the importance of spatially-aware approaches for further study 
of this early period. Wortman’s seminal work on the ‘scenarios of 
power” deals with one such set of spaces surrounding the ceremo-
nial activities of Russia’s imperial rulers and their families.109 My own 
work on the activities of the Russian court deals with both the spaces 

Figure 5.2 Top right cartouche from Ivan F. Truskott, Ivan Sokolov, and 
Mikhail I. Makhaev, Plan stolichnogo goroda Sankt-Peterburga s izobrazheniem 
znatneishikh onogo prospektov (1753) (detail). The image shows a two-headed 
imperial eagle atop the St Petersburg’s coat-of-arms.
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and the skills that such spaces required of those who were entitled 
(or expected) to inhabit them.110 What is more difficult for this early 
period is the third element of the triad, ‘spatial practices,” or the way 
in which spaces were perceived and responded to by their inhabit-
ants. Such views have been explored during a later period, for which 
there is considerably more material, whether literary or personal in 
nature, and there is even the possibility of interviews for the relatively 
recent past.111 At the same time, detailed archival studies of previ-
ously underused materials, such as legal cases, has provided a window 
into some aspects of St. Petersburg life, such as property disputes.112 

Figure 5.3 Bottom left cartouche from Ivan F. Truskott, Ivan Sokolov, and 
Mikhail I. Makhaev, Plan stolichnogo goroda Sankt-Peterburga s izobrazheniem 
znatneishikh onogo prospektov (1753) (detail). The image shows a monument 
to Empress Elizabeth being inscribed by muses.
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To my mind, further work along these lines could yield more infor-
mation on the tricky issue of the everyday or lived experience of St. 
Petersburg’s spaces during this foundational period. Similarly, the link 
made between planning or descriptive material and physical location, 
at the heart of an impressive recent digital project on the city, while 
complicated by the relative dearth of surviving early buildings, could 
be made both possible and productive for the eighteenth century by 
combining data through a dynamic mapping system.113

By the end of this early period in St. Petersburg’s existence, in the 
early 1760s, Empress Catherine II bemoaned the poor state of the rul-
ing city that she “inherited” after her accession to the Russian throne. 
To remedy this perceived inadequacy, she quickly moved to establish 
a commission to coordinate construction in both St. Petersburg and 
Moscow in December 1762.114 While her expressed view is typical 
of Catherine’s self-presentation as the driving force behind the rein-
vigoration of the Petrine legacy, both symbolically and physically 
in the case of St. Petersburg, it nevertheless belies the considerable 
achievements of her predecessors. Their work was foundational in 
establishing St. Petersburg as a credible and viable residence from 
which to rule the growing Russian empire. This process combined 
the importance of establishing a symbolic justification for the trans-
fer of power to the new city, particularly, to promote a positive 
domestic image of a very costly project, and as an encapsulation of 
Russia’s desire to be considered as part of the international order. 
That St. Petersburg became a significant destination for diplomats, 
merchants, and travelers from the 1760s onwards highlights the suc-
cess of this process.
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6
The Spaces of Science and 
Sciences of Space: Geography  
and Astronomy in the Paris 
Academy of Sciences
Michael Heffernan

Introduction

The emergence of a modern social and political consciousness was 
enabled in part by a post-Renaissance re-imagining of space as a funda-
mental physical parameter that could be measured empirically by new 
techniques of survey and calculation, in ways that linked a knowable 
earth to the wider universe. The ability to imagine and make sense of 
an external spatial environment ranging far beyond the individual’s 
immediate sensory surroundings challenged traditional Aristotelian 
and Judeo-Christian views about the nature of the earth and its rela-
tionship to a larger cosmos. To be modern was to be conscious of rela-
tive spatial location, to be able to interpret this knowledge in terms 
of the diverse factors (environmental, economic, social, and political) 
that influenced spatial divisions and variations, and to be aware of how 
these spatial differences shaped individual and collective sensibilities.1

The early-modern re-conceptualization of space as a category of 
experience and knowledge has been examined in several national 
and institutional contexts and, as the other essays in this volume 
amply demonstrate, part of a wider “spatial turn” that has influenced 
most areas of the humanities and social sciences.2 Much of this work 
has drawn inspiration from Henri Lefebvre’s pioneering attempts in 
the 1970s to analyze the social production of space and by a subse-
quent fin-de-siècle re-theorizing of (post) modernity in distinctively 
spatial terms during the 1980s and 1990s.3
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For Lefebvre, space is produced through complex inter-relation-
ships between what he called the “spatial practices” of everyday 
life, the “representations of space” contained in textual, visual, and 
cartographic depictions of an external world, and those new “rep-
resentational spaces” that encapsulated changing economic, social, 
and political conditions. While these different forms of space cannot 
be neatly ordered into a simple historical sequence, Lefebvre’s more 
thoughtful critics have sought to connect his arguments to different 
phases of modernity, notably, with reference to his tantalizing com-
mentary on the shift “from absolute space to abstract space.”4

An awareness of space as a complex, socially produced character 
has engendered a significant disciplinary re-alignment within the 
humanities and social sciences in recent years. Previously distinct dis-
ciplines, including social and political history, the history of science 
and technology, and historical geography, now a find common cause 
in investigating how multiple spaces were produced, represented, and 
consumed in the early-modern period, notably, in the larger cities.5 
An intriguing consequence of this has been the re-interpretation of 
what might be called the “spaces of space,” specifically, those scien-
tific associations and related arenas in which new conceptualizations 
of space were debated and investigated throughout the early-modern 
period. According to David Livingstone, the often work-a-day loca-
tions within which science was practiced, performed, and commu-
nicated (the library, the laboratory, the field, the lecture theater) 
may have had a greater impact on the history of scientific achieve-
ment than has previously been acknowledged, despite the emerging 
rhetoric that science was by definition a universal, transcendent, and 
placeless endeavor determined by a replicable scientific method that 
was essentially placeless.6

A similar spatial theme has been examined in several related works 
by Charles Withers, often in collaboration with Livingstone, who has 
likewise emphasized how geography, the new science of space, can 
be viewed as simultaneously the source and outcome of some of the 
major intellectual trends of the eighteenth century.7 In his analysis of 
geography’s place among the self-consciously enlightened sciences, 
Withers emphasizes the many creative spaces within which this new 
discipline was fostered, including the learned societies and trading 
companies that sponsored geographical exploration and survey; the 
universities and educational establishments where geography was 
taught and studied; the publishers where geographical works acquired 
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a new, and often overtly political registers; and the social, epistolary 
networks of the “Republic of Letters” through which geographical 
knowledge was circulated and exchanged.8

Drawing on this still emerging body of work, this chapter considers 
a specific “space of space,” the Paris Academy of Sciences, during the 
early eighteenth century, when an important debate took place about 
the meaning and utility of terrestrial space as an arena of scientific 
calculation and political governance. The Paris Academy of Sciences 
was arguably the most prestigious scientific society of the period and 
the model, together with the Royal Society of London, for most of 
the scientific associations established around the world during the 
1700s.9 The debate involved some of the Academy’s leading astrono-
mers, mathematicians, and geographers, and hinged on an epistemo-
logical dispute about the characteristics and significance of space as a 
scientific category. More specifically, the debate focused on the most 
appropriate way to classify and organize the measurement and analy-
sis of the earth’s fundamental spatial form. Should this important 
activity, which had obvious commercial and political significance, be 
conducted under the auspices of a previously hegemonic science of 
astronomy or was it more sensibly developed as a new and distinctive 
scientific version of geography?10

This dispute, eventually resolved by a partial re-organization of the 
Academy’s disciplinary and organizational structures in favor of the 
new science of geography, reveals how the earth’s spatial structure, 
previously understood as a manifestation of external forces shaped by 
the hand of God, was increasingly interpreted in secular terms as the 
outcome of natural forces interacting with human activity. The deci-
sion to recognize the relationship between the natural world and its 
human inhabitants as worthy of separate scientific investigation, and 
to classify this problematic under the heading of “geography” rather 
than “astronomy,” reflected a subtle movement for political reform 
within the prevailing regime of French absolutism.

In examining how this debate unfolded within the Academy and at 
the French Royal Court, this essay draws on Michel Foucault’s discus-
sion of the episteme: the modern categories of scientific knowledge 
established during the eighteenth century.11 According to Foucault, 
the classificatory models through which we make sense of the world 
reveal more about the operation of social, cultural, and political 
power than the fundamental categories of nature that these sys-
tems supposedly reflect. Epistemic structures of knowledge facilitate 
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the analysis, manipulation, and control of both nature and society, 
argued Foucault, partly because these systems determine how truth 
is distinguished from falsehood through the application of scientific 
criteria and methods of assessment. The reformulation of space as a 
scientific category within the Academy, an organization established 
precisely to define scientific practice, was part of the larger early-
modern re-imagining of terrestrial space as an arena shaped by eco-
nomic, social, and political processes, and was amenable to rational, 
scientific analysis.12

The scientific order of the Paris academy

The Academy’s archives and publications provide a unique resource 
to consider how space was reconceptualized in early-modern science. 
Although this specific question has not been considered before, the 
Academy has been extensively investigated by historians of science, 
particularly during the French Revolution and the Napoleonic First 
Empire.13 Founded in 1666 by Jean-Baptiste Colbert, Louis XIV’s 
“contrôleur-général,” the Academy was one of several official orga-
nizations established to continue the work of earlier, independent 
learned corporations that sought to ensure French cultural and intel-
lectual hegemony across the arts and sciences; a process initiated in 
1635 with the establishment of the Académie Française, guardian of 
the French language.14 Unlike the Royal Society of London, estab-
lished six years earlier as a private and amateur association, the Paris 
Academy was a professional and official association, intimately inter-
connected with the official political culture of Ancien Régime abso-
lutism.15 The Crown provided the Academy’s accommodation and 
paid the salaries of the 41 men elected to its ranks during the seven-
teenth century, a roll call that included Giovanni Domenico Cassini, 
Christiaan Huygens, Jean-Félix Picard, and Jean Richer.16 These men, 
arguably science’s first professionals, initially conducted their activi-
ties at secret, twice-weekly sessions in the Royal Library, with occa-
sional forays to the new Observatory south of the city. Variously 
known as La Compagnie, L’Assemblée or “those who meet in the Royal 
Library,” they produced irregular, anonymous publications.17

This closed ethos was transformed in 1699 when Abbé Jean-Paul 
Bignon, the royal librarian and the Academy’s president, produced 
a written constitution that sought to balance academic freedom, 
public utility, and political responsibility while rejecting religious 
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and political dogma.18 Academicians, henceforth selected by their 
peers subject to royal approval, were required to pursue research, 
adjudicate on the originality of scientific inventions, and attend the 
Academy’s meetings in the Louvre where mémoires were discussed in 
polite exchanges governed by elaborate rules of etiquette and ritual. 
Election to the Academy provided an entrée to the cafés, salons, and 
theaters of the Parisian “republic of letters,” and was a coveted, often 
lucrative, mark of social and intellectual status. Every six months, 
proceedings were opened to the public and éloges to recently deceased 
academicians were read aloud by the permanent secretary, a posi-
tion occupied by just four individuals during the eighteenth century: 
Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle (whose tenure extended from 1697 
to 1740), Jean-Jacques Dortous de Mairan (1741–1743), Jean-Paul 
Grandjean de Fouchy (1744–1776), and Marie-Jean-Antoine-Nicolas 
Caritat de Condorcet (1776–1793).19 It is a measure of the permanent 
secretary’s prestige that Voltaire lobbied unsuccessfully for the post 
in 1741 and 1743.

The Academy retained a broadly Cartesian perspective, evident in 
its formal and systematic internal organization. This was quite dis-
tinctive from the resolutely inductive and Baconian Royal Society 
of London, which steadfastly refused to categorize its activities and 
publications. The Paris academicians were allocated to one of six pri-
mary sciences, three mathematical sciences (astronomy, geometry, 
and mechanics), and three physical sciences (anatomy, botany, and 
chemistry), and further divided into three hierarchical classes: the 
pensionnaires (three for each science, plus the secretary and the trea-
surer), the associés (two for each science, plus eight overseas corre-
spondents), and the élèves (selected by pensionnaires and re-named 
adjoints in 1716).20 The president and vice-president were drawn 
from ten honoraires who were not required to be actively engaged in 
science.

These disciplinary divisions were also evident in the 93 volumes of 
the Academy’s annual publication, the Histoire de l’Académie Royale 
des Sciences (HARS), published between 1699 and 1790 and described 
by one historian as “the century’s single most prestigious and impor-
tant scientific series.”21 Aimed at specialists and the wider public, 
each HARS volume was divided into two, separately paginated sec-
tions, the longer, second section containing mémoires selected by the 
Academy’s publications committee and the shorter, opening section 
containing brief, often untitled histoires written by the Academy’s 
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secretaries to summarize otherwise difficult scientific research.22 
While the mémoires were unclassified, the histoires were organized 
into the six primary sciences plus about a dozen minor subjects; a for-
mat that persisted until 1782. The HARS reveals, therefore, both the 
nature of the science conducted within the Academy and the orga-
nizing structures it used to communicate with the reading public.

The 3,400 HARS mémoires, written by more than 150 academicians 
and ranging in length from one page to 155 pages, are among the ear-
liest scientific articles.23 They include reports on pioneering work in 
all the major sciences, alongside numerous examples of what Daston 
has called the “preternatural history” of inexplicable “marvels” and 
“curiosities,” from “monstrous” children and deformed adults to 
talking dogs and curiously long-lived toads.24 Around 2,000 of these 
mémoires were classified into the Academy’s primary sciences prior to 
1782, and these provide a revealing insight into the association’s self-
image. Astronomy was easily the dominant science, accounting for a 
third of all classified mémoires.

Astronomy’s dominance was partially explained by the Academy’s 
initially capacious definition of its remit to include the exploration, 
survey, and measurement of the earth itself. Most of the Academy’s 
generously funded overseas expeditions, from Richer’s voyages to 
Cayenne in 1672–1673 to Le Gentil’s “transit of Venus” explorations 
in the Indian Ocean during the 1760s, were defined as exercises in 
astronomy on the grounds that they involved celestial calculations 
to determine the dimensions of the earth and the solar system. More 
contentiously, perhaps, reports on the Academy’s topographic map-
making were likewise defined as astronomy, including the project 
to construct a national map of France, initiated by Jean Picard in 
1679 and continued through the eighteenth century by four gen-
erations of the Cassini family of astronomers, who oversaw the first 
triangulation of the Paris meridian published in 1720, the 18-sheet 
“carte des triangles” that appeared in 1744, and the 180-sheet edition 
printed after the Revolution.25 Although 16 percent of the Academy’s 
eighteenth-century publications focused on cartography, navigation, 
survey, fixing latitude and longitude, and the size and shape of the 
earth (more than twice the percentage devoted to the same topics in 
the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society in the same period), 
just 52 of these mémoires (3%) were defined as anything other than 
astronomy. In this case, the alternative designation was geography, a 
minor subject roughly equivalent to algebra, optics, and acoustics.26 
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Astronomy’s dominance over geography was repeatedly explained 
in terms that reveal the Academy’s penchant for Jesuit cosmology 
and Cartesian geometry. As the primary, enabling science, astronomy 
allowed the “perfection” of geography, the scientific status of which 
was constrained by an epistemology that privileged vertical, celestial 
observation over horizontal, terrestrial measurement. Geography was 
the study of the earthly manifestations of astronomical calculation, 
the music of the spheres played out on the surface of the globe.

Space, science and patronage: Guillaume Delisle

The dozen or so mémoires defined as geography by Fontenelle prior 
to 1730 indicate the Academy’s limited, essentially historical, vision 
of geography; a continuation of the humanist commonplace that 
the subject was the “eye of history” (historiae oculus geographia), a 
relationship proposed a century earlier by Ortelius.27 Most of these 
mémoires compared the geographical knowledge of classical civili-
zations with that of modern science, an older tradition of inquiry 
that had acquired contemporary relevance as a result of the querelle 
between the anciens, who believed the modern world could merely 
emulate the achievements of classical antiquity, and the modernes, 
who insisted that the eighteenth century had already surpassed 
ancient civilization. This lingering dispute, initiated by the confident 
modernist claims of Charles Perrault’s Le siècle de Louis le Grand (1687) 
and Fontenelle’s Digression sur les anciens et modernes (1688), provided 
the rationale for the Academy’s definition of geography as a special-
ized form of historical inquiry that demonstrated the superiority of 
modern science over that of the classical world.28

Eight of the twelve early eighteenth-century geographical mémoires 
were presented by Guillaume Delisle, an Academy astronomer elected 
as élève to Cassini I in February 1702. Delisle was better known as a car-
tographer, a trade he inherited from his father Claude who began the 
family map business while employed as a history tutor at the French 
Court alongside Nicolas Sanson, France’s leading seventeenth-century 
cartographer. Delisle père had educated several young nobles, includ-
ing Louis XIV’s nephew, Philippe, later duc d’Orléans. The Delisle 
atelier, located from 1707 on the Quai de l’Horloge, was renowned for 
the quality and accuracy of its maps, a stoutly defended reputation 
that involved intriguing legal disputes with rival mapmakers about 
the provenance and ownership of geographical knowledge.29
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Shortly after his election to the Academy, Delisle was recruited as a 
geography tutor at Court, an engagement Fontenelle later described 
as “the most glorious event in his life.”30 His position was transformed 
by the death of Louis XIV in 1715, when the crown passed to the Sun 
King’s five-year old great grandson. The Court, overseen by the afore-
mentioned duc d’Orléans who ruled as Regent until his death in 1723, 
moved from Versailles to Paris, the orphan Louis XV residing in the 
Palais des Tuileries, surrounded by his nurses and servants. Delisle and 
his fellow tutors were now confronted with the urgent task of educat-
ing the young King himself, under the watchful eye of his guardian, 
André-Hercule de Fleury, the Bishop of Fréjus. Delisle’s thrice-weekly 
geography lessons, for which he prepared dozens of maps, proved 
extremely popular.31 Although many of his exercises espoused the 
traditional historical view of geography, Delisle also introduced con-
temporary material, notably, in his lessons on European rivers. These 
were printed in a small volume, Cours des principaux fleuves et rivières 
de l’Europe, the gilt-edged pages of which were typeset by Louis him-
self in the summer of 1718 in a private workshop constructed so he 
might learn the rudiments of the book trade. This rare volume traces 
the routes of 47 European rivers, its child-like prose reinforcing the 
conceit that the author was Louis rather than Delisle.

The Cours dealt with a central motif in the mythology of Louis’s 
predecessor. The Sun King was often depicted as an Apollonian force 
of nature in his own right, sweeping across the Rhine at the head of 
his armies in 1672, uniting the Atlantic and the Mediterranean by 
the Canal du Midi, and re-configuring the rivers around Versailles to 
ensure the palace’s fountains functioned precisely as required.32 And 
yet Delisle’s geographical lessons made no reference to Louis XIV’s 
costly and often unsuccessful fluvial adventures, emphasizing instead 
how Europe’s rivers formed an integrated natural system that facili-
tated peaceful commercial exchange. By downplaying the Sun King’s 
ability to bend nature to his will, the Cours was making a carefully 
considered political critique of the style of absolutism that had devel-
oped under the preceding monarchy. The vulnerable young King was 
presented to the Court as an enlightened monarch-in-the-making, 
his authority based not on the domination of nature but on reasoned 
scientific knowledge.

On July 1, 1718, as Louis was printing the first section of the Cours, 
Delisle was promoted to associé astronome in the Academy.33 On 
August 24, he was designated premier géographe du Roi on a generous 
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annual pension of 1,200 livres, a new position that set him apart 
from the handful of cartographers permitted to use the honorific title 
géographe ordinaire du Roi.34 Delisle’s promotions reveal the esteem in 
which he was held by the Regent, the Duc d’Orléans; his father’s for-
mer pupil and a firm believer in scientific reason.35 With his position 
now secure, Delisle persuaded 18-year old Philippe Buache, a trainee 
architect who had recently won an Académie Royale d’Architecture 
prize, to work as his assistant.36 The two men forged an impressive 
partnership, generating a mass of new cartography facilitated by 
Buache’s part-time employment at the Naval Ministry’s new Dépôt 
des Cartes, Plans et Journaux, where he helped compile a central 
archive of maritime maps and charts.37

Delisle died of “apoplexy” on January 26, 1726, struck down on a 
Parisian street aged 51.38 He left a widow, Marie, and nine-year-old 
daughter, Charlotte. Marie now assumed center stage, revealing in 
the process an impressive commercial nous that had been sadly lack-
ing in her rather cerebral husband, as well as a canny ability to nego-
tiate a secure path through the rococo world of courtly patronage, 
nepotism, and venality.39 On February 4, 1726, she wrote to Bignon, 
her late husband’s close friend, then restored as Academy president, 
seeking his intervention with the Comte de Maurepas, the Academy’s 
youthful vice president and the secretary of the Maison du Roi, who 
had overseen Delisle’s promotions in 1718.40 Bignon was entreated 
to:

Bring to the attention of the Court the pain of a family afflicted 
with the loss of its leader, one who did not leave matters in a state 
one would have wished for but, if I dare say so, in a most pitiable 
condition. Assistance is given on a daily basis to unfortunate wid-
ows of those who have served the State and in my case, my hus-
band had the honor to work usefully for the King and the State. He 
has even left several very interesting works, all ready for publica-
tion, which will never appear unless I receive assistance.41

A 400 livre annual pension was agreed to, on the assumption that 
Delisle’s workshop and valuable copperplates could be sold. However, 
Marie was determined to continue the family business with Buache’s 
support, though his services were in demand elsewhere. Her main 
rival was Delisle’s ambitious younger brother, Joseph-Nicolas, who 
had been elected to the Academy as “élève astronome” in 1714. The 
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younger Delisle had been invited by Peter the Great to direct the 
new observatory in St. Petersburg, and hoped to recruit Buache as 
his assistant.42 Marie wrote to Bignon on March 10, insisting that 
Buache’s constitution would not tolerate “the temperature of a coun-
try that only those who are born there can bear.”43 Bignon, by now 
convinced that Buache was Delisle’s natural replacement, persuaded 
Maurepas to block the appointment.

On March 16, Bignon wrote at length to Maurepas, suggesting a 
new Academy position in geography. When preparing the 1699 con-
stitution, Bignon claimed to have assumed that “the astronomers of 
this Academy would give particular application to Geography.” This 
had failed to materialize, despite the best efforts of Delisle, an astron-
omer who became “the most famous geographer in the universe.” 
According to Bignon, “experience shows these two sciences cannot 
be combined in the same person to the level of perfection that each 
demands” because both require specialist, time-consuming attention. 
This was the primary reason, Bignon revealed, why Delisle, “despite 
all his abilities as a geographer,” had never been promoted to pen-
sionnaire status as an astronomer. His pension as “premier géographe 
du Roi” had been offered “in place of a pension from the Academy 
and in recompense for his extensive works”:

These reflections prompt the thought that it would be very use-
ful to establish in the Academy some recompense for geographers 
who are under the control of astronomers; and this establishment 
would be still better at present since the late M. Delisle having 
left a prodigious number of memoires and collections to assure 
the perfection of geography, that those who would be admitted 
into the Academy under the title of geographer would be able to 
benefit from these resources to complete what premature death 
prevented the late M. Delisle from achieving in the manner in 
which he would have wished.44

Bignon’s proposal met with predictable resistance from Cassini II, 
who put forward his cousin and fellow astronomer Giacomo Filippo 
Maraldi as Delisle’s replacement. Maraldi, already a prominent mem-
ber of the Academy with almost 90 HARS mémoires to his name, includ-
ing the annual meteorological reports, was ideally qualified, and a 
license awarding him a 1,000 livre pension and the title “géographe 
ordinaire du Roi” was issued on May 11, 1726.45 Although Maraldi’s 
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position was inferior to that of his predecessor, whose status as “pre-
mier géographe” expired with him, the decision to nominate another 
astronomer as Delisle’s replacement at Court suggests a skepticism 
about geography’s potential as an independent science. In his other-
wise celebratory éloge to Delisle, Fontenelle expressed this view with 
characteristic condescension, gently mocking geographers as dogged 
artisans who undertake the necessary but tedious scrutiny of naviga-
tion logs and travel accounts: “What a boring, and fatiguing discus-
sion! It really is necessary to be a born Geographer to be engaged in 
this.”46

Bignon’s campaign received a warmer reception in other quarters. 
In his spirited defense of the Academy’s subvention, threatened by 
austerity measures introduced when Cardinal Fleury assumed full 
ministerial powers in 1726, René-Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur, 
the Academy’s leading naturalist, stressed the social utility of previ-
ously unrecognized sciences, including geography without which he 
claimed commerce, navigation, national defense, and even safe and 
reliable travel would be impossible.47 Encouraged by Réaumur, Bignon 
wrote to Maurepas in March 1728, enclosing a report prepared several 
months earlier by Marie and a family friend, Nicolas Fréret. This out-
lined Delisle’s work-in-progress at the time of his death and identified 
Buache as the only person who “by his natural abilities, and by the 
knowledge that he has of Monsieur Delisle’s principles, would be able 
to conserve and even perfect Geography.”48 In his covering letter, 
Bignon suggested promoting Buache to “géographe ordinaire du Roi” 
and converting Marie’s allowance into a 1,200 livre pension in his 
name. The King should then sponsor a marriage between Buache and 
eleven year-old Charlotte, binding Buache to a strategically impor-
tant family business. This would:

Rescue the family of a scholar who worked only for the utility of 
the Nation and for the glory of the sciences throughout his life, 
as one more concerned with the advancement of Geography than 
his own interests.49

A license specifying these terms was issued to Buache on May 20, 
1728, and the title “premier géographe du Roi” was revived for him 
shortly afterwards.50 Buache’s marriage to Charlotte took place a few 
weeks later, the certificate signed in the presence of the King.51 When 
Maraldi died on December 1, 1729, the way was clear for Buache to 
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replace Delisle in the Academy as a geographer rather than an astron-
omer.52 To ensure his selection, Buache wrote a detailed report to 
Maurepas on his work at the Dépôt des Cartes, Plans et Journaux.53 
On May 22, 1730, the Academy announced the new position of 
“adjoint géographe,” the first modification to its 1699 constitution, 
and Buache’s nomination was confirmed on June 10.54

Making a space for a science of space:  
Philippe Buache

Buache’s early career as an academician was inauspicious. He pub-
lished just four mémoires during the 1730s and 1740s: a discussion of 
a Delisle map showing the travels of Alexander the Great, an account 
of a new compass, and two reports on the 1740 floods.55 These rep-
resented a significant departure from Delisle’s historical-educational 
approach, but drew no comment from the Academy secretaries, 
Fontenelle and Dortous de Mairan, neither of whom seemed willing 
to re-consider the scope of geography, despite the decision to recog-
nize its separate status.

Buache’s hesitant start may have been due to personal difficulties. 
Charlotte, by then pregnant, died in late 1730, provoking anguished 
guilt.56 Determined to honor his commitment to Marie, he concen-
trated on his commercial work, re-organizing the workshop and open-
ing a new shop on the Quai de la Mégisserie in 1737. After Marie’s 
death in 1745, he successfully challenged her family for control of 
the company and then married Elizabeth Mirmont, a relative of the 
architect Robert Pitrou, for whom he had previously worked.57

The opportunity to undertake scientific research improved when 
Michel-Étienne Turgot, the “prévôt des marchands” of Paris, commis-
sioned Buache to study the city’s vulnerability to flooding.58 His work 
on the Seine, eventually extending over three decades, provided data 
for the two mémoires on the December 1740 floods and the accom-
panying maps showing the extent and depth of flood waters, illus-
trations that demonstrated how poor drainage and road design had 
exacerbated the crisis. Although Buache’s mémoires on Newfoundland 
(1736), France and its seas (1737), the ecclesiastical divisions of France 
(1743), the equatorial oceans between Africa and the Americas (1745), 
and the global meridian (1746) were rejected by the Academy’s pub-
lication committee, mindful of the cost of printing the manuscript 
maps on which they were based, contemporary descriptions of his 
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innovative bathymetric charts, since lost, suggest he had begun to 
develop a more ambitious theory of mountain ranges and river basins 
as the determining physical structures of the globe.59

Buache’s ideas seem to have been influenced by a bitter dispute 
within the Academy about the shape of the earth. According to 
Cassini II’s surveys of the Paris meridian, a given measure of latitude 
in northern France covered a slightly shorter distance than the same 
measure in the south. This implied the earth was a spheroid elon-
gated at the poles, a discovery that contradicted earlier calculations 
by Huygens and Newton that suggested the earth was flattened at 
the poles, the latter supplying detailed workings in the third edition 
of his Principia (1726). Although Joseph-Nicolas Delisle suspected 
the accuracy of the meridian survey, and may have decided to leave 
for St. Petersburg as a result,60 the contradiction between Cassini’s 
“ground truth” and Newton’s calculations highlighted the Academy’s 
aversion to the theory of gravitational attraction, which was some-
times dismissed as a cabalistic, faintly occult idea, less plausible than 
the Cartesian view of planetary motion propelled by vortices of invis-
ible matter.61

However, Newton had several allies among younger academi-
cians. The most vocal was Buache’s near contemporary, Pierre-Louis 
Moreau de Maupertuis, who used the dispute about the earth’s shape 
to launch a personal campaign against Cassini II.62 Backed by influ-
ential friends, including Voltaire, Maupertuis persuaded the Academy 
and the Naval Ministry to support two expeditions to survey merid-
ian lines in Lapland and Peru to settle the matter.63 The polar expe-
dition, led by Maupertuis, Alexis-Claude Clairaut, and the Swedish 
astronomer Anders Celsius, departed in the spring of 1736 and com-
pleted its work the following year.64 The equatorial expedition, led 
by Charles-Marie de La Condamine and Louis Godin, left earlier and 
continued into the mid-1740s.65 Although the Lapland results vin-
dicated Newton, the controversy persisted for some years, sustained 
by the absence of the Peruvian expedition and Cassini II’s stubborn 
refusal to admit defeat, even after his son, Cassini de Thury (Cassini 
III), acknowledged his father’s errors.66

Maupertuis triumphantly presented his results in several forms, 
La Figure de la Terre (1738) aimed at his scientific colleagues and the 
anonymous satire Examen désintéressé des différens ouvrages qui ont été 
faits pour déterminer la figure de la terre (1740) intended for his literary 
friends.67 His most controversial account, published anonymously in 
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1740, emphasized the importance of his findings for navigation and 
trade. The title of this work, Élémens de Géographie, was chosen to 
infuriate Cassini II, who had recently published a 640-page volume 
under the title Éléments d’Astronomie (1740). Élémens de Géographie 
implied the shape of the earth was a geographical question, too 
important for a côterie of Academy astronomers whose errors, left 
uncorrected, would have had disastrous commercial implications.68 
Although Élémens de Géographie was re-issued under the author’s 
name in 1742 with Academy approval, Maupertuis’s behavior had 
alienated senior academicians, including some who originally wel-
comed his evidence.69 When he left to direct the Berlin Academy of 
Sciences in 1745, few mourned his departure, Grandjean de Fouchy’s 
uncharacteristically critical éloge following his former colleague’s 
death in 1759 pointedly remarking that Élémens de Géographie was 
not a work of geography.70

Buache realized this controversy provided a new rationale for geog-
raphy within the Academy, though he was anxious not to associate 
himself too closely with Maupertuis for fear of alienating the Cassinis. 
The maps he presented to the Academy sought to transcend the dis-
pute, visualizing the globe as a malleable, architectonically robust 
sphere comprising interlocking river basins divided by mountain 
chains. This complex surface configuration was more important than 
the earth’s general shape, Buache implied, though no less amenable 
to scientific analysis.

Buache began to collaborate with younger academicians inspired 
by similar ideas, specifically Jean-Étienne Guettard, an “adjoint bota-
niste” elected in 1743. In February 1746, Guettard delivered a mémoire 
based on a “carte minéralogique” prepared by Buache, showing a band 
of underlying chalk across northern France and southern England.71 
This image, one of the earliest geological maps, caused a stir in the 
Academy by emphasizing how rival nation states shared common 
subterranean foundations made visible by science. Grandjean de 
Fouchy saw the implications of this new kind of geography:

Hitherto Geography’s sole objective has been to describe the sur-
face of the terrestrial globe, and to mark upon it the different divi-
sions to which it is susceptible, either by reference to the heavens, 
or by reference to the different limits of Empires that have succes-
sively divided it. We have reviewed this year a geographical work 
of an entirely other kind. It is no longer a question of dividing the 
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different regions of the earth, according to the limits of Empires 
& their provinces, but relative to the different materials that they 
contain within themselves.72

Stung by criticism from one of the Academy’s rising stars, the botanist 
Georges-Leclerc de Buffon—who explicitly rejected the idea of geog-
raphy as a science of the earth’s structural characteristics—Guettard 
and Buache produced two further mémoires in 1751 and 1752 iden-
tifying mineralogical affinities between France and Egypt and the 
Americas and Switzerland.73

In November 1752, Buache delivered his most famous mémoire, 
blending his ideas into a general theory of the earth as a sphere held 
in shape by interlocking mountain chains that functioned like the 
beams of a great building, snaking north-south and east-east across 
land-masses and ocean floors alike; an image that reveals his architec-
tural training as well as the influence of Maupertuis and Guettard. This 
lecture, delivered in a public session chaired by the Academy’s new 
president, Chrétien-Guillaume de Malesherbes, included two maps, 
one showing (somewhat inaccurately) the undulations of land and 
sea bed across northern France and southern England, the second, a 
planisphere indicating real and predicted mountain ranges curving 
across land masses and ocean floors arranged around the North Pole, 
which was depicted at the center of a “mer glaciale.”74 The influ-
ence of Buache’s 1752 mémoire, which later extended into political 
debates about the role of “natural” regions in the administrative geog-
raphy of France, has been examined elsewhere.75 Suffice to say that 
the mémoire secured Buache’s position in the Academy and opened, 
in Grandjean de Fouchy’s words, “a new career for Geography.” No 
longer limited to descriptions of the “ancient limits of a Kingdom or 
an Empire that no longer exists,” geography had become a science 
of the earth’s dynamic physical characteristics.76 Encouraged by this 
reception, Buache presented new mémoires comparing river basins in 
different parts of the world as well as a plan, sadly unrealized, for a 
giant relief globe, almost three meters in diameter, to be constructed 
under the dome of the Palais de Luxembourg; a model of which he 
later used in the geography classes he re-established at Versailles in 
1755 where his pupils included three future monarchs.77

Buache’s success was tainted almost immediately, however, by a 
damaging controversy involving Joseph-Nicolas Delisle, who had 
returned from St. Petersburg in 1746. On April 8, 1750, Delisle 
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presented a speculative mémoire on the possibilities of a North West 
passage between Hudson Bay and the Pacific based on unpublished 
musings by his late brother Guillaume and dubious Russian informa-
tion, accompanied by a new map by Buache.78 Although the mémoire 
was rejected by the Academy’s publication committee, an extended 
version was published independently in June 1752, provoking an 
angry reaction from skeptical cartographers in France and Britain.79 
Buache’s collaboration with Delisle collapsed under this scrutiny 
as each blamed the other for the errors of which they were both 
accused. Many of Buache’s subsequent publications, in the HARS and 
elsewhere, were attempts to defend his reputation, his theory used 
in an increasingly cavalier manner to predict the configuration of 
unmapped regions in the Arctic, the Antarctic, the Americas, and the 
“terres australes.”80 Although he remained a contentious figure, the 
controversies with which Buache became associated did not jeopar-
dize, and may even have enhanced, his position within the Academy. 
Geography’s status was certainly bolstered by Buache’s public pro-
file. The majority of the 52 HARS mémoires classified as “géographie” 
appeared after Buache had consolidated his position. This was suf-
ficiently secure by 1770 for him to determine the selection of his 
nephew, Jean-Nicolas Buache de La Neuville, as his successor.81

Conclusion

The decision of the Paris Academy of Sciences to recognize geogra-
phy’s independent status—and the subsequent attempts to develop a 
new scientific rationale for this project within the Academy—reveal 
wider changes in the conceptualization of space as an object of sci-
entific inquiry in early-modern Europe, while also illustrating the 
politics of scientific patronage at the time. Terrestrial space, previ-
ously interpreted within the Academy in terms of celestial calcula-
tion, could henceforth be analyzed and interpreted on its own terms, 
as a complex, variable but ultimately secular category of natural 
knowledge and inquiry. There was a subtle political agenda lying 
behind this maneuver, foreshadowed by the treatment of nature in 
Delisle’s lessons for the young Louis XV. Delisle championed a self-
consciously enlightened absolutism, distinctive in tone and style 
from the preceding era of Louis XIV. Where the Sun King’s power had 
been revealed by costly and often futile attempts to dominate nature, 
his great-grandson was to be trained to understand and acknowledge 
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the transcendent power of the physical environment. Geography, as 
taught by Delisle and as subsequently promoted within the Academy 
by Buache, provided a simple, visually appealing way to communi-
cate to the King, the Court, and a wider reading public, the truth 
of the Baconian aphorism that “nature to be commanded must be 
obeyed.”82

And yet this development was itself facilitated by systems of 
patronage that sustained the most traditional forms of Ancien 
Régime absolutism. The idea that geography could function as an 
independent science of space was promoted by powerful individu-
als in the Academy and at the French Royal Court, who were able to 
exploit the networks of personal friendship and family allegiances 
that encircled the King, the power lines of early eighteenth-century 
scientific patronage. Buache’s initially unconvincing attempts to 
establish a scientific rationale for geography within the Academy 
were transformed by a larger dispute between Maupertuis and the 
advocates of Newtonian mathematics on one side, and the dynastic 
community of Jesuit-trained, Cartesian astronomers led by Cassini II 
on the other. Maupertuis’s victory in this dispute provided an oppor-
tunity for Buache to advance geography’s case and resulted in a sig-
nificant re-configuration of the Academy’s epistemological structures 
as cartography, survey, and other forms of scientific practice previ-
ously defined as astronomy were re-allocated to the new science of 
geography establishing, arguably for the first time, the conceptual 
terrain on which the modern discipline would later be enacted. The 
debate within the Paris Academy of Science about space as an object 
of scientific inquiry demonstrates once again how science can simul-
taneously critique and reinforce the structures of power on which it 
is dependent.
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Coastal and Insular Microregions 
in the Early Nineteenth-Century 
World
Lauren Benton and Jeppe Mulich

In 1808, Thomas Maitland, the recently appointed British Governor 
of Ceylon, instructed his envoy to explain to the government in 
London that Ceylon was unlike other British colonies. The British 
controlled only a ring of territory, “a narrow stripe of land on the 
sea coast all round the island,” while the Kingdom of Kandy occu-
pied the island’s center.1 With the colony’s “enemies” encircled, the 
British could afford to neglect the aging fortifications along the coast 
that had been designed to ward off attacks from the sea. Given “the 
state of the navies of our enemies,” Maitland explained, there was 
no threat from the outside.2 Yet British naval power had not created 
a British lake around the island. Proximate seas remained crowded 
with small craft carrying goods and people between Ceylon and 
South Indian ports.3 Maitland was painting a picture of a politically 
plural region on land and sea over which Britain exercised ascendant, 
but still imperfect, power.

Maitland was recognizing a spatial pattern that was unusual without 
being entirely novel. Land-sea formations that were politically plural 
had many counterparts in the early nineteenth century, and also a 
complex history. For centuries, empires had assembled uneven and 
incomplete control over irregular and interconnected territories and 
maritime spaces—some extending along coastal, riverine, and sea corri-
dors; some encompassing parts of islands linked to estuaries and straits; 
and some conjoining patches of sea and land around ports or other 
enclaves.4 The imagination of land-sea connections reflected strategic 
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realities. Prospects for the survival of colonial ventures depended heav-
ily on the placement of settlements within maritime circuits and on 
conditions of competition and violence on the ocean. Where many 
polities were trading from the same small region, merchants and their 
sponsors vied for and sought to protect access to the sea.

Surprisingly, given their ubiquity, the literature on the spatial his-
tories of European empires offers a sparse vocabulary for labeling 
interpolity microregions spanning land and sea.5 The field of bor-
derlands history has mainly focused on interpolity relations on land. 
Classic examples of borderland regions are the zones of imperial con-
tact and conflict in interior regions of the Americas, in particular, the 
lands wherein English and Spanish, or American and Spanish, influ-
ences commingled, such as northern Florida or the vast region that 
is now the southwestern United States.6 Recent histories have cau-
tioned against assumptions that such zones featured cultural hybrid-
ity or were shaped mainly by inter-imperial rivalries; North American 
Indian polities did more than fill the space between empires, and 
violence, as much as negotiated relations and communication, punc-
tuated encounters.7 The territorially fragmented quality of imperial 
projects meant, too, that borderland regions were not always places 
of intense contact but often spaces in which enclaves and corridors 
under the control of different polities coexisted for long periods with-
out overpowering entanglements.8

Maritime histories have also moved from an early emphasis on eas-
ily flowing communications and cultural exchange toward a more 
spatially focused analysis of the construction of regional regimes, as 
well as the formation of maritime networks centered on particular 
ports or islands.9 At a transregional scale, oceanic circuits have been 
studied in relation to production and trade of commodities, as well 
as in connection to movements of coerced labor.10 Social historians, 
meanwhile, have traced the circulation of port inhabitants in and 
out of maritime occupations, in patterns that created familial and 
commercial ties across settlements and that often turned seemingly 
isolated towns into cosmopolitan hubs.11

Though maritime and borderland histories have tended to develop 
along parallel, separate paths, they have arrived at a similar vantage 
point from which the history of empires becomes a story of fluid 
networks of interpolity movement and violence. The similarities 
in approach open the possibility of analyzing recurring spatial pat-
terns of politically plural microregions spanning land and sea. While 
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such formations have existed throughout world history, the decades 
around the turn of the nineteenth century mark a period of special 
salience for such formations internationally. Global imperial war-
fare, the intensification of privateering, and the growing volume and 
variety of long-distance trade in these decades created militarized 
sea spaces adjacent to most colonial ports. Ascendant British naval 
power, an increasingly important force in the period, fortified British 
visions of hegemony without producing, in most places, effective 
control over coastal or island regions. The presence and power of 
the British navy, in fact, often led to the proliferation of small craft 
engaged in local trade and, in some places, created or perpetuated 
political divisions on land. The resulting set of coastal and insular 
microregions attracted new international attention, an odd sequel in 
many cases to their image as marginal and strategically unimportant. 
In a period of uncertainty about the outcome of political upheav-
als and war, many of these same microregions came to be associated 
with political experiments such as free ports and confederations.

In these and other ways, microregional spaces became a well-known 
fact of life for early nineteenth-century political actors. Groups and 
individuals living or operating within these zones understood that 
they belonged to an unusual category of spatial formation, even if 
observers did not have specific terms to describe the spatial environ-
ments they were encountering. The merchant mariner who readily 
crossed imperial borders in order to get the best price for his goods, 
the plantation owner who bought imported slaves on a neutral island 
only to smuggle them into British territory, the captive who fled the 
colony of one empire for the possibility of obtaining a facsimile of 
freedom in another, the privateer who sailed with three different flags 
and four different letters of marque in case he would get caught by 
the wrong imperial cruiser, the imperial official who corresponded 
simultaneously with his sponsors at home and with political rivals in 
his colonial neighborhood—all these actors understood their scope of 
action as extending across political boundaries and, often, across geo-
graphic borders such as ocean straits and mountain ranges. Politically 
plural space fostered politically adaptive people, and vice versa. Like 
Maitland, many colonial sojourners in such zones knew they were 
observing a distinctive spatial formation, but they did not have readily 
available categories to label what they were seeing and experiencing.

The resulting cross-polity interactions and entangled interests 
did have some familiar legal referents, even while posing novel 
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challenges. European and indigenous actors were familiar with juris-
dictional complexity and conflict, and they understood, too, that 
subjects could claim the protection of their sovereign, as well as the 
extension of their sovereign’s jurisdiction when inside other poli-
ties.12 Whereas such claims became increasingly formalized in trea-
ties proscribing extraterritoriality in the late nineteenth century, in 
the early nineteenth century, jurisdictional arrangements were more 
varied and fluid.13 Legal border crossing—the pursuit of claims in 
multiple polities as well as the strategic referencing of standards or 
procedures from other legal systems—operated simultaneously to 
tie the parts of microregions together and to lay bare for imperial 
officials the necessity of legal consolidation in individual empires.14 
In the early nineteenth century, such tendencies were magnified by 
maritime connections and acute, port-centered conflicts over prop-
erty traded across the seas.

This chapter analyzes the characteristics, and wider political imprint, 
of coastal and insular microregions at the turn of the nineteenth cen-
tury. First, we consider maritime trends and the entanglement of 
imperial and local shipping in areas that began to take the shape of rec-
ognized microregions. We then examine cross-polity movements and 
alliances on land and sea that knitted these interpolity zones together. 
Finally, we offer some observations on the relation of coastal and insu-
lar microregional formations to the emergence of political experiments 
in the period. Our analysis highlights in particular the examples of 
the Leeward Islands, the Gold Coast, the Río de la Plata region, and 
Mauritius and the Seychelles Islands. These and other cases in the first 
decades of the nineteenth century illustrate the ways that militarized 
seas, expanding trade, and incomplete but aspirational British politi-
cal dominance produced a thickening of cross-polity relations and 
spawned territorial-maritime microregions whose political pluralism 
raised their international profile and confounded imperial policy.

Crowded coastal waters

The history of European empires at the turn of the nineteenth century 
is in no small part a story of maritime competition. Rivalries centered 
on islands, coastal zones, and sea routes that formed the connective 
tissue of transoceanic movement, transportation, and trade. While 
competition over such spaces, and the imperial entanglements it pro-
duced, were characteristic of the entire period of overseas colonialism, 
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the decades at the end of the eighteenth century and the early nine-
teenth century marked a transformative moment.

The shift is easiest to grasp by considering previous patterns of 
maritime-coastal political relations. In the history of the Atlantic, the 
Newfoundland fisheries represent a particularly well-documented 
example of maritime entanglements prior to the late eighteenth 
century. Basque, French, Portuguese, and English agents competed 
over the lucrative North Atlantic cod fisheries and engaged with one 
another and with Indians to carve out zones to which they might 
return seasonally. Success depended crucially on access to coastal 
strips on which fishermen might erect the structures required for 
drying the cod.15 Here and elsewhere in North and South America, 
Indians played key roles in knitting together networks of coastal com-
munications across proximate settlements.16 Politically plural coastal 
microregions included the area comprising New Netherland and New 
England and, much further south, the Río de la Plata region, where 
Spanish and Portuguese agents laid competing claims while inserting 
themselves in a region dominated by Guaraní and Charrúa groups.17

On the other side of the Atlantic, European and Afro-European 
traders sized up sea access and river routes and formed arrangements 
with African polities to establish and preserve coastal trading posts. 
A handful of enclaves traded hands but remained central to microre-
gional trading regimes. For example, in the area of the Gulf of Guinea 
referred to by Europeans as the Gold Coast, trade to the sea flowed 
through a small number of trading settlements for several centuries 
and coexisted with shifting configurations of land-based power.18 The 
river and sea approaches supplied multiple landing places and opened 
possibilities for traders from rival European sponsors to negotiate sep-
arately with locals to establish trading networks. In the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, British, Danish, Dutch, and Swedish agents 
built a range of new fortifications along the coast, adding political 
complexity. These agents sought alliances with various Fante poli-
ties to set up forts far enough from their rivals’ trading posts so that 
they could trade unhindered and also maintain access to the sea.19 
Eurocentric narratives of the region’s history cite the African dis-
ease environment as a barrier to European influence and settlement 
before the nineteenth century. But high European mortality was only 
one factor among many giving rise to the region’s political plural-
ism. Cross-polity trade and credit networks functioned extremely 
well, and at low cost, in generating markets bridging land-based and 
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maritime-oriented exchange.20 Political pluralism changed shape, but 
it retained and even tightened its hold on the region.

Analysis of spatial trends in many of these examples helps us to 
highlight the importance of the decades at the turn of the nineteenth 
century in creating more tightly integrated but still politically plural 
microregions. While patterns of competition and entanglement con-
tinued, the turn of the century witnessed two interrelated changes: a 
gradual intensification of trade and a consolidation of political and 
military power on land. That power was not always European. On 
the West African coast, the large Asante Empire, hitherto primarily 
an inland polity, forced Europeans on the coast to acknowledge its 
political power in the region. Through a series of local wars, includ-
ing with the Fante in 1806 and the Akim-Akwapim Alliance in 1814–
1816, the Asante established their political authority and eventually 
forced British agents from the African Company of Merchants to sign 
a treaty partially recognizing Asante claims to much of the coastal 
territory and to authority over its African inhabitants.21 This change 
in the balance of power, reaffirmed through subsequent clashes 
throughout the 1820s and a peace treaty in 1831, played an impor-
tant part in the elimination of many land-based operations under the 
purview of European powers, producing a zone of fewer large polities 
jockeying for control of coastal access.22

Increased patrols by British naval ships cruising to apprehend 
slave-trading vessels, even when combined with political consol-
idation on land, did not eliminate the diversity of flags sailing in 
West African seas. Indeed, British anti-slavery strategies created 
new incentives for ships to carry multiple flags, and the shifting 
regulatory framework opened new opportunities for trade, as well 
as the formation of new companies, in ports.23 In other regions, 
too, the numbers and relative strength of European rivals on land 
diminished in this period without translating into a monopoly of 
control for the British on land and sea. In Newfoundland, for exam-
ple, the consolidation of English power following the Seven Years’ 
War marked a shift toward describing imperial holdings in North 
America as territorially extensive, without however eliminating 
rivalries over fishing rights.24

There is evidence that the rise of British power on land and sea 
often produced more intricate patterns of political control on land 
and, at the same time, a proliferation of small craft operating in prox-
imate seas. In Mauritius and Seychelles, for example, light patrols 
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to intercept slave traders after the 1807 Abolition Act encountered 
a busy trade in small boats, and officials recorded a sharp growth in 
the slave populations of Seychelles between 1810 and 1815, and of 
Mauritius between 1814 and 1818.25 Small craft landed slaves at night 
along beaches, where they were met by locals and distributed to mar-
kets. Sir Robert Farquhar, governor between 1810 and 1823, requested 
additional forces to curb the trade, and commissioners described “a 
general disposition in the inhabitants in favor of the slave trade.”26 
Here and elsewhere, the British Abolition Act produced a short-term 
windfall for traders in coastal and insular microregions.27

A microregion that illustrates this pattern with special clarity is 
that of the Leeward Islands, a chain of islands stretching from the 
Virgin Islands in the northwest to Dominica in the southeast. British, 
Danish, Dutch, French, Spanish, and Swedish empires claimed 
islands in this group, and the small islands lay within such a short 
distance from one another that ships could easily sail between the 
most distant of them in a day or two. In some island clusters, such as 
the Danish and British Virgin Islands in the west, the distances were 
shorter, and slaves or fugitives could sometimes escape by swimming 
or drifting on small craft to neighboring islands. Following the end 
of the American Revolution, the volume of intercolonial trade pass-
ing through the Leewards grew rapidly, generating a denser tangle 
of inter-imperial connections and higher stakes for control of land 
and sea. Port cities such as Charlotte Amalie on St. Thomas and 
Oranjestad on St. Eustatius came to be favored by traders of multiple 
nationalities, and the goods that were transshipped here were trans-
ported under a growing number of national and imperial flags. This 
development paralleled important changes in the regional balance of 
naval power. As a consequence of the Napoleonic Wars and British 
abolition of the slave trade, British naval ships were regularly cruis-
ing the waters around the busy ports. British forces also occupied, for 
varying amounts of time, several of the islands in the region, includ-
ing those of the Danish West Indies.

The result was a tightly networked, politically plural colonial region 
in which British power on the seas made possible British incursions 
of capital and sojourning across islands, including those nominally 
in the hands of other empires. As in Mauritius, growing British naval 
power created greater incentives for traders to use small craft and 
avoid detection, though many were nonetheless apprehended. An 
inquiry into the fate of prize slaves in Tortola in the early 1820s 
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recorded dozens of captures of small craft and found evidence of a 
robust contraband trade in slaves and other goods between British 
ports and other islands.28

Rising British maritime power influenced the creation and evolu-
tion of another type of land-sea microregion in the Río de la Plata 
region. After the British attack on Montevideo and Buenos Aires in 
1805, the threat of British invasion hung over the messy process of 
jockeying for political power after Spain fell to Napoleon’s forces. In 
a region where the port Colonia del Sacramento had changed hands 
multiple times between the Spanish and Portuguese empires, and 
where Brazilian ranchers descended without much friction into nom-
inally Spanish lands of the eastern bank of the Río de la Plata, politi-
cal control appeared to be up for grabs. The area has been described 
by historians as a classic cattle frontier or as a borderland region in 
which control depended on the ability of charismatic caudillos to 
muster troops from among a mixed-race population of gauchos.29

Yet the region was an odd cattle frontier—one in which sea and 
river power mattered. Both the government of the United Provinces, 
formed in Buenos Aires, and the breakaway provincial government 
created by José Gervasio Artigas on the eastern bank, or Banda 
Oriental, began to issue privateering commissions as they positioned 
themselves to fend off imperial enemies. For Artigas, the most impor-
tant objective was to disrupt the communications and trade of the 
Portuguese as they advanced on the Banda Oriental. Captains sailing 
out of Buenos Aires began to offer their services to Artigas, a trend 
that was slow to change even after it became clear that captured ships 
and their goods could not be taken to Buenos Aires prize courts to 
be condemned and sold.30 The search for maritime advantage paral-
leled a struggle on the part of British merchants to establish rights to 
“free navigation” on the Río de la Plata. Like Artigas, Paraguay’s José 
Gaspar Rodríguez de Francia sought to consolidate his power by plac-
ing tight controls on trade, a policy continually challenged by the 
actions of ports down river to disrupt river traffic, sometimes by seiz-
ing valuable cargo heading toward Asunción.31 The hinterlands could 
not sustain viable polities without controlling ports, and the defense 
of ports was impossible without the capacity to militarize the seas.

As in other regions, Britain’s naval power operated as an important 
force in the Río de la Plata region without moving toward formal, 
or even exclusive, British hegemony. In the years after the defeat of 
Artigas, Britain brokered the creation of a new state, the República 
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Oriental del Uruguay, and rejected overtures from local elites, with 
the support of influential British merchants, to assume a more formal 
role as protecting power over the new state.32 Britain also rebuffed 
demands by Francia that it guarantee free navigation on the Paraná 
River. Even when commercial losses by British merchants created 
pressures for more direct action, the British government instructed its 
commissioner, Ouseley, to resist the temptation to seize territory other 
than the island of Martín Garcia, at a strategic point at the mouth of 
the Paraná River; he was to pursue an agreement to open river ports 
only if “the opportunity of furthering any collateral object of impor-
tance should offer itself.”33 Many merchants, as well as most officials 
in London, regarded the political and legal pluralism of the region as 
compatible with the goal of expanding commercial opportunities.

Debates about the political qualities of microregions did make a 
difference in heralding their newly recognized geopolitical and eco-
nomic importance. Neither the Leeward Islands nor the Río de la 
Plata had excited much commentary in the years before 1800. Now, 
in the first decades of the nineteenth century, the Leewards attracted 
regular notice in the House of Commons and in the British press, 
while the Río de la Plata entered for the first time into the high diplo-
macy of the United States and Britain.34 In both cases, the control of 
coastal or island settlements depended on the balance of power in 
newly militarized proximate seas. We can think of such microregions 
as representing a series of hotspots in which thickening networks of 
local exchange, continual imperial attacks on land and sea, and the 
competition for commercial hegemony among a set of nearby ports 
created a single geopolitical target for empire-states.

Inter-imperial networks

The global significance of land-sea microregions in part reflected the 
sheer density of inter-imperial networks operating in these spaces. 
Such networks formed both across European colonies and between 
colonies and local polities, integrating a plurality of actors into region-
ally imbedded structures of exchange and interaction. Intercolonial 
trade, especially the transport and sale of contraband goods, defined 
regional commercial ties, and shared perceptions of security moti-
vated political coordination and engagement.

Security concerns drove polities to cooperate across political 
boundaries. Such concerns could be internal as well as external, the 
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shape of cooperation depending on the nature of the threat posed 
to the reigning social order. In regions with significant slave popula-
tions, the primary fear was one of internal rebellion and insurgency, 
whereas regions where European outposts and colonies existed along-
side larger indigenous polities saw a different dynamic, one that tied 
together foreign and regional polities in alliances of necessity and 
opportunity.

On the Gold Coast, inter-imperial cooperation gradually came to 
characterize the relation between European imperial agents over the 
course of the eighteenth century. Old rivalries did not cease to exist, but 
direct military confrontations were being abandoned in favor of more 
indirect methods of conflict. This shift resulted in a wave of small-
scale proxy wars between local African polities supported by various 
European agents. Such conflicts emerged alongside persisting attempts 
to gain favor with local leaders at the cost of rivals. Regardless of their 
relative positions of strength, European companies on the coast were 
wholly dependent on good relations with African leaders in order to 
facilitate trade, secure profits, and guarantee the safety of their agents. 
These conditions created multiple layers of formal and informal net-
works, both between different European groups and between Africans 
and Europeans. Some forts and entrepôts became so linked to local 
polities that the rise and fall of the political position of one directly 
affected the relative power of the other. The relationship between the 
Dutch West India Company and the Elmina illustrates this pattern. 
While the Elmina had benefited from their close ties to the dominant 
European empire on the coast in the eighteenth century, the rise of 
British power and the parallel decline of Dutch traders toward the 
end of the century led to a loss of political and legal privileges. As the 
Elmina saw their regional political power diminishing, the rival Fante, 
with their closer ties to the British, gained influence.35 The Dutch 
Castle Elmina proved impenetrable to assaults by Africans on several 
occasions, but the contingent of soldiers stationed there was similarly 
unable to dominate locals by military means.36 Such stalemates often 
made negotiation and treaty making the primary strategy of interac-
tion employed by the companies, strengthening ties between imperial 
agents and African polities as the latter jockeyed to retain control of 
links between the sea and hinterland sources of captives.37

The Leeward Islands illustrate a related but different set of cross-
polity alliances in the face of threats to colonial order. Here, fear 
of rebellions led to intercolonial networks taking on the task of 
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providing mutual security, despite the perpetual imperial rivalries of 
the period. The large number of enslaved laborers used in agricul-
tural production instilled no small amount of fear in white planters, 
who faced a series of slave uprisings and reported numerous alleged 
conspiracies.38 Fears of colonial instability led to a peculiar situa-
tion of improvised independence from the metropole in matters of 
security and organized violence. Rather than being turned towards 
external threats, such as inter-imperial warfare, the scarce and often 
undermanned military resources present on the islands were instead 
focused on the internal threat of slave revolts. When faced with a 
threat too serious for local garrisons or militias to handle, governors 
and magistrates would often turn to neighboring colonies for help—
even when those colonies did not belong to the same empire. This 
was the case on the Danish island of St. John in 1733, when French 
troops and Swiss mercenaries from Martinique put a violent end to a 
protracted slave uprising there.39 An alleged 1831 slave conspiracy on 
Tortola proved that even the islands belonging to the British Empire 
relied on their smaller neighbors in such matters.40 Since authorities 
on British St. Christopher responded to requests from the governor 
of Tortola with “no sympathy or aid,” the governor instead asked 
the Danish commander of St. Thomas for help. Commander Rhodes 
responded favorably, dispatching an armed brig and a large contin-
gent of soldiers and ordering them to stay in Tortola until “the local 
planters’ fears ha(d) subsided.”41

A different set of networks, driven less by imperial magistrates than 
by commercial actors, facilitated the widespread and long-lived inter-
imperial contraband trade. This illicit commerce was especially pro-
nounced in the Americas, where circumvention of trade restrictions 
was commonplace in almost all local trade between colonies of differ-
ent empires, throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.42 
Regional smuggling became a force of integration in its own right, 
creating enduring networks between different groups of people across 
formal borders and tying colonial, imperial, and extra-imperial actors 
in relationships of mutual benefit. Such trade-based networks often 
came to shape inter-imperial communities, as was the case in the 
zone between the Dutch islands of the Leeward Antilles and the coast 
of the Spanish Main.43 These microregional networks were not static 
and strictly spatially bounded phenomena but rather dynamic struc-
tures that external and mobile actors could manipulate, provided 
they were familiar with the geography and locally specific practices.
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While formally illicit contraband trade was the de facto way of con-
ducting business in the Caribbean during much of the early colonial 
period, such practices gradually began changing around the turn of 
the nineteenth century. A new type of contraband trade emerging 
in the first decade of the nineteenth century was the illegal trans-
portation of slaves. The slave trade, previously one of the primary 
activities connecting the African coast and the Caribbean colonies, 
was abolished first by the Danish Empire in 1803 and then in 1807 
by the British, who began pressuring other European empires to fol-
low suit.44 With British naval patrols leading the growing militari-
zation of the waters around coastal trade hubs, slave traders took to 
transporting their human cargo in smaller and more maneuverable 
vessels, often enlisting or buying the aid of local magistrates and har-
bor masters in the process. The Leeward Islands became a key site 
of the transshipment of slaves, and the British vice-admiralty court 
at Tortola operated as a source for the distribution, mainly to local 
planters, of “prize slaves” seized from captured ships.45

In Mauritius and Seychelles, a similar combination of trade in 
slaves carried on by small craft and the local distribution of captured 
slaves produced a thickening of ties across islands. Hostility to the 
British colonial authorities was widespread among the predominantly 
Francophone planters and traders, not least when it came to the issue 
of the slave trade abolition.46 The stream of contraband subsided only 
when the sanctioned importation of “free” labor from Africa and Asia 
became more profitable than illegal slave importation in the 1830s.47 
As in the Leeward Islands, the illegal slave trade thrived on the exist-
ing inter-imperial networks of contraband traders and with the help 
of local officials willing to circumvent their own imperial directives 
to further the trade.

In all these cases, the intensification of trade across the small 
regions corresponded to significant cross-polity negotiation and col-
laboration without producing regional political consolidation. Rather 
than merely creating pressures toward imperial expansion, political 
pluralism provided the structures and incentives for contraband and 
other forms of unregulated border crossing. Practices of exchange and 
diplomacy encompassed the sea. Access to ports motivated political 
jockeying along the Gold Coast and in the Río de la Plata, and traffic 
between islands, or between islands and continental coasts, sustained 
and benefited from political differences, as in the Leeward Islands 
or at Mauritius and Seychelles. Meanwhile, these tightly knitted 
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formations mattered more—strategically and politically—than they 
ever had before to observers in distant imperial centers.

Political experiments

One reason that such microregions mattered was that they featured 
in a global discourse of political experimentation. It is tempting to 
collapse the early nineteenth century into the revolutionary period 
of the end of the eighteenth century or to subsume it into a European 
story of war before 1815 and a balance of power in the middle decades 
of the century. But we must remember that contemporaries did not 
have a settled model of an interstate order, which would allow them 
to imagine the wide variety of political arrangements as mere vari-
ants of a prelude to a world of nation-states or declining empires. 
In a period marked by an explicit discourse of legal and political 
experimentation, the political complexity of microregions nurtured 
attempts to create political arrangements that made sense out of 
interpolity politics across land and sea.

Federations represent a key example of political innovation, and 
microregions were especially propitious sites for their formation. In 
the Leeward Islands, British colonial legislatures briefly referred to 
the islands as a federation within the empire. The General Assembly 
and Council of the Leeward Islands at St. Christopher passed a key 
piece of legislation in 1798, the Leeward Islands Slave Amelioration 
Act, designed to stave off intervention by Parliament by asserting 
the colonies’ capacity to regulate slavery.48 Although the General 
Assembly never met again and its business devolved to local island 
assemblies, imperial officials continued to encourage the ideal of an 
effective regional administration. The conceptualization of the British 
Leeward Islands as a confederation might have aided in signaling the 
capacity of the Empire to absorb new entities, as it did in 1807 when 
the Danish islands were brought under British rule for several years.

Here and elsewhere in the Atlantic world, confederation was appeal-
ing to local elites because it implied simultaneously a degree of auton-
omy from metropolitan rule and the possibility for a federated entity to 
operate within or alongside empires. Such possibilities were clearly artic-
ulated in the Río de la Plata region, where provincial leaders embraced 
the confederation model both in Buenos Aires, which became the seat 
of the United Provinces government, and in the Provincia Oriental, 
where Artigas worked to solidify alliances with Entre Ríos and Santa Fe 
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to form a confederation with its own international standing. Artigas’s 
instructions to the delegates from the Provincia Oriental in 1813 as 
they planned to attend a regional constitutional assembly reveal mul-
tiple political purposes.49 The document could be regarded as a typical 
declaration of independence in that it both pronounced the ties linking 
the colonies to the Spanish monarchy dissolved, and established the 
existence of the Provincia Oriental as a sovereign entity.50 At the same 
time, the instructions repeated constitutional language intended to 
outline the limits of power assigned to the confederation of provinces. 
Paraphrasing the US Articles of Confederation and the Constitution 
of Massachusetts, Article 11 stated that the Provincia Oriental “retains 
its sovereignty, liberty, and independence, all power, jurisdiction, 
and right that is not expressly delegated by the Confederation to the 
United Provinces joined at the Congress.”51 The variant of federalism 
embraced by Artigas was designed to fit within a world of empires and 
a region of new polities, and to set up the Provincia Oriental with a 
sovereign capacity that might persist within and beside alternative 
political formations.52

The same flexibility implied by confederation also appears to have 
guided the Fante in organizing multiple small polities into a politi-
cal association on the Gold Coast. The strategy responded both to 
pressures and incursions by the Asante Empire and to the growing 
British presence on the coast, and it enabled the Fante to organize in 
opposition to European power and to persist within and alongside 
British and Asante spheres of influence.53 Multiple experiments with 
confederation preceded the founding of the Fante Confederation in 
1868, an event often represented as the key moment of Fante politi-
cal organization, but that formalized longer-standing tendencies 
and took place, ironically, at a moment of consolidating British legal 
authority on the coast.54

The insertion of these and other microregions in maritime circuits 
created not only conditions for confederations but also pressures to 
recognize ports as particular kinds of political entities. This pattern 
highlights the effects of British maritime hegemony as a force that 
operated not only to recognize but also sometimes to create political 
diversity inside microregions. Ports such as Elmina on the Gold Coast 
or Montevideo in the Río de la Plata region could be nominally under 
non-British political control while operating in still-contested politi-
cal and maritime zones. The situation nurtured political experiments 
aimed at the control and administration of ports.
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Consider the example of St. Thomas in the Leeward Islands and 
its creation as a free port. Efforts to mark the island as a free port 
began under the Danish government, which adopted free port legis-
lation in the 1760s, partly in recognition of the island’s existing role 
as a home to polyglot and multi-national trade communities, many 
involved in smuggling and sea raiding. This change in status allowed 
colonial authorities to focus their efforts of collecting tariffs on those 
goods and shipments that were not subject to free importation, in 
effect leading to potentially higher colonial revenue than under the 
stricter trade laws prior to 1764, which had proven almost impos-
sible to implement.55 The move toward free port status on St. Thomas 
was a gradual one and was only solidified after the period of British 
occupation ended in 1815. Legislative acts that had from the outset 
been inspired by the perceived best practices of British colonies were 
supported and refined under British rule, and when the islands were 
returned to Danish authorities, most of the new procedures instituted 
by the occupying empire continued in force.56

The free port thrived commercially precisely because of the low 
level of Danish imperial involvement in colonial affairs. This condi-
tion of shallow sovereignty meant that rather than seeing the island 
and its inhabitants as direct subjects of the Danish king, to be con-
trolled to the same extent as those of other national territories, impe-
rial authorities were to a large degree content with exercising only a 
nominal political control over the movement of goods and peoples, 
while profiting from the transactions taking place in this space. This 
ambiguous territoriality was useful for various actors who utilized the 
free port for their own ends, either as a space for trading or as a geo-
political and maritime buffer zone between the colonies of other rival 
empires.

Such experiments reflected and were supported by the character-
istics of microregions that we have already highlighted: they com-
prised politically plural regimes on land, networks of control and 
cooperation that extended across polities, and intense awareness of 
and economic connections to maritime affairs involving both agents 
of distant empires and local shipping. The loose and layered struc-
ture of confederations presented opportunities to assemble political 
communities with the capacity for integration, to name and hold 
buffer zones between land and sea powers, and to allow micropoli-
ties to pursue their own negotiations with other powers in the region 
without abandoning strategically valuable alliances. The conditions 
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creating such opportunities also tended, at times, to isolate ports 
and to highlight their anomalous status within confederations and 
empires. Such dimensions of legal and political complexity contrib-
uted to the reputation of interpolity microregions as global hotspots 
in the period.

Conclusion

The histories recounted here strike against the standard notion of a 
shift away from a maritime imagination of empire toward a territo-
rial focus during the long nineteenth century. The microregions we 
describe were not strictly maritime zones but hybrid land-sea spaces, 
for the most part removed from narratives of continental expansion 
and consolidation. Their central role in imperial politics urges us 
to consider the importance of the larger maritime context of phe-
nomena that have typically been treated as separate, such as Latin 
American republicanism, geopolitical strategies of European empires 
in the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean, and the eruption of a set of 
regional conflicts, such as the Fante-Asante war, in the first decades 
of the nineteenth century.

Although microregions earned the reputation of global hotspots 
precisely because of their volatility, our analysis uncovers, too, many 
pressures operating to preserve political and legal pluralism. Political 
actors across the globe were familiar with the layered sovereignty of 
empires, and even as they participated in political experiments of 
various kinds, they demonstrated a high tolerance for rampant bor-
der crossing, arrangements of partial sovereignty, and the anomalous 
status of territorial enclaves, especially ports. At the same time, new 
configurations of land and sea power did not just derive from imperial 
strategies but also drew empires in, while creating novel opportuni-
ties for local polities to expand their influence. Some of the condi-
tions that gave rise to the interpolity regions discussed in this chapter 
were peculiar to the early nineteenth century—for example, region-
ally unchallenged British naval power and increased incentives for 
contraband trade—but the patterns we have analyzed also fit within 
a longer chronology. Our findings suggest that narratives of a global 
politics dominated by either the continuities of empires or the prolif-
eration of nation-states must give way to the recognition of a broader 
variety of political configurations with varying stability and degrees 
of international recognition that defy traditional political modeling.
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Microregions encompassed microgeographies. As the forces shap-
ing regionalism and global integration in the early nineteenth cen-
tury unfolded along politically patchwork and polyglot coasts and 
archipelagos, and in crowded estuaries, harbors, and proximate seas, 
they produced complex geographies that mapping efforts have yet to 
capture and that tend to fall outside models of borderland regions.57 
Tracing networks of political, economic, and legal connections across 
polities highlights, in particular, the role of ports as sites for the artic-
ulation of maritime and territorial politics. The exercise also draws 
attention to the actions of port city inhabitants in opposing rival 
regional interests and composing regional alliances. Set against an 
earlier history of ports as nodes within long-distance trading net-
works, our analysis of microregions points to the possibility of narrat-
ing world history through the study of constellations of ports, as well 
as through analysis of the shifting relationships of ports to both hin-
terlands and distant political forces. This new world history narrative 
should reserve a chapter for coastal and insular microregions of the 
early nineteenth century, when areas previously regarded as imperial 
backwaters surged to positions of global importance and generated 
new patterns of cross-polity cooperation and conflict.
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8
Space, Sympathy, and Empire: 
Edmund Burke and the Trial  
of Warren Hastings
Andrew Rudd

The vast physical spaces of empire created fundamental difficulties for 
any conceptualization of a unified imperial entity. As studies of the 
imperial experience in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have 
increasingly discovered, these difficulties manifested themselves at an 
administrative level (particularly so in the period before the invention 
of the telegraph) and at a personal level, as the gulfs between imperial 
outposts sundered families, delayed correspondence, and rendered 
worryingly fragile the networks of communication on which the far-
flung British empire depended for its day-to-day survival.1 In the case 
of British India, the focus of this chapter, orders sent by ship from 
London by the government or the East India Company sometimes 
reached their destination only after the intended recipient had died. 
Horace Walpole, writing in his commonplace book in 1786, observed 
a military blunder occasioned by such a lapse of communication:

One of the great mischiefs of our possessions in India is the vast 
Distance. At the End of the Last War with France, two naval 
Engagements by Land, one by Sea, for which fourscore Officers & 
2000 Soldiers were slain happened, before an account of the peace 
could reach India.2

As the example from Walpole indicates, any suggestion that Britain’s 
empire was at this time a honed administrative machine would be 
very wide of the mark. But what were the effects of spatial distance on 
the imaginative construction of empire? How might logistical imper-
fections at the level of material space be analogous to emotional 
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responses to events around the imperial polity, if such a thing could 
be said to exist? Was there any conscious acknowledgment of how 
these categories stood in relation to each other, metaphorically or oth-
erwise? Modern studies have explored efforts to conceive of empire as 
an imagined political community, but with noble exceptions (nota-
bly, the work of Paul Carter and, more recently, Eric Hayot), less atten-
tion has been paid to efforts to project emotionally and imaginatively 
across the oceans and landmasses of physical reality.3

That such an effort was made, sometimes heroically in the face of 
perceived physical constraints on the imagination, is the main argu-
ment of this chapter, which examines Edmund Burke’s conduct at 
the trial (1788–1795) of Warren Hastings. Hastings was the erstwhile 
Governor-General of British India, who stood accused of committing 
“high crimes and misdemeanours” in his far-flung office. His trial, 
held in Westminster Hall before the House of Lords, saw some of 
Burke’s most brilliant speeches in his capacity as leading manager of 
the prosecution and was at the time regarded as a test of the moral 
integrity of British government in India.4 It was also, I will suggest, a 
test of the very possibility of empire as a community bound together 
by common laws, ideas, and values, despite the physical remoteness 
between its constituent parts. The trial illustrated the difficulty of 
representing British India given the acknowledged primacy of the 
proximate and the faraway in contemporary moral philosophy, to 
which Burke contributed with Philosophical Enquiry into Our Ideas of 
the Sublime and the Beautiful (1757). I argue that Burke’s model of 
imaginative sympathy and its outworking in his speeches on the East 
India question were his most sustained attempt to span the literal 
and constructed spatial gulfs between Britain and India. As well as 
discussing the spatial element in formulations of imaginative sympa-
thy, the chapter also examines how perceptions of distance could be 
manipulated figuratively to elicit and direct sympathy onto (in Burke’s 
account) the downtrodden Indian victims of Hastings’s misrule, or 
(in Hastings’s account) the pragmatic agent on the ground, beset with 
uninformed meddling from remote bureaucrats. Burke’s efforts to por-
tray an empire knit together by sympathy were ultimately a failure 
and a vindication of David Hume’s maxim that a statesman speak-
ing of “distant ages and remote nations” wins less regard than the 
patriot serving his own country, for the former “affects us with a less 
lively sympathy” on account of the “obscure” nature of his cause.5 
Nevertheless, the trial was arguably the most ambitious attempt ever 
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mounted to surmount distance through the deployment of rhetoric 
and imagination. The chapter concludes with a glance at the frustra-
tions that often face NGOs, charities, and supranational bodies today 
as they seek to incite concern for distant objects, despite our unprec-
edented ability to transmit emotionally affecting images across the 
globe; a power that was not available to Burke.

I wish to begin with a clarification of the sense in which the term 
“sympathy” will be used throughout this chapter and how it came to 
be involved in the intractable problem of physical distance. Sympathy 
may briefly be described as the faculty of mind whereby a person can 
enter into the thoughts and feelings of another through the exercise 
of imagination. It is distinct from sensibility, the underlying capacity 
to feel, and the moral sentiment, the currency in which emotions and 
ideas are transferred. The roots of this formulation of sympathy are 
generally traced back to the moral philosophy of the mid eighteenth 
century, notably the writings of Scottish Enlightenment thinkers such 
as Francis Hutcheson, Hume, and Adam Smith. Sympathy depended 
first and foremost on the awakening of “interest” in an object and 
consequently, the objects most powerfully generative of sympathy 
were those that struck at the vitals of the sense of self. Sympathy most 
commonly appears in writing from this period in the context of the 
one-to-one encounter between a spectator and another person who 
is usually experiencing some form of bodily or emotional distress and 
so elicits a corresponding sympathetic feeling in the beholder, who, 
crucially, is invariably physically present. The physical separations 
engendered by empire obviously complicated this dynamic. Lord 
Byron’s contention that they are sincerest “who are strongly acted 
on by what is nearest” nicely captures the human tendency to be 
absorbed by the near-at-hand, should we allow ourselves to be dis-
tracted in this way.6

Early treatises on sympathy shared a distinctively skeptical view of 
the mind’s ability to project imaginatively across physical space that 
arguably compromised Britain’s encounter with India from the very 
outset. Eighteenth-century moral philosophers remarked upon two 
qualities of sympathy that, if followed to their logical conclusions, 
placed any attempt to conceive of a remote and culturally different 
nation such as India in doubt. Cultural difference was one of these, 
but spatial distance too was felt to circumscribe the effective boundar-
ies of civil society.7 Hume argued that the domain of imaginative sym-
pathy was properly limited to the nation state, something he tended 
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to regard as coterminous with the polity itself. Yet the expansion of 
empire and the physical transportation of one’s compatriots to dis-
tant corners of the world caused him to examine what happened to 
sympathy on the global stage. In his Treatise of Human Nature (1740), 
Hume gives the example of a West India merchant contemplating his 
plantations across the Atlantic, and his personal stake in their wel-
fare. David Armitage has described this as the earliest attempt to fab-
ricate an “epistemology of empire,” that is, to show how “action at a 
distance—specifically, action at an imperial distance—could excite the 
passions and create intellectual connections.”8 However, the example 
occurs as part of a wider and more skeptical discussion about the 
diminution of moral sentiments across space as well as time. Hume 
in fact states that “a West-India merchant will tell you, that he is not 
without concern about what passes in Jamaica; tho’ few extend their 
views so far into futurity, as to dread very remote accidents.” The rela-
tive diminution of ideas over space as opposed to time can hardly be 
taken as a positive endorsement of an imperial epistemology.

Adam Smith, in the sixth edition of his Theory of Moral Sentiments 
(published in 1790 although written in 1760), similarly gives the bru-
tally frank example of the hypothetical destruction of the Chinese 
empire in an earthquake to illustrate the extent to which we are 
trapped within ourselves and, by extension, our geographical circuit. 
He suggests that a “man of humanity in Europe, who had no sort of 
connection with that part of the world” might express platitudes on 
the disaster and voice philosophical reflections, but

when all these humane sentiments had been once fairly expressed, 
he would pursue his business or pleasure, with the same ease and 
tranquillity, as if no such accident had happened . . . If he was to 
lose his little finger to-morrow, he would not sleep to-night; but, 
provided he never saw them, he will snore with the most profound 
security over the ruin of a hundred millions of his brethren.9

Hayot uses Smith’s example as the paradigmatic example of an inhab-
itant of a part of the world, distant enough precisely not to excite 
emotion, and so capable of being hypothesized about in the philo-
sophical abstract.10 Yet this analysis overlooks the extent to which 
Smith held that the attainment of sympathy with a suffering individ-
ual represented the perfection of humanity. This tragic-heroic strain of 
sympathy reoccurs in Smith’s insistence that no matter how unlikely 
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we are to succeed, the attempt to fulfil the biblical injunction “love 
thy neighbor” remains the highest duty of humankind. The disposi-
tion to universal beneficence Smith ascribes to the presence of the 
impartial spectator, the “vicegerent of God within us,” who corrects 
the human fault of solipsism (166). The impartial spectator explains 
why the “active principles,” which are “generous” and “noble,” are 
capable of “counteracting the strongest impulses of self-love.” Yet the 
“benevolence which Nature has lighted up in the human heart” is 
a mere “feeble spark”; a vast effort is required to project its rays far 
beyond the self (137).

British India, in the decades leading up to the trial of Hastings, 
was taking on an ever greater significance in British national life, 
but its distance from the seat of government was recognized as a 
problem in numerous respects. The Mughal Emperor Shah Alam 
II’s grant of diwani (the right to raise revenues) in 1765 effectively 
handed the East India Company a license to govern. But according 
to whose traditions should British India be governed? Worryingly for 
some in Britain, under Warren Hastings (Governor-General of Bengal 
between 1772 and 1773 and the first Governor-General of India from 
1773 to 1785), the colonial administration upheld Mughal customs 
such as the ritual exchange of gifts and titles and the sponsorship of 
“heathen” religious festivals.11 The alleged corruption of Company 
servants, dubbed “nabobs” (after the Persian word nawab, or deputy 
of the Mughal Emperor), led to accusations that some Britons were 
“going native” and taking on the aspect of Oriental despots. Successive 
measures were enacted by the government in London to bind the 
Company to centralized control. Lord North’s Regulating Act of 1777 
established a Supreme Council based in India charged with supervis-
ing the affairs of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, while William Pitt’s 
East India Act of 1784 created a Parliamentary Board of Control to 
scrutinize the Company’s own Board of Directors in London. Some in 
Britain favored a form of government that preserved ancient Indian 
laws, usages, and customs, while others maintained that it was more 
just for India to be governed according to British principles.12

Nine thousand miles and a six-month sea voyage away, British 
India was considerably desynchronized from its overseers in London. 
The East India Company demanded meticulous bookkeeping among 
its employees—partly in an attempt to preserve information over the 
gulf of distance and time—and officials on the ground were inevita-
bly forced to rely on their own initiative when the vicissitudes of war 
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and politics threatened Britain’s interests. For all practical purposes, 
the structure of empire resembled a dull elephantine nervous system: 
a network was in place but impulses passed around it with extreme 
sluggishness.13 The nabob controversy of the latter half of the eigh-
teenth century well illustrated how domestic worries continually 
trumped overseas concerns for British audiences. Some contemporary 
authors such as William Cowper recognized that serious crimes com-
mitted in India went unpunished because they happened far away. In 
Book I of The Task (1783–1784), he observed that, “Thieves at home 
must hang; but he, that puts / Into his overgorged and bloated purse / 
The wealth of Indian provinces, escapes.”14 Yet most commentators 
have recognized that anti-nabob polemic always contained a strong 
domestic element; for example, nabobs were cast in the familiar satiric 
guise of hated manifestations of new money, brazenly attempting to 
elevate trade above title.15 Fears about the malign domestic influence 
of nabobs reached their peak during the 1784 general election, when 
sixty members of the so-called “Bengal Squad” crossed the floor over 
the controversy surrounding Fox’s East India Bill and precipitated the 
collapse of the Fox-North Ministry.16 Samuel Foote’s satirical play, 
The Nabob, staged at the Haymarket Theatre in 1772, similarly por-
trayed the titular Sir Matthew Mite principally as a domestic menace, 
importing Oriental customs (such as establishing a seraglio complete 
with eunuch guards), inflating prices through extravagant spending, 
and seeking to debauch British women.17

This sense of nabobs as a threat to the British way of life would 
complicate Burke’s attempt to harness sympathy for people suffer-
ing in faraway India. His newly-awakened horror at nabob depreda-
tions in India explains his volte-face on East India Company politics 
between 1773, when he opposed the Regulating Act as an attack on 
chartered rights, and 1781, when he joined the House of Commons 
Select Committee charged with considering how “the greatest 
Security and Advantage to this Country and . . . the happiness of the 
Native Inhabitants may be best promoted,” (as Burke described its 
remit in his correspondence).18 Where he had formerly regarded the 
East India Company as a bastion of mercantile freedom against royal 
patronage, what he later referred to as “this cursed Company” came 
to embody the ways in which institutional intrigue in Britain bore 
malefic consequences thousands of miles away.19 At the level of rep-
resentation, Burke’s aspiration was to transcend the insularity of anti-
nabob invective to engage sympathy for the distant Indian victims of 
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colonialism directly. With his reputation as an exponent of rhetoric, 
he was seemingly well placed to redefine imaginative engagement 
with a problematically obscure object such as India and bring life to 
what he saw as the pathos and tragedy unfolding in a distant land 
under the colonial yoke.

Burke’s own contribution to moral philosophy, his Philosophical 
Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful 
(1757), is strikingly more optimistic about the physical outward 
scope of the sympathetic imagination than the comparatively skepti-
cal accounts of Hume or Smith. The treatise, published when Burke 
was only 28, entered an already crowded field of enquiry into ideas 
of taste, judgment, the sublime, and the operations of the passions. 
Nonetheless, it seems to have provided a yardstick for Burke’s belief 
in imaginative sympathy that remained with him throughout his 
career.20 The Philosophical Enquiry identifies notably fewer barriers 
to the workings of imagination than either Hume or Smith, instead 
insisting that “it is by [sympathy] that we enter into the concerns of 
others; that we are moved as they are moved, and are never suffered 
to be indifferent spectators of almost anything which men can and 
do suffer.”21 This is more akin to the modern concept of empathy, 
for it involves actively insinuating oneself into the life of another 
person rather than detachedly speculating as to how we might feel in 
the same situation.22 Burke locates the individual spectator within a 
divinely ordained web of sympathy: “as our Creator has designed we 
should be united by the bond of sympathy, he has strengthened that 
bond by a proportionable delight; and there most where our sympa-
thy is most wanted, in the distresses of others” (42). In other words, 
we willingly incline our footsteps toward a scene of suffering, inas-
much as we are prompted to do so by innate feelings of compassion. 
The idea of sympathy as a universal bond recurs in Burke’s speeches 
at the trial of Hastings, where he would adapt it to the geographical 
demands of a widespread empire.

Burke’s refusal to concede the barriers of distance or cultural difference 
in the case of India marks out his position from that of either Hume or 
Smith. This was partly due to two factors, which Burke felt made India 
unique. Firstly, Britain had personal connections there through the offi-
cials of the East India Company, who as fellow nationals, naturally ani-
mated the passions of their kinsmen and women. The British public’s 
failure to take note of the alleged crimes of these individuals was, Burke 
felt, a sympathetic anomaly, for a sense of national moral responsibility 
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properly ought to apply to them. Only the geographical remoteness of 
the East India Company’s servants protected them from scrutiny. In his 
speech on Fox’s East India Bill of December 1, 1783, Burke denounced 
“the desperate boldness of a few obscure young men” who believed they 
could plunder the wealth of India unobserved.23 Secondly, it behooved 
Britons to regard the native inhabitants of British India as fellow sub-
jects since, under the various constitutional settlements imposed on 
India from 1765 onwards, Britain held a duty of care toward the Indian 
population in its charge. Burke maintained that it was both idle and 
morally wrong to submit to the arbitrary barrier of distance, but was 
willing to concede that representation of India required an exceptional 
affective intensity “for it is an arduous thing to plead against abuses 
of power which originates from your own country, and affects those 
whom we are used to consider as strangers” (3:403).

Appeals to the passions to create connections over barriers of geog-
raphy and culture mark all of Burke’s thought on India from around 
1781 onward; notably, his speeches in the House of Commons on 
Fox’s East India Bill and on the Nabob of Arcot’s debts (February 28, 
1785). India’s sheer alterity in relation to late eighteenth-century 
Britain, furthermore, meant that “the very names of the suffer-
ers are so uncouth and strange to our ears, that it is very difficult 
for our sympathy to fix upon these objects” (5:403). Mark Salber 
Phillips has distinguished between what he calls Burke’s “distancia-
tive” and “approximate” rhetorical devices, calculated to manipu-
late the emotions of his auditors in contrasting ways by calibrating 
physical distance.24 This is an important insight, for it shows how 
sympathy could be predicated according to a sense of scale as well 
as the more straightforward measure of distance. Emphasizing the 
experiential differences between subject and object could lessen the 
flow of sympathy between them; conversely, it could cultivate esteem 
and foster objective historical understanding, as Hume understood. 
Accentuating points of connection, on the other hand, increased the 
emotional intensity of an imaginative encounter and so facilitated 
sympathy. What Phillips calls Burke’s “blatant presencing effects,” for 
example, his vivid rendition of sexual violence in his opening speech 
to the House of Lords, were moments when the classic spectator-
object relationship of presence was employed. Burke’s reconstruction 
of the glories of Indian civilization must therefore be read as attempts 
to span multiple gulfs of temporality and spatial and geographical dif-
ference through varying configurations of sympathy that depended 
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on the rhetorical manipulation of perspective; techniques we still 
find in charitable campaign publicity today.

How far removed from this ideal was the disdain for India among 
young Company servants, whom Burke described as “birds of prey 
and passage” who “roll in one after another; wave after wave . . . with 
appetites continually renewing for a food that is continually wast-
ing,” who have neither the social acumen nor the intellectual matu-
rity required to discharge the responsibilities of office. Among these 
whelpish adventurers, who “drink the intoxicating draught of author-
ity before their heads are able to bear it,” Burke perceived an indiffer-
ence to Indian society that he saw as tantamount to barbarism:

The natives scarcely know what it is to see the grey head of an 
Englishman. Young men (boys almost) govern there, without 
society, and without sympathy for the natives. They have no 
more social habits with the people, than if they still resided in 
England . . . Were we to be driven out of India this day, nothing 
would remain, to tell that it had been possessed, during the inglo-
rious period of our dominion, by any thing [sic] better than the 
ouran-outang or the tiger. (3:402)

Here was a double breakdown of sympathy: in India itself, between the 
ruling official cadre and the people whom they are under chartered 
obligation to serve, and between the people of Britain and India more 
generally; between these last, Burke believed, there should be a degree 
of reciprocal affection that only the imagination can supply.25

The speech on Fox’s India Bill reveals Burke’s awareness of the dif-
ficulty of undertaking such a mammoth imaginative task, but also 
his refusal to concede the impossibility of doing so. He admits that 
ordinarily “the cries of India are given to seas and winds, to be blown 
about, in every breaking up of the monsoon, over a remote and 
unhearing ocean” but presents his own intervention as an imperfect 
but resolute corrective to collective failure of imagination in Britain 
(3:403). In what may be a deliberate allusion to the analysis of judg-
ment in Hume’s Enquiry, Burke acknowledged in his later speech 
on the Nabob of Arcot’s debts that “the scene of the Indian abuse is 
distant indeed,” but went on to dismiss the “optical illusion which 
makes a briar at our nose of greater magnitude, than an oak at five 
hundred yards distance” (3:488). If British legislators were to redeem 
themselves, Burke argued, they had to match the breadth of their 
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understanding to the magnitude of the empire, or else “at length 
our concerns are shrunk to the dimensions of our minds” (ibid.). In 
the speech on Fox’s India Bill, Burke compared the political geogra-
phy of India with the contemporary Holy Roman Empire, equating 
the Nawab of Awadh with the King of Prussia, the Raja of Tanjore 
with the Elector of Bavaria, and so on. He declared that he intended 
to awaken sympathy by removing barriers to the understanding 
posed by exotic-sounding names and contrasted this technique with 
Hastings’s deliberate obfuscation of the situation:

It is an empire of this extent . . . that I have compared to 
Germany . . . not for an exact resemblance, but as a sort of middle 
term, by which India might be approximated to our understand-
ings, and if possible to our feelings; in order to awaken something 
of sympathy for the unfortunate natives, of which I am afraid we 
are not perfectly susceptible, whilst we look at this very remote 
object through a false and cloudy medium. (3:390)

As well as offering a succinct diagnosis of his own rhetorical methods, 
this passage is important in revealing the association in Burke’s mind 
between graphic clarity and imaginative sympathy; in order to sum-
mon the requisite passions, the object of concern must be presented 
as it were before the eyes of an observer with the full force of imme-
diacy, closing up the actual distance between them. To an extent, this 
was always the aim of classical oratory, but Burke was responding to 
the unique challenges posed by what, for his generation, was the ever 
expanding global stage upon which Britain suddenly found its politi-
cal transactions enacted. His calls for ever greater exertions of imagi-
nation, seen by contemporary commentators as eccentric expressions 
of heightened sensibility, were, in some sense, an attempt to come to 
terms with the spatial hypertrophy of Britain’s imperial modernity.

Burke’s impeachment campaign and his rhetorical strategies in rela-
tion to British India culminated in Hastings’s trial before the Lords, 
which opened on February 13, 1788. Burke was appointed a manager 
of the prosecution, together with the Whig leader Charles James Fox, 
and fellow Whig MPs Richard Brinsley Sheridan and Charles Grey. 
Spurred on by his associates Sir Philip Francis (the probable author of 
the “Junius” letters and Hastings’s implacable rival on the Supreme 
Council of Bengal) and Burke’s shadowy “kinsman” William, Burke 
drafted 22 articles of charge, which for purposes of analytical clarity, 
he grouped under four headings: “Benares,” “Begums,” “Bribes,” and 
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“Presents.” The Benares charge concerned the alleged intimidation and 
unlawful arrest of the Raja, Cheit Singh, resulting in a popular upris-
ing against the British in the city in 1780; the Begums charge involved 
allegations that Hastings had expropriated dowries belonging to the 
mother and grandmother of the Nawab of Awadh, and that his soldiers 
had tortured their household eunuchs; and the Bribes and Presents 
charges referred to assorted allegations of corruption and peculation, 
including the alleged judicial murder of an informer-turned-black-
mailer, Raja Nandakumar. Numerous publications hostile to Hastings 
and the East India Company carried information relating to the alle-
gations in the years preceding the trial and, to a critical eye, much 
appeared rotten in the state of Bengal. Burke certainly attempted to 
sway judicial and public opinion together through the sheer weight of 
evidence. Yet despite the legalistic minutiae upon which many of the 
charges hinged, Burke’s campaign against Hastings may also be consid-
ered as an attempt to redefine relations between Britain and its remote 
Indian dominions imaginatively, through the modulation of percep-
tions of space and the emotional connections generated thereby.

Sara Suleri has challenged the omniscient imagination to argue that 
Burke’s attempt to translate India into an idiom recognizable to fel-
low eighteenth-century Europeans was doomed to collapse into the 
unrealizable category of the sublime; something she associates with 
widespread contemporary perceptions of India as a “land of perpetual 
surplus.”26 Burke’s speeches on India certainly employed a dialectic 
of sublime concealment and sympathetic engagement, which sought 
to generate vivid pictures out of gloomy obscurity. However, the 
visualization of suffering constitutes only a preliminary act of recov-
ery to an attempt to expose colonial victims to sympathetic view. 
This tendency of the European imagination to grasp an object might 
be regarded as tantamount to virtual colonial possession, but Uday 
Singh Mehta, for one, has applauded what he calls Burke’s “conversa-
tion across boundaries of strangeness,” respect for local customs, and 
reluctance to impose a “grid of Enlightenment rationality” on the 
objects of his compassion.27 Burke’s opening speech before the House 
of Lords (February 15, 1788) would appear to contradict this line of 
thought entirely. Addressed directly to the Lords who were trying 
Hastings’s case, the speech represents his most grandiose claim for 
the global reach of the sympathetic imagination:

Your lordships always had a boundless power and unlimited 
jurisdiction. You now have a boundless object. It is not from this 
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country or the other, that relief is applied for, but from whole tribes 
of suffering nations, various descriptions of men, differing in lan-
guage, in manners, and in rights, men separated by every means 
from you. However, by the Providence of God, they are come here 
to supplicate at your Lordships’ Bar; and I hope and trust that 
there will be no rule, formed upon municipal maxims, which will 
prevent the Imperial justice which you owe to the people that call 
to you from all parts of a great, disjointed empire. (6:277)

Burke is arguing here that with the acquisition of Indian territories, 
the polity of Great Britain has expanded, and the jurisdiction of 
the House of Lords, acting here in its capacity as a court of law, has 
expanded accordingly. The power of the Lords is “boundless” within 
the confines of the British state, but the object newly brought before 
them is boundless not because Britain has limitless territorial ambi-
tions (as might be construed from this) but because the population of 
Britain’s Indian dominions is now unimaginably vast. Suleri’s Indian 
sublime raises its head, but Burke does not submit to it, seeing no 
cause for defeatism in the face of this vastness; rather the reverse, in 
fact. He evokes sympathy for India through the scale of the wrongdo-
ing (“whole tribes of suffering nations”) and the physical immediacy 
of individual victimhood (“they are come here to supplicate at your 
Lordships’ bar”). Burke demanded an especial exertion of imagina-
tion to endow every Indian victim of Hastings’s rule with a human 
face, as though each were standing face-to-face in Westminster Hall. 
In this passage, Burke seeks to reduce the seemingly innumerable 
claimants on British justice to the paradigm of a single spectator and 
a single victim: justice administered individually but repeated mil-
lions of times over. For this process to happen, the physical discon-
nection between spectator and object had to be reduced.

In this respect at least, Burke refused to be bound by the category 
of the sublime, as Suleri defines it. However, he also employed the 
more conventional associations of the sublime with obscurity and 
terror as a means of generating moral outrage. His primary means 
of doing this was to reconstruct horrific colonial crime scenes that 
drew on the ideas of terror first elucidated in the Philosophical Enquiry. 
Such crimes involved the sympathetic paradigm of victim (as object 
or sufferer) and villain (as author of the misdeed), into which role the 
late eighteenth-century figure of the nabob readily slipped. His earlier 
speeches can legitimately be construed as outworks of certain of his 
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aesthetic ideas in a political context. By 1788, the necessity of employ-
ing the rhetorical device of magnification in order to make Hastings’s 
crimes comprehensible despite their remoteness from British day-to-
day concerns was clear to him. With his co-manager Sheridan’s assis-
tance, Burke drew on a wide range of effects to create a spectacle that 
he hoped would, given sufficient force of presentation, effectively 
reproduce the scene of distant suffering before the assembled peer-
age.28 Two contemporary cartoons published in 1788, shortly after 
the trial began, responded to Burke and Hastings’s rhetorics of mag-
nification and diminution. In the first, James Sayers accused Burke of 
exaggerating the charges by magnifying a “Benares flea,” a “Begum 
wart” and “Begums’ tears” into an elephant, a mountain, and an 

Figure 8.1 James Sayers, Galante Show, engraving (London: T. Cornell, May 
6, 1788). Courtesy of The Lewis Walpole Library, Yale University.
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ocean of tears respectively in his engraving Galante Show: Redeunt 
Spectacula Mane (May 6, 1788); audience members leaving the booth 
are seen commenting “finely magnified” and “poor ladies they have 
cried their eyes out” (figure 8.1).29 Gillray responded only days later 
by showing Hastings reducing an elephant, a mountain, and a massa-
cre by British soldiers into mice and molehills with a camera obscura 
(figure 8.2). This time the spectators are saying that the objects are 
“charmingly diminish’d.”30 Clearly, neither party was to be trusted 
to give a faithful version of events and the juxtaposed images high-
light the inverted rhetorical strategies of the pro-Hastings lobby and 
Burke’s fellow reformists. These images offer powerful testimony of 
how different scales and perspectives could alter a spectator’s view of 
moral problems and their geographical locations.

Figure 8.2 James Gillray, Camera-Obscura, engraving (London: S. W. Fores, 
May 9, 1788). Copyright: The Trustees of the British Museum.
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As the readiness with which objects could be manipulated and 
inverted makes clear, the rhetorical potentialities of imaginative sym-
pathy were acknowledged to be highly unstable. Through their the-
atrical reconstructions of distant events, Burke and Sheridan sought 
to direct sympathy onto the plight of India, and opprobrium onto 
Hastings. Burke saw this as a corrective process and insisted on the 
universal validity of certain principles of justice, particularly, the 
incompatibility of arbitrary power with the rule of law. Hastings had 
earlier used the notion of arbitrary power to defend himself dur-
ing his trial before the House of Commons in 1786, arguing that in 
adopting this method of government he had simply been following 
centuries of Eastern tradition of rule by benign despotism.31 Burke 
seized on this to protest against Hastings’s “geographical morality,” or 
abandonment of European moral norms outside Europe; an embryo 
moral relativism which he repudiated utterly. This line of defense 
was a concealing shroud, and “Mr. Hastings shall not screen him-
self under it” (6:346). Burke insisted that moral laws were uniform 
throughout the world as, moreover, was criminal culpability:

The laws of morality are the same every where, [and] there is no 
action which would pass for an action of extortion, of peculation, 
of bribery and of oppression in England, that is not an act of extor-
tion, of peculation, of bribery and of oppression in Europe, Asia, 
Africa, and all the world over. (6:346)

Neither the King of England nor the Mughal Emperor, in Burke’s 
view, was entitled to wield arbitrary power, still less a colonial gover-
nor answerable to Parliament. “Law and arbitrary power are at eter-
nal enmity,” he insisted, “I would as willingly try [Hastings] upon 
the law of the Koran, or the Institutes of Tamerlane, as upon the 
Common Law or the Statute Law of this Kingdom” (6:365), reinforc-
ing his point with a lengthy extract from the Institutes Political and 
Military written originally . . . by the Great Timur (1783), which he had 
read during his involvement with the parliamentary select commit-
tee five years earlier.32

But Burke’s moral universalism was not the totalizing system it 
seemed, for he spoke only of fundamentals and took care to pre-
serve space for variety in local usages and customs; a hallmark of his 
political philosophy as a whole. By arguing for a common ground 
of human morality, however, he was able to extend the domain of 
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imaginative sympathy across the spaces of empire. Hastings, on the 
other hand, in Burke’s view, fooled the British public into thinking 
that the ways of the East were inscrutable to Europeans, and that 
India was both physically inaccessible and culturally unreadable. The 
“geographical morality” defense denied imaginative sympathy its 
role of moral overseer of the community of empire. The persistent 
problem of obscurity in the contents of the charges, one of which 
hinged on the legal definition of the Indian landowning class, was 
addressed both through the rhetoric of magnification and by sub-
suming regional technicalities in more generalized, emotive versions 
of the crime. The Begums charge, for example, was announced as 
having “fraudulently alienated the fortunes of widows”; Hastings was 
accused of having “without right, title or purchase, taken the lands of 
orphans and given them to wicked persons under him” and, through 
his agent Devi Singh, of having “wasted the country” of three prov-
inces, “destroyed the landed interest, cruelly harassed the peasants, 
burnt their houses, seized their crops, tortured and degraded their 
persons, and destroyed the honour of the whole female race of that 
Country.” Hastings personally stood accused of “avarice, rapacity, 
pride, cruelty, ferocity, malignity of temper, haughtiness, insolence” 
and a general abandonment of morality unprecedented in a British 
public servant. “Do we want a cause, my Lords?” Burke railed at the 
Lords, “You have the cause of oppressed Princes, of undone women 
of the first rank, of desolated Provinces and of wasted Kingdoms” 
(6:457).

The charges were mapped into a cross between fairy tale and medi-
eval romance, but this was a strategy for reducing alien and complex 
legalistic jargon with a view to attaining moral clarity and imagina-
tively summoning what was far away into immediate sympathetic 
presence. Burke, in a sudden swell of optimism, paused to reflect on 
the transports of sympathy these transformations may have helped 
to inspire:

I believe, my Lords, that the sun in his beneficent progress round 
the world does not behold a more glorious sight than that of men, 
separated from a remote people by the material bounds and bar-
riers of nature, united by the bond of a social and moral com-
munity, all the Commons of England resenting as their own, the 
indignities and cruelties that are offered to all the people of India. 
(6:457–458)
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Burke acknowledged the problem of spatial distance even as he mar-
veled at the possibilities imaginative exertion could bring to the 
ministration of colonial justice. As Siraj Ahmed expresses it, “Burke 
hoped to enlist British civil society in the prosecution of the colo-
nial government’s crimes or, in other words, its salvation.”33 In his 
long closing Speech in Reply (delivered between May 28 and June 
16, 1794) he confronted the question of remoteness in connection 
with the Begums charge, posing the rhetorical question of whether 
the House of Lords, “at nine thousand miles distance,” was fit to be 
trying “the titles of women buried in the depths of Asia, buried in 
the depth of the Seraglio, concealed from human eye?” Hastings, he 
contended, had sought to “bury” his crimes in Oriental obscurity 
so opaque he never dreamed the British Parliament would dare try 
to penetrate it. Burke restated his determination not to founder in 
the sublime, arguing that nothing relating to Britain’s duty of care 
should escape the eye of parliamentary scrutiny: “If we did not bring 
this case before you as the heaviest aggravation we should betray our 
trust as representatives of the Commons of Great Britain, which I 
hope we never shall” (7:459). Indeed Burke’s lonely quest during the 
Hastings trial can be summarized as a struggle of sympathy against 
the sublime. His efforts to bring affective simplicity out of infinite 
complication were threatened on all sides by the limits of imagina-
tion, beyond which lay sublime obscurity. This led to critics labelling 
him as Quixotic for pursuing politics into the phantasmal realms of 
the mind. It can—and should—also be seen as a refusal to mystify the 
exercise of unchecked authority.

Burke may have rejected the impenetrability of the sublime as a 
barrier to sympathy, but elsewhere (and more opportunistically) he 
used the emotive qualities of obscurity coupled with gothic tropes as 
weapons against Hastings. As touched upon earlier, Burke drew on 
ideas of the sublime familiar from his Enquiry, comparing Hastings 
to such terrifying creatures as monsters, tigers, vultures, and even 
a vampire: he had “a heart blackened to the very blackest, a heart 
dyed deep in blackness, a heart corrupted, vitiated and gangrened 
to the very core” (6:275). Such was the vitriol of Burke’s attack on 
Hastings that the editor of the pro-Hastings Trial of Warren Hastings, 
Esq., one of several compendiums of eyewitness reportage published 
during and subsequent to the trial, included a “Curious Collection of 
Mr. Burke’s Abuse of Mr. Hastings” as an appendix, while the satirist 
John Williams (“Anthony Pasquin”) wrote in his Authentic Memoirs 
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of Warren Hastings that “had this furious, implacable, but pitiable 
man, existed in the remoter ages, and foamed and bellowed forth his 
malediction, similar to his present mode, his irrational ferocity would 
have drawn an exorcism from the church.”34 Even his closest allies 
feared that Burke had gone too far in his use of gothic horror. One 
passage from his opening speech (February 18, 1788), which swiftly 
became notorious, recounted atrocities allegedly committed in the 
northern Bengalese district of Rangpur by Devi Singh’s minions (an 
episode not strictly related to the main charges at all); describing the 
seizure of land and property from tenants unable to pay exorbitant 
rents, Burke reconstructed a scene of sexual violence so graphic that 
Sheridan’s wife fainted in the public gallery of the House of Lords in 
a veritable climax of sentimental indignation. The passage reveals an 
artful interplay of sympathy for women and children and antipathy 
for their torturers, who subvert the intimate scenes of infancy into a 
locus of sexualized brutality:

They [the victims] were dragged out naked and exposed to the pub-
lic view, and scourged before all the people . . . In order that nature 
might be violated in all the circumstances where the sympathies of 
nature are awakened, where the remembrances of our infancy and 
all our tender remembrances are combined, they put the nipples 
of the women into the sharp edges of split bamboos and tore them 
from their bodies. Grown from ferocity into ferocity, from cruelty 
to cruelty, they applied burning torches and cruel slow fires (My 
Lords, I am ashamed to go further); those infernal fiends, in defi-
ance of every thing divine and human, planted death in the source 
of life, and where that modesty which more distinguishes man 
even than his rational nature from the base creation, turns from 
the view and dared not meet the expression, dared those infernal 
fiends execute their cruel and nefarious tortures where the mod-
esty of nature and the sanctity of justice dare not follow them or 
even describe their practices. (6:421)

Burke trespassed upon the bounds of modesty himself in relating the 
torturer’s practices, invoking the sublime to sidestep representations 
that would be truly outrageous, even while they gleaned extra force 
from the semi-concealment of his account.

Of course, the power of violence to engage sympathy still figures 
in foreign news reportage in our own day. Ever since Burke wrote 
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that “pain is much stronger in its operation than pleasure,” and 
Adam Smith asked readers to imagine that “our brother is upon the 
rack,” bodily violence, torture, and death remained potent emblems 
of sympathetic identification in eighteenth-century moral philoso-
phy and, by extension, the vocabulary of political investigation.35 
Work by Elaine Scarry and Susan Sontag has sought to account for 
the phenomenon of witnessing the spectacle of a victim in pain, an 
experience, Scarry and Sontag both agree, immeasurably intensified 
by the onset of modernity and the age of photographic and now digi-
tal reproduction.36 Sontag remarks that Burke’s aesthetical formula-
tion of suffering significantly came “at the beginning of modernity,” 
and perhaps we may count Burke as the forerunner of the modern 
war photographer who brings home the scenes of violence associ-
ated with tyrannical misrule overseas.37 Burke’s position throughout 
the trial was that no British governor of a far-flung province should 
escape justice simply on account of the obscurity of colonial out-
posts, a scenario that would later become a familiar part of the nar-
rative of empire (the most celebrated example of course being Joseph 
Conrad’s Mr. Kurtz). While Burke was a critic of British colonial prac-
tices as they were then constituted, he had no wish to relinquish any 
part of Britain’s territorial possessions, and in fact he and Hastings 
were merely arguing about the best method for making British India 
secure. Ralph Broome, a member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and 
a supporter of Hastings, poked fun at the difference in argument 
between the two men in his satirical verse commentary on the trial, 
The Letters of Simkin the Second, Poetic Recorder of all the Proceedings, 
upon the Trial of Warren Hastings (1791):

 [Hastings] according to BURKE, has been forming a plan,
 To map geographical morals for man.
 Who to shew us his great geometrical art,
 Fit climates for virtues has drawn on a chart;
 That virtues and vices, that duties and crimes,
 May change with the latitudes, countries and climes.
 Here EDMUND committed his honor and word,
 To prove moral geography vastly absurd.38

Refusing to confine himself to the parochial concerns of the nabob 
controversy, Burke applied ideas of imaginative sympathy germi-
nated in his Philosophical Enquiry to widen the horizons of British 
national consciousness. Ironically, it was Hastings whom imperial 
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historians have commonly viewed as “sympathetic” in his dealings 
with India through his adoption of indigenous forms of government, 
knowledge of local languages, and extensive patronage of Oriental 
scholarship he has acquired a reputation as a progressive and cultur-
ally tactful Governor-General. His own speech towards the end of the 
trial, which ruined him financially, reflects his own bitter sense of 
ingratitude on behalf of the mother country: “I gave you all, and you 
have rewarded me with confiscation, disgrace, and a life of impeach-
ment” (June 2, 1791).39 Indeed Hastings’s human presence in the 
courtroom significantly altered the flow of sentiment among the 
spectators. Suleri observes that Hastings appeared as the only human 
figure in the otherwise completely abstract plan of the courtroom 
included in the History of the Trial of Warren Hastings, Esq. (1794), 
a popular narrative version of the official transcript.40 In her diary, 
Fanny Burney offered an Aristotelian account of his plight, albeit one 
tinctured with the warm blush of sensibility:

What an awful moment this for such a man!—a man fallen from 
such height of power to a situation so humiliating—from the 
almost unlimited command of so large a part of the Eastern world 
to be cast at the feet of his enemies, of the great tribunal of his 
country, and of the nation at large, assembled thus in a body to try 
and judge him! Could even his prosecutors at that moment look 
on—and shudder at least, if they did not blush?41

Thus, even as Burke first advanced his vision, the problems of remote-
ness latent in eighteenth-century discussions of sympathy were played 
out across the spatial realities of empire. Any hopes for benign inter-
vention were perhaps inevitably compromised by the contemporary 
unwillingness to look beyond the immediate geographical locale as 
well as European boundaries of understanding.

The physical limits of sympathetic engagement were, of course, 
by no means confined to the period under discussion here and offer 
much scope for fruitful future analysis. During the nineteenth cen-
tury, the prevailing mental stance towards imperial locales was one 
of indifference, as Bernard Porter has shown; and remote philan-
thropic causes never excited the same level of emotion as depriva-
tion in Britain itself, despite the often far greater pitch of suffering 
involved.42 The history of distant suffering (e.g., James Vernon’s work 
on famine) has shown affect to be a highly spatialized phenomenon 
in both imperial and contemporary global conditions.43 The work 
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of Jürgen Habermas forms a curious coda to Burke’s campaign to 
impeach Hastings, insofar as Habermas attempted to revive Kantian 
ideas of transcendental ethics to create what he calls a “cosmopolitan 
transformation of the state of nature among states into a legal order”; 
effectively, an attempt to realize Kant’s Enlightenment formula for 
“perpetual peace” in a modern supranational context.44 It remains 
to be seen what the fate will be of the bodies to which such thinking 
gave rise (most obviously, the European Union, the European Court 
of Human Rights, and the International Criminal Court) in the face 
of rising public skepticism towards imagined communities beyond 
the physical borders of the nation state; the outward limit of imagi-
native engagement according to Hume. Burke, of course, differed 
from Habermas in seeking to extend the emotional bonds of a single 
nation across all parts of the world over which it held sway.

Modern NGOs and charities, too, face the dilemma that where we 
stand physically in relation to other people affects what we feel toward 
them and consequently, how we behave toward them. The extreme 
pathos that marks much charitable publicity material can be seen as 
a reflection of the sheer difficulty of inciting emotion for people and 
places that are far away, despite placing harrowing images before the 
viewer’s very eyes. Marshall Myers has argued in his study of the bil-
lions of charity letters that are sent in the United States annually, that 
without a concrete, proximate image upon which to fasten imagi-
natively, the emotions collapse into the gulf of separation between 
viewer and the object of pity.45 This contemporary challenge bears all 
the hallmarks of Burke’s paradoxical negotiation between the sym-
pathetic sublime—that is, the need to raise the emotions to a level 
where they may transcend their immediate environment—and the 
sublime vastness of empire that exceeded comprehension and con-
sequently, upon which emotion was unable to concentrate. In crude 
prototype, Burke broached these issues and found the imagination 
wanting; yet for him and others, it remained a fundamental human 
duty to make the effort nonetheless, lest “at length our concerns are 
shrunk to the dimensions of our minds,” which would represent a 
radical failure of compassionate subjectivity.
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A Tale of Three Scales: Ways of 
Malthusian Worldmaking
Robert J. Mayhew

Spatial historiographies: Realism and production versus 
nominalism and narration

What, exactly, can “space” do in an historical analysis? There is a very 
considerable body of work, notably, addressing the “historical geog-
raphies of science,” but also spreading more broadly into other arenas 
of political and intellectual history, which offers what might be called 
a “strong” program for the role of space in historical events.1 This 
program, which tends ultimately to be grounded in the arguments 
about the production of space developed by Henri Lefebvre, suggests 
that space is not a “passive container,” a mere stage on which players 
make history, but is itself co-constitutive of that history, as an active 
participant.2 As two of the most distinguished scholars who argue in 
this vein put it recently, “geography, like time and embodiment, is 
an essential thing.”3 Their individual monographs have enunciated 
similar positions. David Livingstone in his benchmark survey of the 
geographies of science concludes that “the impact of place on science 
is inescapable.”4 And for Charles Withers, it is clear that the answer 
to a question he poses at the opening of his study of nineteenth-
century geography at the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science—whether “geography as a subject was altered in its nature, 
even in its content and meaning, by geography as setting”—is in the 
affirmative.5 Both authors eschew environmental determinism in 
this regard: the argument that the climate or physical geography of 
a location determines its science; and yet it is apparent that both are 
taking space, place, and/or geography as a “real” entity which has the 
causal power to impact upon historical processes. In short, space is 
ontologically real and epistemologically efficacious, hence our ability 
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to trace its impact on the reception of Darwin, the construction of 
geography in nineteenth-century Britain and so forth.

And yet what is not clear to the present writer is that the case for an 
ontologically “real” space which can epistemologically “do” things 
in history has been made. Seen in a different light, what this by now 
substantial body of work in fact does is to show something that few 
historians would deny, but which they would not perhaps wrap in 
the philosophical assumptions made by adherents to the rubric of 
the historical geography of science: that historical entities, physical 
and discursive, are geographically differentiated. That entities and 
arguments vary over space, and that this affects historical patterns, 
processes, and change is clear, but this is no different from what the 
rubric of contextual sensitivity would tell any historian. No historian, 
surely, would gainsay the notion, for example, that ideas, scientific or 
otherwise, take on different meanings in different places in the light 
of the contexts, political, social, economic and so forth, in which 
they are received, nor that such ideas can be related to the contexts 
of the places in which they are forged. What they might deny is that 
this amounts to space, location, or place doing anything, rather than 
the more modest claim that contexts are geographically differenti-
ated, however hard it might be to place boundaries or other markers 
of spatial delimitation around them. There is an intellectual ratio-
nale, then, for finding the historical scholarship which what I am 
calling the “strong” program for the spatiality of knowledge has pro-
duced entirely convincing, whilst simultaneously denying its con-
ceptual claims about space and its role in the historical accounts they 
narrate. This contention can be seen as arguing for a reverse error 
to the one with which Lefebvre was preoccupied in The Production 
of Space. For where Lefebvre believed that semiology was erroneous 
in that it “transfer[red] onto the level of discourse, of language per 
se—i.e. the level of mental space—a large portion of the attributes 
and ‘properties’ of what is actually social space,” the suggestion here 
is that a realist spatial historiography has tended to ascribe to the 
physicality of space—space itself—that which is actually produced by 
historically-traceable social and intellectual conditions and contexts, 
things happening in space but not because of space as such.6 From 
such a perspective, we might say that concepts of space—Lefebvre’s 
“mental space”—can act on the world, peoples’ spatial understand-
ings driving their actions (which then affect the material world), just 
as assuredly as the socially-produced material world can affect mental 
space, but that space per se cannot achieve any such impact.
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If one adheres to this position, one can move to a different under-
standing of what space is, which I would call a “nominalist” one, 
from which a different image of the role of space in historical enquiry 
emerges. In the radical nominalism of William of Ockham, the world 
is only composed of substances and qualities. This in turn means that 
many of the terms used in speech to order reality are not ipso facto 
realities, a notable example being that “place and time . . . are not dis-
tinct things.”7 Likewise, for Ockham, “there is no such thing as motion 
over and above things.”8 Or, as the later work of David Hume put the 
same point, “the ideas of space and time are . . . no separate or distinct 
ideas, but merely those of . . . manner or order.”9 On this view, space, 
scale, place, and such like cannot “do” anything; they are merely logical 
devices for ordering our inquiries and to speak of place “acting” makes 
sense as a façon de parler, but not as a causal claim. On this basis, and 
moving into the arena of the philosophy of history, Reinhart Kosselleck 
has argued that terms like space and place are, then, formal categories 
not “historical designations,” by which he means that they are “epis-
temological categories which assist in the foundation of the possibil-
ity of a history” but are not categories from which any of that history 
can itself be deduced.10 And while the literature about the production 
of space on which the historical geographies of science rubric draws 
takes the reverse, realist view, other debates in geography, notably those 
about “scale,” have been polarized more productively around a real-
ist and a nominalist understanding of the concept in question (albeit 
they tend not to use this binary from medieval philosophy to encap-
sulate the difference).11 That said, and as has been clear by my casual 
elision of categories such as “space” and “scale” thus far, from a nomi-
nalist perspective, for all the differences between the tangled debates 
of geographers and social scientists more generally around space and 
scale, they are equally misleading in that both accord some epistemo-
logical reality to the categories under debate, rather than “junking the 
problematic” by seeing space and scale purely as ways of slicing up real-
ity—of ordering events and objects. As such, this essay prefers to lump 
together spatial categories that have traditionally had different discur-
sive dynamics—space, place, scale—as each is viewed as a narrative and 
conceptual ordering device performing a similar function.

On this basis, what, on a nominalist view, can space and related 
geographical concepts like scale do for actual, empirical historical 
enquiry? The answer is twofold. First, space can be seen to provide 
terms that “visualize” historical concepts and categories. Historical 
writing is replete with discussion of “networks,” “place,” “location,” 
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“migration,” and so on. While it is relapsing to realism to agree with 
Reinhart Kosselleck that “time, as it is known, can only be expressed 
in spatial metaphors,”12 as time can probably be expressed through all 
sorts of metaphorical webs, it certainly is the case that spatial terms 
have proved remarkably fruitful for recent historiography.13 When 
Withers and Livingstone, for example, pose the question “how does 
science travel—within and between communities of practitioners, for 
example, or from ‘expert’ to ‘lay’ audience?,”14 we should be clear that 
they are deploying a spatial term, “travel,” but in a purely visual or met-
aphorical sense: the inquiry involved in answering the question posed 
demands the conventional historical armory of contextual research. 
Secondly, and more ambitiously, spatial categories can be used from a 
nominalist perspective to order the reading experiences and to struc-
ture the narrative line a historian adopts. In Nelson Goodman’s mod-
ern nominalism, they can be a “way of worldmaking.” What Goodman 
means is that many coherent “truths” or stories can be told about a set 
of events, perceptions, or experiences. The web of contexts in which an 
event is enmeshed constructs not just how it is understood, the world-
view in which it coheres, but constructs the event itself.15 As Goodman 
comments in his most relevant example for our purposes:

The effect of weighting appears in the difference between two his-
tories of the Renaissance: one that, without excluding the battles, 
stresses the arts; another that, without excluding the arts, stresses 
the battles. The difference in style is a difference in weighting that 
gives us two different Renaissance worlds.16

More generally, for Goodman, the ways in which we pull pre-existing 
worlds/narratives apart and put them back together makes new and 
different worlds across the arts and the sciences. Two of many axes 
around which this process of pulling apart and putting together can 
take place are time and space, both of which can be used to bring 
events or phenomena—which would be heterogeneous under a 
different worldview—into a coherent system of order. However, as 
Goodman affirms, “Whatever else may be said of these modes of orga-
nization, they are not ‘found in the world’ but built into the world.”17 
If this is the case, multiple coherent stories can be ventured for any 
given historical event or datum, and one of the ways in which such 
stories can be crafted is by slicing and recombining data from the 
past along different temporal or spatial lines: periodization, that tra-
ditional quandary for the historian, meshed with what we might call 
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“spatialization,” that traditional quandary of geographers about how 
to divide up space,18 makes new worlds of historical understanding.

In the present essay, I want to operationalize a nominalist approach 
to spatial historiography by taking the spatial category of “scale” and 
interrogating how it can lead us to new readings—new “worldmak-
ings” —of the arguments and reception of Thomas Robert Malthus 
and his Essay on the Principle of Population (1798), notably as the his-
tory of social scientific inquiry has been less well served to date by 
readings inspired by the idea of historical geographies of knowledge 
than has been the history of physical scientific inquiry.19 It will be 
suggested that the simple scalar trinity of local, national, and global 
can be used to build three different routes through both Malthus’s 
arguments in the Essay, and the ways in which his work has been 
received over the past two centuries.

Introducing Malthus: A Dickensian prelude

Thomas Robert Malthus (1766–1834) has established his place in the 
historical memory for his pioneering work of demographic-cum-social 
analysis, An Essay on the Principle of Population (1798). Malthus’s public 
life was fairly conventional for one of his era and social background: 
Cambridge followed by the cloth; with the second half of his life being 
spent as Professor of Political Economy at the East India Company’s train-
ing college of Haileybury. In this context, he produced six editions of the 
Essay in his lifetime, and also worked on many elements of the emergent 
inquiry of political economy, his definitive statement in this area being 
Principles of Political Economy, published in 1820. Malthus’s personal life 
was likewise conventional and blameless to the point where he provides 
little by way of sensational grist to the biographer’s mill, although Patricia 
James’s 1979 biography is a thorough act of diligent scholarly devotion 
to his shade.20 By contrast with his life story, Malthus’s Essay, published 
anonymously, and his first venture into print, was a controversial suc-
cess in its own age, arguing as it did that utopian visions of social prog-
ress inspired by the French Revolution would always be undercut by 
subsistence crises as population growth outpaced resource increases and 
on this basis advocating the removal of poor relief as engendering the 
“surplus” population it allegedly palliated.

The Essay was not just controversial in its own age but has proved 
remarkably durable in its impact over the past two centuries, seeing 
wave after wave of critique and condemnation, but also on the other 
hand, a chorus of appreciation. It seems apposite to open this essay 
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with reference to perhaps the most famous literary caricature of the 
work of Malthus, Charles Dickens’s depiction of Ebenezer Scrooge in 
A Christmas Carol (1843). In the opening stave of the book, Scrooge 
is visited by two “portly gentlemen, pleasant to behold” who ask 
him for a little Christmas charity for the poor. Scrooge replies that he 
already pays toward the local prison and the Union workhouses and 
that this is sufficient. When pressed that many would rather die than 
be consigned to the workhouse, Scrooge’s infamous reply is couched 
in deliberately Malthusian terms:

“If they would rather die,” said Scrooge, “they had better do it, and 
decrease the surplus population.”21

Scrooge the Malthusian, of course, is then visited by three very tem-
poral ghosts, those of past, present and future. In this essay I want to 
revisit Malthus and his reputation through the lens of three spatial 
scales—global, national, and local—arguing that very different con-
structions of the ideas and legacy contained in his work—in particular 
the first, 1798, edition of his Essay—have been built depending on 
which of these scales he is approached through. My argument will sug-
gest that Malthus’s Essay can be read as operating at each of these three 
scales at different points in the text with divergent rhetorical effects, 
and that his reception at each of these scales has been radically differ-
ent. The survey contained here will be necessarily brief, a conspectus of 
spots in the complex skein of Malthus’s work and in the rich history of 
the reception of Malthusian ideas over the past two centuries.22

Global Malthus

In his Essay on the Principle of Population of 1798, Malthus, as is well 
known, argued that the mutual interactions of demographic change 
and resource—especially food—availability meant that population 
tended to outstrip food: population tended to increase at a geometric 
ratio, food production only at an arithmetic ratio. The possible out-
comes of this interaction were either catastrophic population collapse 
by war, famine, or pestilence, Malthus’s “positive” checks, or forms of 
voluntary or state-sponsored restraint such as delayed marriage and 
military service, his “preventive” checks. What is interesting from the 
present perspective is that Malthus repeatedly constructed these posi-
tions as being universal, as working at the global—perhaps even cos-
mic—scale and as operational throughout time. At some level Malthus 
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draws here on the broad tradition of natural law inquiry stretching 
back to Aquinas, but his specific sources for this universalizing rhetoric 
are more precisely locatable. In short, true to his Cantabridgian educa-
tion, Malthus couched the argument of the Essay in quasi-Newtonian 
terms of the sort one also finds in Hume’s Treatise before it or Charles 
Lyell’s Principles of Geology shortly after it. Thus, setting up his argu-
ment, Malthus suggested that the ratios he was about to unfold were 
grounded in “two postulata,” that “food is necessary to the existence 
of man” and that “the passion between the sexes is necessary, and will 
remain nearly in its present state,” continuing that:

These two laws ever since we have had any knowledge of mankind, 
appear to have been fixed laws of our nature; and, as we have not 
hitherto seen any alteration in them, we have no right to conclude 
that they will ever cease to be what they now are.23

The language of laws of nature and mathematical universality pep-
pers the text; the ratio of births to deaths are “operations of what we 
call nature” and have “been conducted almost invariably according to 
fixed laws” (Essay, 48); for the radical dissenter Richard Price to ignore 
the power of population to outstrip resource growth is “as astonish-
ing, as if he had resisted the conclusion of one of the plainest proposi-
tions of Euclid” (Essay, 119). Examples could be multiplied, but one 
more will suffice, as it scandalized Malthus’s readers for the apparently 
unchristian logic it bespoke in an ordained minister and led directly 
to the Dickensian caricature in Scrooge with which I opened:

It has appeared, that from the inevitable laws of our nature, some 
human beings must suffer from want. These are the unhappy persons 
who, in the great lottery of life, have drawn a blank. (Essay, 74)

To make good on this mathematical-cum-scientific claim as to the uni-
versal applicability of the “principle of population,” Malthus embarked 
on a more empirical historical geography, arguing that core elements 
of the societal dynamics of civilizations throughout history and across 
space were designed to respond to the power of demographic expan-
sion to outstrip resource increase. Thus in the 1798 edition of the Essay, 
Malthus engaged on a whistle-stop tour of savage and shepherd soci-
eties in Chapter 3 and of ancient societies in Chapter 4, before reach-
ing civilized societies in Chapter 5 and new colonies in Chapter 6. The 
sequencing owed much to Malthus’s reading of the stadial theories of the 
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Scottish enlightenment literati, notably Robertson, Hume and Ferguson, 
with their drive to find universal patterns of sequential societal change 
amidst the records of historians and travelers.24 This was no marginal 
part of Malthus’s argument. On the contrary, from the much-expanded 
1803 edition of the Essay through to its final iteration in 1826, Malthus 
massively expanded this survey, which came to fill two books, the 
first of which treated “checks to population in the less civilized parts of 
the world, and in past times,” as the heading had it, and the second of 
which treated “the different states of modern Europe” in a nation-by-
nation sequence of twelve chapters.25 Summing up his massive compila-
tion of historical and geographical data, Malthus opined that:

In comparing the state of society which has been considered in 
this second book with that which formed the subject of the first, 
I think it appears that in modern Europe the positive checks to 
population prevail less, and the preventive checks more, than in 
past times, and in the more uncivilized parts of the world.26

Overall, for Malthus the progress of civilization was precisely mea-
sured by this replacement of positive checks with preventive checks 
that demanded individual and collective regulation and restraint. This 
was the sequential or stadial component of his argument, and yet the 
need to respond to the core dynamics of the principle of population 
remained intact and inviolate across time and space, thereby amount-
ing to a universal law for all the diversity of its societal manifestations. 
Here, then, lies Malthus’s claim to be a pioneer of Enlightenment 
social science, bringing Newtonian simplicity to the study of society.

Obviously, Malthus’s Universalist rhetoric can be undercut from a 
critical and spatial perspective. His stadial theory—that is, his theory 
of a uniform set of stages of social development through which all 
societies pass on their way from barbarism to civilization—encodes the 
“view from somewhere” of the European Enlightenment literati, and 
stadial theory as a whole has been critically examined by postcolonial 
scholarship.27 Indeed, Alison Bashford has shown the extent to which 
Malthus’s work drew from subaltern voices in travel literature, especially 
in the expanded editions of the Essay published after 1803, whilst Karen 
O’Brien has shown in parallel that Malthus’s historiography in his global 
tour of the population principle was unusually attuned to the gendered 
omissions from universal or stadial history of the role of women.28 And 
these are not merely the findings of modern critical scholarship, with 
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Malthus himself commenting that the ubiquity of the principle of pop-
ulation had been obscured because “the histories of mankind that we 
possess, are histories only of the higher classes” (Essay, 15), of precisely 
those few individuals whose wealth and power allowed them to escape 
from the enduring demands of subsistence, which faced the majority. 
Malthus, then, simultaneously deployed, stretched, and questioned 
Enlightenment discourses of the global/universal in the Essay.

For all that his rhetoric has been questioned in modern scholar-
ship, “global” Malthus, the thinker preoccupied with universal truths 
and their varied expression over time and space, has resurfaced at 
many points in the two centuries since he penned his Essay. For our 
purposes, I will focus on two well-known “Malthusian moments” 
when this scale of his analysis was reactivated in the reception of 
his ideas: the Darwinian moment of the 1850s and the “spaceship 
earth” moment of the 1960s. Writing to commemorate the fiftieth 
anniversary of the publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species (1859), the 
co-discoverer of evolution by natural selection, Alfred Russel Wallace, 
highlighted three contexts he shared with Darwin that led to this 
set of ideas. Beetle collecting and travel need not concern me, but 
Wallace gave pride of place to their shared encounter with Malthus:

Both Darwin and myself . . . had our attention directed to the sys-
tem of positive checks as expounded by Malthus in his “Principles 
of Population.” The effect of that was analogous to that of friction 
upon the specially prepared match, producing that flash of insight 
which led us immediately to the simple but universal law of the 
“survival of the fittest,” as the long sought effective cause of the 
continuous modification and adaptations of living things.29

Darwin made similar if more plain comments in his Autobiography about 
reading Malthus in 1838 “for amusement” but finding there “a theory 
by which to work.”30 The Darwin industry has, of course, analyzed the 
Malthusian moment narrated here by both Darwin and Wallace in great 
detail and demonstrated that this is not a mere retrospective fabrication; 
the discovery of Darwin’s notebooks shows that Darwin did in fact read 
Malthus when he said he did,31 while Wallace’s inspiration was always 
clear from his direct references to “geometrical ratios” in his pathbreaking 
“Ternate Paper,” “On the Tendencies of Varieties to Depart Indefinitely 
from the Original Type” of 1858.32 Malthus is here imaged as the catalyst 
for the Darwinian revolution, but from a “scalar” perspective, note also 
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that the component of his ideas that creates the intellectual “friction” is 
the positive checks that transcend time and space, and thus allow for a 
universal law of the survival of the fittest. It was the global language of 
the laws of nature embedded in Malthus’s Essay that was drawn upon in 
the Darwin-Wallace idea complex. Moreover, this was no mere moment 
for Darwin and Wallace, a spark in 1858 that then disappeared. Darwin, 
for example, was still drawing heavily on Malthus when he published 
his most controversial work, The Descent of Man, in 1871, in which he 
applied the ideas of evolution by natural selection to human develop-
ment. Praising the “ever memorable” Essay in a footnote,33 Darwin went 
on to look at the positive checks which would have applied to early 
humans, only criticizing Malthus for overlooking the role and ubiquity 
of infanticide,34 and made the centrality of Malthusian mechanisms, 
of the imbalance of demography and subsistence, in the selection of 
human variations plain:

The early progenitors of man must have also tended, like all other 
animals, to have increased beyond their means of subsistence; they 
must therefore occasionally have been exposed to the struggle for 
existence, and consequently to the rigid law of natural selection. 
Beneficial variations of all kinds will thus, either occasionally or 
habitually, have been preserved, and injurious ones eliminated.35

Malthus, then, had lain bare a universal, global dynamic which 
applied to the natural world as Darwin and Wallace had simultane-
ously realized, to the human world wherein Malthus had originally 
couched his arguments, and to the shadowy worlds of hominids and 
early humans by which Darwin and the Victorian anthropologists 
were fascinated.36

Moving forward a century, the 1960s saw two very different but equally 
global moments in the reception of Malthusian ideas. First, the 1960s 
saw the emergence of what has been perhaps the most influential way 
of reading Malthus academically of the past half century: Tony Wrigley’s 
attempt to characterize the “demographic system” implied by Malthus. 
Wrigley was also drawn to the universal in Malthus, to that transcending 
time and space, by which I mean here the systematic interrelationships 
between food and population variables implied in the Essay. Wrigley 
was and is interested in the feedback loops between resources and popu-
lation that are implied by Malthus, these forming, in toto, a negative 
feedback system where increased population tends to lead to resource 
overuse, which in turn leads to population restriction in a homeostatic 
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regime. In his most influential formulation of this negative demo-
graphic regime, Continuity, Chance and Change (1988), Wrigley suggested 
that it applied across time and space to “advanced organic economies”: 
in other words, to all societies reliant for energy on sources fixed by the 
sun on an annual basis. Whilst the details of demographic adjustment 
will vary from example to example, all such societies, across time and 
space, will exhibit a variant of the negative feedback system between 
population and resources, which Malthus was the first to anatomize in 
1798. And yet for Wrigley, and to ape 1066 and All That for a moment, 
Malthus was “right but retrospective,” in that the negative feedback 
loops his Essay was predicated on held good across the gamut of earlier 
social formations, but were about to be decisively transcended by the 
use of mineral-based sources of energy: first in the form of coal in the 
nineteenth century, and then of oil and natural gas in the twentieth cen-
tury. Such resources are not an annual stock determined by the fixing of 
the sun’s energy, but a stock created over geological time, which can be 
used at any rate which extractive technology allows. As such, negative 
Malthusian feedback loops could be jettisoned and replaced by “a new 
demographic order,” “the era of exponential growth.”37 Wrigley, then, 
both looked to the potentially universal, the dynamics of a homeostatic 
demographic regime, and then historicized its applicability, the result 
being a demographic rereading of the narrative of the industrial revolu-
tion as the “great transformation” in human socio-economic history.38

Lest this makes it seem as if Wrigley has—by historicizing it—
undermined Malthus’s universality, there is an interesting caveat he 
himself has added half a century after first formulating this problem-
atic. In his most recent discussion of Malthusian themes in Energy and 
the English Industrial Revolution (2010), Wrigley has argued forcefully 
that such an era and order as that represented by his mineral-based 
economy cannot continue indefinitely:

We have been given an interval, brief in comparison with earlier 
periods in human history, in which to find a new balance. Access 
to fossil fuels has brought unexampled prosperity to three conti-
nents and is rapidly transforming two more. Continued depen-
dence on fossil fuels, however, is a recipe for disaster . . . Since they 
are consumptibles they will become exhausted . . . But there is a 
more immediate problem. The release of gases which occur when 
fossil fuel is burnt causes temperatures to rise and may make con-
ditions for life intolerable for much of the globe in decades rather 
than generations.39
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And it was this insight which led a very different, “popular,” global 
Malthusian discourse to emerge at the same time as Wrigley’s academic 
one in the 1960s.40 With the first images of the earth being beamed back 
from space, notably the Apollo 8 images of 1968,41 came the argument 
from many that our earth is a small speck, a limited resource at a global 
scale, which was being recklessly overused by a rapidly expanding pop-
ulation. Buckminster Fuller’s Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth (1969) 
was perhaps the most suggestively titled response to this new intimation 
of global limits and does mention Malthus. However, the most impor-
tant Malthusian response was that by Stanford Professor of Biology Paul 
Ehrlich, whose Population Bomb (1968)—“the most famous population 
treatise since Malthus”—was the first of many books predicting that, 
on the global scale, the human population increase was unsustainable 
and would lead to social collapse, probably by means of positive rather 
than preventive checks.42 This was, of course, a rather different “global” 
imaging of Malthus from those canvassed in Darwin and Wallace, in 
Wrigley, or indeed in Malthus himself. Where for all these thinkers 
Malthus was to be read as uncovering/hypothesizing universal laws 
that could be applied severally to the nations, regions, or ecosystems of 
the globe, for Fuller, Ehrlich, and others such as the authors of the infa-
mous Club of Rome report, The Limits to Growth (1972), a global society 
was now a singular entity and it was exhibiting a rate of population 
growth that would outstrip resource growth. If this message was being 
advanced by ecologists and biologists, it was also closely tied with paral-
lel discussions amongst economists, notably, development economists, 
whose concerns about a “hungry world” impacted on US and UN global 
food and aid programs.43In other words, the dynamic that Malthus had 
seen as universal but depicted as working on a nation-by-nation basis, 
was now projected as working on the scale of the globe as a whole. The 
global doomsday predictions of the 1960s, coupled with their criticism 
by such scholars as Julian Simon, accorded to the global Malthus of that 
age a notoriety he had not experienced since the age of Dickens, with 
Ehrlich’s book selling over two million copies while the Limits to Growth 
sold over ten million.44 Malthus’s newfound notoriety as a global seer 
and doomsayer was codified at the end of the era in Michael Hart’s 1978 
attempt to rank the most influential people of all time, which placed 
Malthus eightieth, one above John F. Kennedy.45

National Malthus

If the reference to “the principle of population” in the title of the Essay 
pointed to its global, universal scale of rhetoric and argumentation, the 
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subtitle—“as it affects the future improvement of society. With remarks 
on the speculations of Mr. Godwin, M. Condorcet, and other writers”—
gestured toward a more parochial scale, both spatially and temporally. 
Temporally, this placed Malthus’s Essay in the ambit of the maelstrom 
of debate about utopianism, which had been galvanized by the French 
Revolution, most notably, through William Godwin’s Enquiry Concerning 
Political Justice (1793). In terms of scale, it placed the Essay as an inter-
vention in debates about the political, social, and economic responses 
that the British nation state should adopt in a post-revolutionary 
world.46 In short, even if the principle of population was supposed to 
be global and transhistorical in its reach, it was its practical implications 
for policy and politics on the national scale that Malthus prioritized.

Again, this “national” Malthus can be found with ease in the Essay. 
In negative vein, the Essay is laced with ironic rebuttals and derisive 
critiques of the French Revolutionary experiment for its apparent 
hubris in trying to transcend the principle of population, these cul-
minating in the attack on Condorcet’s “attachment . . . to principles, 
which every day’s experience was so fatally for himself contradicting” 
(Essay, 54). Malthus was in no doubt as to what the events of 1789 
amounted to a decade later:

The human mind in one of the most enlightened nations of the 
world, and after a lapse of some thousand years, debased by such 
a fermentation of disgusting passions, of fear, cruelty, malice, 
revenge, ambition, madness and folly, as would have disgraced the 
most savage nation in the most barbarous age. (Essay, 54)

However, Malthus’s main concern was not negatively with the puta-
tive recrudescence of the French nation, but positively with what the 
principle of population meant for his own nation in terms of policy. 
Here, Malthus devoted space to two main socioeconomic questions 
Britain faced. First, and perhaps less remembered, was his critique of 
Adam Smith’s notion of wealth in Chapters 16 and 17 of the Essay. 
For Malthus, the true measure of the wealth of a nation was the com-
fort of its lower classes; something which, he argued, was predicated 
all but exclusively on agrarian production. Malthus’s fear was that, 
while in Smithian terms the aggregate monetary wealth of Britain had 
increased in the second half of the eighteenth century, this had had 
“little or no tendency to better the condition of the labouring poor” 
(Essay, 110) as growth had been concentrated in commerce and manu-
facture, not in agrarian output. Indeed, as an increasing percentage 
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and absolute number of the laboring population had been employed 
in “close and unwholesome” manufacturing (Essay, 110), their quality 
of life—in the main, that meant their access to subsistence—had in 
fact diminished even if, in monetary terms, Britain had grown wealth-
ier. Secondly—and, as we shall see, this was the “national” Malthus 
who was to be remembered in the ensuing decades—for Malthus, the 
workings of the principle of population meant that the system of state 
relief for the poor embodied in the Elizabethan Poor Laws was funda-
mentally misguided and urgently needed recasting. Malthus addressed 
this question in the notorious Chapter 5 of the Essay, arguing, above 
all, that the Poor Laws “create the poor which they maintain” (Essay, 
33). As the Poor Laws offered state relief, they allowed people to have 
children whom they had no means of supporting and put those who 
were prudent at a relative disadvantage. For Malthus, the Poor Laws 
were an example of state hubris—“the wretched system of governing 
too much”47—as egregious as that exhibited in the French Revolution, 
because they demanded that sustenance be provided despite the supe-
rior power of population increase relative to the expansion of food pro-
duction. As Malthus put this in a later edition of the Essay, this was:

as arrogant and as absurd as if it had been enacted that two ears 
of wheat should in future grow where only one had grown before. 
Canute, when he commanded the waves not to wet his princely foot, 
did not in reality assume a greater power over the laws of nature.48

Malthus advocated the total abolition of poor laws and their replace-
ment by county workhouses, paid for by the nation, wherein the poor 
would be compelled to work (Essay, 36–37); this reflecting the attitude 
that “dependent poverty ought to be held disgraceful” (Essay, 33).

Even in his own age, this “national” Malthus and his policy pre-
scriptions were profoundly controversial. Above all, as Fredrik 
Jonsson has shown, where political economists such as Malthus and 
Joseph Townsend, whom Malthus has sometimes been accused of 
plagiarizing, viewed overpopulation in terms of natural history and 
the overtopping of a “natural” carrying capacity, others immediately 
responded by viewing it as “a function of land use, property rela-
tions, and state policy, rather than inadequate food production.” This 
debate was played out most powerfully in the Scottish Highlands, 
whose different geographical and intellectual location led to virulent 
debates about Malthus’s ideas in the context of clearances and sheep 
farming, far removed from Malthus’s life in southern England.49
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Late eighteenth century Scottish debates in many ways anticipate 
the vituperative response to the “national” Malthus in the first half 
of the nineteenth century, which had two main strands of discursive 
response: that of the Romantics and that of Karl Marx and Friedrich 
Engels. Looking to the Romantics first, their response to Malthus was 
one of all but unqualified hostility for the better part of half a cen-
tury. While there were diverse lines of response in Coleridge, Hazlitt, 
Shelley, and Byron,50 it was in the form of the future poet laureate 
Robert Southey that the romantic hostility to Malthus’s national pre-
scriptions was laid bare most transparently. For Southey, writing in the 
Annual Review of 1804, Malthus’s success was a pure outcome of having 
written “the political bible of the rich, the selfish, and the sensual.”51 
And his bible encouraged those who were heartless to the poor in the 
name of respecting the principle of population: Malthus allowed the 
rich to see the laboring poor “as cattle,” a herd to be managed. And, 
in Swiftian vein, what better way to manage them than by castration? 
There would be the ultimate positive check: “The proceedings of govern-
ment would be wonderfully facilitated, for John Bull has been at times 
a refractory animal, but John Ox would certainly be tractable.”52 As the 
reference here made clear, Malthus was imagined by the Romantics not 
as patriotic, as working for the good of the nation as he framed him-
self, but as the vindictive apostle of the rich, of a partial not a national 
interest.53 Southey also anatomized the central romantic contention 
about the falsity of Malthus’s argument with clarity; poverty is not the 
product of universal nature and her laws, but of self-interested social 
arrangements instituted by a nation’s corrupt governors:

All checks to population, till the power of production can be 
pushed no farther, and actual room for farther increase be want-
ing, must be attributed to error and ignorance in man, not to 
unerring nature and omniscient goodness.54

As we have seen, it was the argument that “actual room” for increase 
had been exhausted, which loomed as a specter for those haunted by 
images of “spaceship earth” in the 1960s. Reverting to Southey, he 
held his pen for another eight years before returning to the fray against 
Malthus and his allies, those he characterized as “voiders of menstrual 
pollution,”55 with an even more spectacularly abusive attack in the 
influential Quarterly Review in 1812, which he was happy to reprint in 
his collected essays twenty years later. Much of Southey’s 1812 essay 
recycles material from eight years previously. And yet the essay is even 
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more aggressive and does make some new points. In terms of personal 
vituperation, Malthus is cast as a “philosophicide” advocating death56 
and, taking up on his epistolary image of Malthus as menstrual pol-
lution but changing the angle of bodily attack, his work is dismissed 
as “a colliquative diarrhoea of the intellect.”57 The area where the 
Quarterly Review essay moves Southey’s opposition forward, and does 
so in ways prescient of the Marxist critique of Malthus, was in his 
analysis of what would happen if Malthus’s ideas were adopted and 
how Britain should respond. If Malthus’s ideas were adopted, Southey 
argues that the poor will be left to starve. But where the social com-
pact of the nation is broken, the poor and the dispossessed will have a 
Hobbesian “resort to the right of the strongest.”58 And, having shown 
his readers this abyss into which Malthus’s reasoning would lead the 
nation, Southey painted a very different picture of the solution to 
the problem. The Christian injunction was that we should “replen-
ish the earth and subdue it.” Malthus was mistaken because there 
were numerous lands that lay empty, where this injunction could be 
obeyed with due humility and reverence, and thus there was no real 
“population problem” to encounter in the foreseeable future:

Let the reader cast a thought over the map, and see what elbow-
room there is for England. We have Canada with all its territory, 
we have Surinam, the Cape Colony, Australasia . . . It is time that 
Britain should become the hive of nations, and cast her swarms; 
and here are the lands to receive them.59

For Southey, this was a response consonant with “the laws and insti-
tutions with which Providence has favoured us above all others.”60 
Prefiguring the nationalist rhetoric of the age of high empire in mid-
Victorian Britain, Southey portrayed the British nation as having a civi-
lizing mission that would simultaneously short circuit the incipient 
class, Darwinian, or Hobbesian revolutions, toward which the logic of 
Malthus’s argument would lead. The choices Britain faced in Southey’s 
depiction were national disintegration under Malthus’s divisive aegis, 
or the propagation of nations under his own. Southey, then, advocated 
a very different principle of population from Malthus’s; that Britain 
should populate the empty world with new nations in its own image.

Southey’s Malthus, a national scourge, was of course very closely 
related to Dickens’s Malthusian Scrooge of thirty years later with whom 
we opened this essay. In both depictions, Malthus was the codification 
of greed and the abnegation of Christian charity, all in the name of a 
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transparently bogus law of nature. Malthus represented the self-interest 
of one group in the nation at the expense of national vitality. Malthus’s 
actual critique of financial increment in the name of “true” agrarian 
wealth for the laboring classes was forgotten, whilst his strictures on 
the Poor Laws were foregrounded. Moving into the early-Victorian age 
when the so-called condition of England question galvanized public 
debate, Malthus was placed squarely on the side of the wealthy, with 
whatever violations to the texture of his argument this entailed.

From the discourse of political economy, Karl Marx and Friedrich 
Engels performed a very similar move, reading Malthus at a national 
scale in order to condemn his logic as that of the self-interested 
bourgeoisie. Marx in particular was consistent and vituperative in 
his attacks on Malthus throughout his career, positioning him as “a 
true member of the English State Church . . . a professional sycophant 
of the landed aristocracy.”61 That Malthus represented this class had 
justifiably led to “the hatred of the English working class against 
Malthus.”62 Above all, Malthus was deluded or simply dishonest in 
depicting the principle of population as a law of nature; social laws 
were not invariant but related to the modes of production in which 
they were manifested, such that there is only a “law of population 
peculiar to the capitalist mode of production.”63 And herein Marx 
saw two positive features in Malthus’s argument. Living in and reflect-
ing on the most advanced capitalist economy to date, Malthus had 
firstly seen the cyclical, disharmonious nature of capitalism with its 
tendency to boom and bust, to glut and scarcity (this was mainly ana-
lyzed by Malthus in his later Principles of Political Economy),64 and sec-
ondly, noted the ways in which this “cyclicity” led to periods when 
many of the poor could not find gainful employment.65 But Malthus 
had ascribed this economic oscillation to the interaction of popula-
tion and resources through fixed laws of nature, something Engels, 
in uncharacteristically Christian tones, dismissed as a “repulsive blas-
phemy against man and nature.”66 It was, on the contrary, capitalism 
that needed a “reserve army of workers” to function, not nature, nor 
any putative principle of population.67 Malthus’s false consciousness, 
then, came from observing elements of the malfunctioning of a capi-
talist mode of production accurately, but mistakenly ascribing them 
to nature not capitalism. And by ascribing to nature that which was 
produced by society, Malthus served the interests of the aristocracy 
and the bourgeoisie: the narrow vision of national aggrandizement 
and not the progressive drive to socialist revolution. It was against 
this false ascription of the national and the capitalist to universal 
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laws of nature that Marx and Engels also reacted in their criticism of 
Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection:

The whole Darwinian theory of the struggle for existence is simply 
the transference from society to animate nature of Hobbes’s theory 
of the war of every man against every man and the bourgeois eco-
nomic theory of competition, along with the Malthusian theory 
of population.68

Simply put, for Marx and Engels, both Malthus and Darwin were 
mistakenly imagining that their analyses worked at a universal or 
global scale as fixed laws across time and space, where both were 
in fact projections from the much more limited temporal and geo-
graphical scale of the national embodiment of early industrial capi-
talism, as evidenced in the Britain of the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries. That Darwinian processes of species interac-
tion could be imagined on very different models in different national 
spaces was also made clear by the example of Russia, a nation that 
read “Darwin without Malthus,” such that species interaction was 
understood in terms of “mutual aid” by a whole host of writers of 
whom Peter Kropotkin was the most influential spokesman in the 
Anglophone world.69 Such lines of criticism of Malthus, arguments 
that the Malthusian argument is a delusion on the scalar and tempo-
ral grounds that it mistakes the temporary national manifestations of 
capitalism for invariant global laws, or that it intentionally buttresses 
the parochial self-interest of the wealthy in the name of nature, con-
tinue to ramify down to the present, most notably in the Marxist 
tradition, where both E. P. Thompson in The Making of the English 
Working Class (1963) and David Harvey in Population, Resources and 
the Ideology of Science (1974) rehearsed essentially the same thesis.70

Local Malthus

The Marxist position from Marx onwards concerning what I have 
called “national” Malthus vacillates between seeing Malthus’s errone-
ous vision as unintentional, a form of false consciousness, the pro-
jection of the everyday experience of industrial capitalism onto the 
canvas of nature, and framing it as an intended mystification serving 
the interests of the landed classes. In both variants, however, Marx 
and Engels clearly thought of Malthus’s principle as “parochial” in 
the sense of being biased or overly ideological. Both variants also had 
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considerable currency in the nineteenth century: Nietzsche—“the 
incomparable diagnostician of nineteenth-century moral thought”71—
aphorizing the false consciousness variant in characteristic style in his 
comment in The Twilight of Idols that “we must not confound Malthus 
with nature,”72 and Hazlitt encapsulating the mystification variant in 
his comment, the venom and eloquence of which Marx could never 
match, that Malthus’s system was the “little, low, rankling malice of a 
parish-beadle, or the overseer of a workhouse . . . disguised in the garb 
of philosophy . . . in which false logic is buried under a heap of garbled 
calculations, such as a bad player might make at cribbage to puzzle 
those with, who knew less of the game than himself.”73

And yet there is another sense in which Malthus’s work in the Essay 
might be seen as “parochial”; that being the literal sense that it was 
“of the parish,” or, in other words, was driven by the local context 
Malthus experienced and which provoked him to put pen to paper 
in 1798. This “local” Malthus has not, unlike the global and national 
variants canvassed thus far, engendered a critical reaction in the 
reception of Malthus, only being signaled by Malthus’s biographer, 
Patricia James.74 And yet in the text of the Essay, Malthus leaves clear 
indications of its more local origins. The “Preface” to the large quarto 
version of the Essay published in 1803 commented that its shorter 
predecessor had been “written on the spur of the occasion, and from 
the few materials that were within my reach in a country situation”75; 
a comment that remained in all the subsequent editions published 
in Malthus’s lifetime. The “spur” in question was elucidated in the 
“Preface” to the first edition itself:

The following essay owes its origin to a conversation with a 
friend, on the subject of Mr. Godwin’s essay on avarice and profu-
sion . . . and the author at first sat down with an intention of merely 
stating his thoughts to his friend upon paper, in a clearer manner 
than he thought he could do in conversation. (Essay, i)

The “gentleman” in question was Malthus’s father, Daniel, and the 
“country situation” in which the book was written was his parental 
home at Albury in Surrey. Do these clues to a local element in the 
Essay lead to new ways of viewing the text? Do the more “parochial” 
origins of the Essay in time and space matter to its argument?

Attending to time first, the middle months of 1798 were not quiet 
ones for the English, and it seems likely that it is in the very specific 
context of these weeks and months in which Malthus wrote the Essay, 
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rather than in some underspecified context of “post-revolutionary 
reaction” that we can understand his book afresh. The aforementioned 
“Preface” to the first edition of the Essay is dated June 7, 1798. This 
was in fact a Thursday, and it came sandwiched amidst one of the 
most troubled moments in British history in the “long” eighteenth 
century. For it was in the last days of May and the first week of June 
that the Great Irish Rebellion reached its murderous climax, June 7 
itself being the day when the County Antrim element of those events 
began and the day when the town of Wexford fell to the rebels.76 As 
Thomas Pakenham notes, this was “the long dreaded day, when the 
French Revolution would spread to Ireland.”77 While, on the other side 
of the Irish Sea, Malthus could not know of these events and their 
uncanny simultaneity with the completion of his counterblast against 
the radical excesses spawned by the French Revolution, he would have 
been aware of and embroiled in the climate of fear and paranoia of that 
summer, as were all of his class and intelligence. For a start, the English 
remained unclear where a French fleet under Napoleon’s charge had 
sailed to; they knew it had left from the port of Toulon on May 19, but 
were not to know that Napoleon was uninterested in the Irish question, 
preferring instead to concentrate on his Egyptian campaign.78 Their 
fears were only exacerbated as their traditionally reliable wooden walls, 
the Royal Navy, had seen serious mutinies the previous year, “spec-
tacular events” whose consequences were still reverberating through 
British political debate.79 More generally, the wheels seemed to be 
coming off the wagon of British success: they had been repulsed from 
Haiti by the island’s liberator, Toussaint Louverture, in February and 
were facing serious insurrection in India, masterminded by the Sultan 
of Mysore.80 Under the pressure of events, the British prime minster, 
William Pitt the Young, seemed to have been thrown into a slough of 
alcohol-fuelled despond, from which he had only emerged briefly to 
fight a duel in late May. As a response to this, and in an unprecedented 
show of loyalty, some 150,000 Englishmen had signed up as volunteers 
to defend their nation from Franco-Irish incursions.81

And, switching from the immediate events in time to the paro-
chial in space, what of Malthus’s family home of Albury? At this time, 
Malthus had his first job as curate of St. John the Baptist church, in 
Okewood, Surrey. The curacy was a poor one, such that he still resided 
with his parents at nearby Albury, all of this within ten miles or so of 
the place of his upbringing, Westcott. We tend to associate rural Surrey 
with wealth; it is the epitome of the so-called “stockbroker Belt” where 
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executives seek rural refreshment from the rigors of life in the square 
mile of the City of London. Houses in Malthus’s curacy of Okewood are 
advertised by estate agents today as in an “idyllic rural situation” and 
yet “not isolated” thanks to a wealth of transport options, the key one 
of which is that “journey times to Waterloo [Station are] from around 
53 minutes.”82 One also gains a measure of the place in contemporary 
society by the fact that the “recreational opportunities” highlighted in 
the Okewood area include horse riding and polo. But if we associate 
Malthus’s home, the rural flanks of the Weald in Surrey, with wealth, we 
must beware projecting this back two centuries onto the age in which 
Malthus travelled its byways. The rural beauties of the area were consid-
erably compromised for contemporaries in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries by blast furnaces that manufactured iron ordinance 
in the area, using and depleting the forests of the Weald in the pro-
cess.83 This industry’s last embers were dwindling in the early decades of 
Malthus’s life; a very graphic reminder that resources could be exhausted 
by usage, as Malthus was to argue in the Essay. However, their loss only 
pointed up the other thing he would have noted in Okewood: the pre-
ponderance of individuals engaged in the hard grind of subsistence 
farming, barely able to make ends meet. Rural Surrey was not the well-
connected hub of a metrocentric transport network in Malthus’s time; 
on the contrary, travelers such as Arthur Young in the 1760s noted the 
peculiarly dreadful nature of the Surrey roads, which left communities 
isolated and self-reliant. And in that isolation was unending labor and 
the persistent spectra of poverty. Taking the modern census district of 
the Mole Valley in which Okewood is located, and looking at the data 
for 1840, the first year we can penetrate in detail, some 21 percent of 
the population were engaged in agriculture (the figure was under 2% in 
2000), and there were still 33 percent of people engaged in mining and 
allied activities. Likewise, in 1855, the infant mortality rate for the area 
was around 157 per 1000, nearly twice the national average, where the 
fertility rate was 162 per 1000, very much at the national average. As 
late as 1880, 36 percent of the population were aged 15 or less, around 
twice the present day figure, while those aged 65 or older amounted 
to only around 4 percent, a quarter of the current tally.84 Simply put, 
life in rural Surrey was short for the vast majority who were engaged in 
industry and agriculture. The line between independence and poverty 
was one on which many teetered: in 1802–1803, more than 13 percent 
of the Surrey population was having its hardships eased by Poor Relief, 
the figure rising to upwards of 40 percent in some parishes.85 If most of 
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these figures come from the mid-nineteenth century, projecting back 
half a century to Malthus’s age, the figures are likely to have been more 
depressing still in the picture they would paint of agrarian poverty, of 
high birth rates, and of short life spans. What we see as the playground 
of the rich and famous was, in Malthus’s age, the graveyard of the poor 
and industrious, of an agrarian and manufacturing labor force crippled 
by the burden of sustaining larger families than they could afford; and 
it was upon this that the Essay would famously focus.

And then, on a smaller scale still of the home rather than the par-
ish, there is the “gentleman” whose conversation provoked the Essay: 
Daniel Malthus. Daniel was an admirer of and personally acquainted 
with Rousseau.86 Bienpensant visions of unending social and personal 
improvement could by projected by William Godwin and ardently 
advocated in affluent parlors by the likes of Daniel Malthus, but they 
jarred disconcertingly with the realities Malthus saw on his travels 
around his Surrey curacy. Malthus was interested, as he put it in a letter 
to his father from Cambridge, in “what actually exists in nature,”87 and 
the daily poverty he saw put the lie to utopianism. The following lines 
from the Essay crystallize the disjunction he must have felt in 1798 
between experience and abstract theories of social improvement:

The sons and daughters of peasants will not be found such rosy 
cherubs in real life, as they are described to be in romances. It can-
not fail to be remarked by those who live in the country, that the 
sons of labourers are very apt to be stunted in their growth, and 
are a long while arriving at maturity . . . a circumstance, which can 
only be attributed to a want either of proper, or of sufficient nutri-
tion. (Essay, 29–30)88

Putting these two scales—the parish and the parlor—together with 
the tinderbox tensions of the middle months of 1798, one can build 
a new, “local” analysis of (or way of worldmaking for) the Essay and 
can envisage it as springing directly from the disjunction between 
utopian parlor politics and the harsh realities of the lives of Surrey’s 
agricultural laborers, and as situated in the very real fears that radical 
incendiarism would spread from Ireland to the mainland, the drudg-
ery of a life led in the incessant struggle to make ends meet leading 
to a yearning for a “short cut” to prosperity through revolution. The 
Essay tried to steer a middle course, wherein utopianism and revolu-
tion were delusions, but where a prudent restraint from and within 
marriage could mitigate the toil the laboring classes faced.
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Historiographical reflections: Nominalism,  
narration and space

I have tried to sketch three “scalar” versions of Malthus, each of 
which is intimated in his Essay, but each of which has a different 
reception history and imagines Malthus and his contribution in a dif-
ferent way. “Global” Malthus is imagined as Newtonian; as a pioneer-
ing social scientist, where that phrase is taken to betoken the desire 
to construct lawlike generalizations about the functioning of nature 
and society, and sometimes, as the founder of an empirical social 
science of demography. This is the Malthus who lit the evolutionary 
fuse and who, mutatis mutandis, inspired the doomsayers and their 
obituaries for spaceship earth a century later. “National” Malthus is 
imagined as a policy maker, the architect of the New Poor Laws of 
1834, the foreteller of the Great Irish Famine, an apostle of competi-
tive individualism. This is the Malthus who was reviled by Romantics 
and Marxists alike as the lackey of the aristocracy and/or bourgeoi-
sie, and who is still criticized in this idiom by their modern inheri-
tors. Finally, “local” Malthus is the clergyman and scholar, rooted in 
Surrey society, whose reflections on the poverty he witnessed there, 
in conjunction with his irritation at the niceties of the radical parlor 
conversations being conducted at the very moment when the British 
Isles were convulsed by revolutionary threats, led him to pen a devas-
tating critique of polite doctrines of perpetual improvement, prefer-
ring instead to advocate prudent self-restraint as a more efficacious 
aid to those mired in the death-defying grind of eking out a living.

In the light of Goodman’s nominalism, my contention is that spatial 
categories—space, scale, network and so forth—amount to one way of 
weaving the web of a historical narrative, of making a coherent historical 
worldview to contextualize an object, moment, or person of historical 
interest, of disaggregating and rebuilding our stories about past societ-
ies. The present essay, for example, has taken the simple scalar trinity—
local, national, global—and used it both to inform a mode of reading 
Malthus’s Essay and to provide an entrée to the reception history of that 
work. If my argument has any claims to merit, it can only be because 
such a scalar strategy of historical reading and narrativization develops 
new modes of Malthusian worldmaking, both textually in the Essay, 
and contextually in its reception. This “worldmaking” can be seen at 
two levels. On the one hand, it creates the coherent web/world of my 
essay itself. Material which, in other contexts, would have no thread 
to bind it—Southey and Surrey, Wrigley, and the doomsayers—gains 
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its meaning through the guiding scalar imaginary adopted. On the 
other hand, it creates a coherent and different way of approaching 
Malthus and his legacy. But deploying such a scalar strategy is precisely 
not on a nominalist account to claim that the three scales somehow 
produce either the different versions of the Essay we have discussed or 
the different receptions and reputations for Malthus and his oeuvre. 
It is also not to suggest that these are the only ways of worldmaking 
about Malthus, nor even that they are the only ways of conjoining 
spatial categories and Malthusian historiography, as is evidenced by 
Dennis Hodgson’s fascinating depiction of the different versions of 
Malthus deployed in arguments in antebellum America between the 
North and the South, their respective modes of conjoining discourses 
of demography, race, and progress, imaging Malthus in very different 
ways.89 Scale and other spatial categories cannot do anything as causal 
actors in a nominalist ontology of history; scale no more “makes” my 
three Malthuses than spatial divisions make Hodgson’s two American 
Malthuses. Space and scale, place and network, travel and migration: 
all such spatial terms have been used in tremendously fruitful ways in 
a diverse array of historical enquiries over the past two decades, but 
spatial terms cannot produce history, let alone historical events. On 
the contrary, spatial terms allow for new narrative interpretations to 
emerge; for new modes of historical worldmaking to be constructed, 
using the traditional contextual and archival crafts of the historian as 
we trace the geographically distributed events of the past. Nominalist 
space leads to narrative history. Whilst this might sound more episte-
mologically and ontologically modest than recent theorizations of the 
role of space in historical enquiry, it is also, I suggest, a more accurate 
recapitulation of what those very works themselves, fascinating as they 
are, have achieved as substantive historical studies.
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10
The Uses of Space in Early 
Modern History—An Afterword
Beat Kümin

This stimulating collection underlines the appeal that “space” continues 
to hold for a wide variety of scholars. Intersecting with a more general 
“cultural turn” across the humanities and social sciences, it has firmly 
established itself as an academic field. Ever more aspects are explored 
in special journal issues, conference proceedings, and essay collections, 
with urban society, religion, politics, and topography among those 
examined most recently.1 There are monographic surveys illustrating 
how spatial perspectives can shed fresh light on classic historical themes 
like state building or confessional change and introductions aimed at 
a general audience.2 Signs of institutionalization include theoretical 
schools, research clusters, and dedicated university positions.3 The dis-
tinctive niche of this volume is a close focus on “uses,” both in terms 
of how space informs scholarly approaches in the present and how spa-
tial perceptions served practical and ideological purposes in the past.4 
While the former represents one of the key questions of the field as a 
whole, the latter sets the challenging task of not only reconstructing 
historical ideas about space, but also tracing their application in specific 
periods, here particularly the centuries between c. 1500 and 1850.

Each of the preceding essays engages with distinct contexts, histori-
ographies, and issues that deserve much more detailed attention than 
is possible in a short comment of this kind. Complementing the edi-
torial introduction, however, the following four general aspects shall 
be discussed here: coverage, “uses,” conclusions, and wider issues.5

Starting with matters of content, disciplinary orientations range from 
archaeology to geography; religion to science; legal to cultural his-
tory. The scale of analysis is equally varied: local settings like houses, 
churches and cities; regional units in the Balkans, Caribbean, and West 
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Africa; Empires run by the British, Habsburgs, and Ottomans; even an 
ingenious combination of multiple levels (Mayhew). Even so, three 
themes stand out for me in this collection: the negotiation of gen-
der relations (most prominently in the studies of English “domestic” 
and “religious” sites by Johnson and Flather), the limits of political 
control in early modern empires (demonstrated with particular ref-
erence to borderlands in Norton, and Benton and Mulich6), and the 
formation of period discourses (regarding the political, scientific, legal 
and demographic spheres in the contributions of Keenan, Heffernan, 
Rudd and Mayhew respectively). All authors rely on qualitative meth-
ods based on fresh interpretations of written, pictorial and material 
evidence—pamphlets, building plans, court records, correspondence, 
ego-documents—rather than attempts at quantification, visualiza-
tion, or mapping.7 As can be argued with reference to Geographic 
Information Systems, the latter have their specific merits (e.g., in terms 
of presenting vast amounts of complex data in two- or three-dimen-
sional models), but they tend to be snapshots with a limited capacity 
to answer the questions many historians are particularly interested in: 
the dynamics of power relations, divergences in individual/social per-
ceptions, shorter- and longer-term evolutions.8 Conceptually, contrib-
utors prefer the “relational” constitution (as postulated by Gottfried 
Wilhelm Leibniz already around 1700) or “social production” model 
(variously defined by modern scholars like Henri Lefebvre and Martina 
Löw) to an “absolute” conception of space (in the tradition of Isaac 
Newton).9 Yet there are different interpretations of the role of “things” 
and physical environments within this constitution process: Johnson 
ranks it highly, Mayhew not at all. For the former, corporal movements 
like sweeping and objects like talismans play important parts on their 
own; for the latter, space cannot “do” anything bar visualizing our con-
cepts and structuring our narrative. One conspicuous thematic absence 
is the notion of a structural transformation of the public sphere in this 
period, perhaps because it is so frequently addressed elsewhere.10

Second, how is space used by these scholars as an analytical tool? 
Johnson and Flather zoom in on the microsites of homes and parish 
churches with particular emphasis on lived experience and spatial 
orderings. Rather than the fixed gender roles, linear developments and 
social hierarchies associated with early modern advice books and schol-
arly concepts like “patriarchy” and “separate spheres,” they find much 
female agency, contestation, and dynamic adaptation.11 Building on 
Richard Rorty, Norton takes an anti-representationalist stance—“our 
concepts of space, the means by which we conceptualize, delineate, 
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and divide up geographical, territorial, and political space, are no more 
fundamental or ‘given’ than any of our other conceptual categories that 
we use to impose order on, and make sense of, the world”—to uncover 
the dynamic grass-roots loyalties and affiliations in the liminal zone 
between two European superpowers, producing evidence of multiple 
identities and situational alliances. This approach has many similari-
ties to that forged by Benton and Mulich out of recent developments 
in borderland, maritime, and postcolonial historiographies. Keenan 
exemplifies how the study of landscapes and settlement planning can 
deepen our understanding of political regimes, while Heffernan exam-
ines spatial discourses for clues about the evolution and differentia-
tion of modern academic disciplines. Rudd interrogates connections 
between individual perceptions of distant polities and diverging ideas 
of how they should be governed. Last but not least, Mayhew dem-
onstrates how scalar analysis can help scholars uncover multi-layered 
spatial influences on their primary sources.

As for period uses, the contributions leave no doubt that space 
informed both experience and agency in early modern times. Women 
were acutely aware of their positioning within local society as well as 
of the tangible benefits of striving for a more prestigious pew in the 
key “public space” of the church.12 Imperial governors fully recog-
nized the “tyranny of distance” and the limitations it imposed on 
proactive rule. Traders, soldiers, landowners, and marginal groups 
in borderland zones and microregions knew who was officially 
in charge, but equally how political demarcations could be over-
come through cross-border interactions and informal experiments. 
Members of the French scientific establishment—divided into verti-
cal/celestial astronomy and horizontal/secular geography—clashed 
over the best possible representation of space on maps, not least with 
a view to gaining control over a discipline and its ruling establish-
ment. Peter the Great, in turn, drew on personal travel experience 
to choose Amsterdam as the blueprint for Russia’s new capital on 
the Baltic shore. Here, dogged determination transformed a naturally 
unsuitable landscape to convey a more “modern” political vision. The 
city’s punctuation with churches and religious symbols, furthermore, 
reflected another source of inspiration: Rome. In studying the more 
or less contemporary historical figures of Warren Hastings, Edmund 
Burke, and Thomas Malthus, finally, we get an impression of how 
thinking on different scales—the local/parochial, territorial/national 
and imperial/global—shaped distinctive worldviews and different 
personal objectives.
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Individually, the contributions thus arrive at a multitude of interest-
ing findings. Taken together, one powerful conclusion prevails: “fluid-
ity.” Proceeding beyond the level of governing elites and their official, 
published discourses, the authors uncover the inherent instability of 
spatial hierarchies, authorities, and identities; of gender spheres; politi-
cal boundaries; regional networks; and the meanings associated with 
particular places. This message is powerful and well substantiated, but 
is it perhaps a little too strong and one-sided? In order to function, after 
all, societies need a minimum of agreed upon rules, established modes 
of communication, and (arguably) spatial demarcations. Whatever the 
opportunities for political transcendence and subversion in specific 
situations, the sheer territorial expanse of a country like Russia, the 
(comparatively) effective command of the waves by the British navy, 
and the distinct legal frameworks of individual towns and villages were 
“tangibles” to be reckoned with. Similar points could be made with 
regard to the spatial manifestations of economic and religious power.

With a view to current debates in the field as a whole, four wider 
issues shall also be briefly touched upon: the complex relationship 
between the material and immaterial dimensions; the vexed question 
of terminology; the specific place of “early modernity” in the history 
of space; and the “value added” by applying spatial approaches to the 
past in general.

The material world is by no means absent from these pages (dust 
and dirt in the English vernacular house; scuffles during church ser-
vices; abject devastation of paupers in Malthus’s parish; the adverse 
terrain faced by the builders of St Petersburg), but on balance, engage-
ment with representation, discourse and mental worlds is rather 
more extensive. This has previously been noted as a concomitant of 
the cultural turn and the integration of the two dimensions remains 
challenging.13 Would it be helpful to, say, take account of the size, 
shape, and ornamentation of pews; the topographical location and 
interior layout of the Paris Academy of Science; the physical travel 
experiences of Burke and Hastings?

As for terminology, there have been numerous attempts to promote 
consistency and clarity across periods and disciplines. The most famous 
example is Lefebvre’s trilogy of ‘spatial practice,” “representation of 
space,” and “representational space”; but many observers—includ-
ing this writer—have found it somewhat difficult to disentangle.14 
Demarcations that are too rigid, for example, between an invariable/
neutral physical “environment” and historicized/meaningful cultural 
“place” would surely be unsatisfactory, but so would the abandoning 
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of any attempt at enhancing clarity of expression, especially given 
the desirability of interdisciplinary exchange. In a fresh attack on the 
loose use of vocabulary in the field (and—rather as emphasized here 
by Mayhew—the lack of any evidence or conceptualization of the 
actual “agency” of space), Leif Jerram recently proposed a revised lay-
ering in which “space” refers to the “proximate disposition of things 
in relation to each other,” “site” to the “location of things on the 
earth’s surface” and “place” to “values, beliefs, codes and practices 
that surround a particular location.” In essence, he calls for a theoret-
ically satisfactory accounting for “space” in the historical process or 
to stop using the term altogether.15 However, should the location and 
disposition of objects not be classed as features of the same physical 
framework rather than as separate categories? My inclination, I fear, is 
toward yet another tripartite model: “location” for a specific position 
within a current or historical system of organization/measurement 
(for instance as defined by coordinates on a modern map or a posi-
tion on the Ptolemean spheres); “place” for a location with a broadly 
accepted set of functions, furnishings and meanings (e.g., a church or 
market square, but also a metaphysical concept like Purgatory); and 
“space” for the relational situating of humans, environmental features, 
and objects in people’s minds. The first term thus refers to universally 
identifiable points, the second to social interpretations, the third to 
idiosyncratic imaginations. Such a model affords a certain agency to 
“things” (in that the presence/absence of, say, falling apples, or cruci-
fixes affect the ways in which individuals like “Newton” or groups like 
“Christians” perceive their surroundings), thus helping us integrate 
the material, social, and mental components of space constitution. 
The search for the perfect solution, no doubt, continues.

What was particularly “early modern” about the practices and 
processes observed in this volume? This is naturally hard to assess 
given the (perfectly reasonable) limitation to one period, but there 
are numerous leads in the contributions: transformations wrought 
by the first mass/distance medium of print (Johnson); the enhanced 
socio-political significance of religious sites in the confessional age 
(Flather; Keenan); the widening of horizons through state forma-
tion and European expansion (Benton and Mulich; Rudd); growing 
interactions between local, regional and global concerns (Norton; 
Mayhew); clashes between metaphysical and secular views of the uni-
verse (Heffernan).16 But how should we assess the “feel” of these cen-
turies overall? In their afterword to a comparable collection, Marko 
Lamberg and Marko Hakanen characterize space as really “an obstacle 
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more than anything” in pre-industrial times.17 Certainly, mobility and 
information flows have increased dramatically since, but from a period 
perspective, one could arguably make a stronger case for an age of 
opportunity and expansion. Cartographic campaigns, road-building 
programs, growth of trade, print technology, urban planning, postal 
connections, overseas territories—in all these senses, early modernity 
was overcoming traditional hurdles, at least in Europe.18

Finally, and most fundamentally, what can spatial approaches add 
to the study of history as a whole? My personal impression is “quite 
a lot”: for a start, time and space form the two basic dimensions of 
human existence and to neglect one inevitably distorts the other.19 
Models of relational constitution help us to come to terms with idio-
syncratic world-views; that is, to grasp how differently (say) Castilian 
peasants, merchants and priests would have imagined Columbus’s 
mission when they saw him set sail from Palos on August 3, 1492, 
or—again, due to distinct positions, viewpoints, constellations, 
objects, contacts, networks, and horizons—how divergently French 
eye-witnesses must have experienced the storming of the Bastille 
nearly three centuries later. Envisioning a situational construction, in 
other words, allows historians to account for synchronic variations 
and thus the “fluidity” of space. Furthermore, returning to one of the 
collection’s main concerns, spatial approaches illuminate relations 
between mind and matter. Through more or less conscious political 
and social processes, as Pierre Nora has argued, certain sites (as well 
as non-material entities) evolve capacities to evoke memories, values, 
and ideals in any community. Be they official monuments or private 
places, “things” can serve as gateways into the past.20

By addressing key issues, testing concepts, providing new insights, 
and provoking further questions, The Uses of Space in Early Modern 
History advances the field in significant ways. Readers will form their 
own judgments on the collection’s salient features, strengths, and 
impulses for future work, but I am sure that they will benefit from 
close engagement with the essays presented here.
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